freigeschaltete Ressourcen für "Aufsätze und mehr"

Provider
ABC-CLIO

Ressource
The ABC-CLIO eBook Collection

ASTM International

ASTM International - Books & STPs

ASTM International

ASTM Journals

ASTM International

ASTM Standards

Accessible Archives

*** ALL Accessible Archives Collections ***

Alexander Street Press

Music Online: African American Music Reference

Alexander Street Press

Music Online: Classical Music Reference Library

Alexander Street Press

Music Online: Classical Scores Library: Volume l (DFG
Customers)

Alexander Street Press

Music Online: The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music

Alexander Street Press

North American Immigrant Letters, Diaries, and Oral Histories

Alexander Street Press

Social Theory: First Edition (Pre-April 2014)

Alexander Street Press

Twentieth Century North American Drama: First Edition (PreOctober 2012)

American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS)

ACLS Humanities E-Books

American Economic Association

American Economic Association Journals

American Geosciences Institute

GeoRef (ProQuest)

American Institute of Physics

AIP Conference Proceedings

American Institute of Physics

AIP Journals

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
This collection offers encyclopedias, dictionaries, handbooks, and guides from ABC-CLIO, Greenwood Press, Libraries Unlimited, and Praeger on many
subjects: American History; Business; Current Events & Issues; Economics; Health & Medicine; Literature; Military History; Politics, Law & Government;
Psychology; Religion & Mythology; Science, Technology & Environment; Women’s Studies; and more. For more information: http://ebooks.abcclio.com/main.aspx
The ASTM Standards and Engineering Digital Library (SEDL) covers a broad range of Engineering disciplines, including Aerospace, Biomedical, Chemical,
Civil, Environmental, Geological, Health and Safety, Industrial, Materials Science, Mechanical, Nuclear, Petroleum, Soil Science, and Solar Engineering.
ASTM's standards cover Metals, Petroleum, Construction, the Environment, and other topics . This collection contains e-books, manuals, monographs, and
special technical publications (STPs). Symposia papers are not indexed in Primo Central. For more information about SEDL:
http://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/index.shtml, STPs: http://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/STP/stp_toclist.htm, Manuals:
http://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/MNL/mnl_toclist.htm, E-books: http://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/EBOOK/
ASTM International is a globally recognized leader in the development and delivery of voluntary consensus standards. ASTM Journals explore
developments in testing and evaluation, materials performance, geotechnical and civil engineering. All journal papers are peer reviewed and are
abstracted/indexed in top services. For more information: https://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/index.html
The ASTM Standards and Engineering Digital Library (SEDL) covers a broad range of Engineering disciplines, including Aerospace, Biomedical, Chemical,
Civil, Environmental, Geological, Health and Safety, Industrial, Materials Science, Mechanical, Nuclear, Petroleum, Soil Science, and Solar Engineering.
ASTM's standards cover Metals, Petroleum, Construction, the Environment, and other topics . This collection contains active standards only. Historical and
withdrawn standards, Standards Adjuncts and work Items are not indexed in Primo Central. Access to full text is available to subscribers only. For more
information about SEDL: http://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/index.shtml and the Standards: http://www.astm.org/Standard/index.shtml
Accessible Archives provides access to primary source material from 18th and 19th century American publications. The sources, previously furnished only
on microfilm, reflect a broad view of the times. For more information: http://www.accessible.com
This collection covers blues, jazz, spirituals, civil rights songs, slave songs, minstrelsy, rhythm & blues, gospel, and other forms of black American musical
expression. Resources include biographies, anthologies, encyclopedias, images, lyrics, song sheets, chronologies, textbooks, and discography. For more
information: http://search.alexanderstreet.com/aamr The availability status for all records in this collection is set to "Full text available". We recommend
that only subscribers activate this collection.
This collection spans the history of Western classical music, beginning in the Middle Ages. It includes definitions of musical terms, biographical information,
score and lyric excerpts, chronologies, critical texts, and images from authoritative reference works for the study of music. For more information:
http://alexanderstreet.com/products/bakr. The availability status for all records in this collection is set to "Full text available". We recommend that only
subscribers activate this collection.
This collection is intended for use by the Deutsches Forschungsbohrkonsortium (DFG) (German Research Foundation).For more information:
http://search.alexanderstreet.com/shmu The availability status for all records in this collection is set to "Full text available". We recommend that only
subscribers activate this collection.
This encyclopedia offers more than 700 articles of music research from all over the world. The collection includes associated audio examples, illustrations
and photographs, song texts and scores, and charts and maps of the world regions. For more information: http://alexanderstreet.com/products/glnd. The
availability status for all records in this collection is set to "Full text available". We recommend that only subscribers activate this collection.
This collection contains personal narratives, letters, diaries, pamphlets, autobiographies, political cartoons, and oral histories, by and about immigrants to
North America from 1840 to the present. Immigration from all over the world is represented, presenting the experience of immigration through historical,
sociological, ethnic, and diversity studies, among others, as well as the literature of the eras. Perspectives of both the New World and the Old World are to
be found in these works, offering colorful portraits of both experiences. For more information: http://alexanderstreet.com/products/imld The availability
status for all records in this collection is set to "Full text available". We recommend that only subscribers activate this collection.
Social Theory is a practical resource for students and scholars in the humanities and social sciences. Originally conceived in 2005, the database brings
together an extensive range of influential writings representing the most important trends of sociological thought from the eighteenth century to the present
day. For more information: http://alexanderstreet.com/products/social-theory Only subscribers who purchased Social Theory prior to April 2014 should
activate this collection. The availability status for all records in this collection is set to "Full text available". We recommend that only subscribers activate
this collection.
This collection contains plays from the United States and Canada, and permits study of the events of the twentieth century through the plays and
performances written in these years. Works also include playbills, posters, and other production ephemera. The nineteenth century works by prominent
writers of the early twentieth century are also included, to present the complete works of those writers. The database targets gay and lesbian theatre,
Jewish theatre, American Indian theatre, and other minority works. The collection incorporates material from ASP’s other drama projects, such as Black
Drama and Latino Literature. For more information: http://alexanderstreet.com/products/nadr Subscribers who purchased Twentieth Century North
American Drama before October 2012 should activate this collection. The availability status for all records in this collection is set to "Full text available". We
recommend that only subscribers activate this collection.
ACLS Humanities E-Book (HEB) offers titles in the humanities, in collaboration with twenty learned societies and more than 100 contributing publishers, as
well as the University of Michigan’s Scholarly Publishing Office. Fields covered include: Area Studies throughout the world, Historical Studies throughout
the world, Archeology, Biblical Studies, Bibliographic Studies, Folklore, Literary Criticism, Musicology, Performance Studies, Political Science, and many
more. Reviewed by scholars, titles include monographs, collected essays, and primary sources. For more information:
http://www.humanitiesebook.org/intro.html
This collection contains the articles of the journals of the American Economic Association. The AEA encourages all areas of economic research and
freedom of economic discussion, without partisan approach. For more information: http://www.aeaweb.org/aea_journals.php
Formerly GeoRef (CSA), GeoRef (ProQuest) provides access to the geoscience literature of the world. It includes journal articles, books, maps, conference
papers, reports and theses. GeoRef In Process and GeoRef Serials are included in this collection. For more information:
http://www.agiweb.org/georef/about/index.html. Note: Some access to the full text of some articles may require authentication. Select GeoRef at your
institution's subscription agent.
AIP Scitation is the online home of AIP Publishing and AIP Member Societies journals and conference proceedings, encompassing a wide range of topics in
theoretical and applied physics. This collection includes all archival and current AIP Conference content, from 1970 to the present. Non-subscribers have
the option of purchasing or renting individual articles on the AIP Scitation platform. For more information: http://scitation.aip.org/ To browse Proceedings
volumes: http://scitation.aip.org/content/aip/proceeding/aipcp
AIP Scitation is the online home of AIP Publishing and AIP Member Societies journals and conference proceedings, encompassing a wide range of topics in
theoretical and applied physics. This collection includes all archival and current AIP journal content, from 1930 to the present. Non-subscribers have the
option of purchasing or renting individual articles on the AIP Scitation platform. For more information: http://scitation.aip.org/ For a full list of AIP &
Member Society journals: http://scitation.aip.org/content/publications
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Provider
American Institute of Physics

Beschreibung
AIP Scitation is the online home of AIP Publishing and AIP Member Societies journals and conference proceedings, encompassing a wide range of topics in
theoretical and applied physics. This collection includes all archival and current Member Society journal content, from 1929 to the present. It incorporates
individual Member Society collections, such as the American Association of Physicists in Medicine and the Laser Institute of America, previously released
separately. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing or renting individual articles on the AIP Scitation platform. For more information:
http://scitation.aip.org/ For a full list of the AIP publishing partners: http://scitation.aip.org/content/publishers
American Institute of Physics
AIP Open Access
This collection includes all current and archival Open Access content from AIP Scitation, the online home of leading journals and conference proceedings
from AIP Publishing and AIP Member Societies. For more information see: http://scitation.aip.org/
American Mathematical Society
AMS Current Journals
This collection contains the journals of the American Mathematical Society, founded in 1888 to further the interests of mathematical research and
scholarship. For more information: http://www.ams.org/home/page
American Psychiatric Association Publishing
American Psychiatric Publishing Journals (1997-Present)
This collection includes - The American Journal of Psychiatry (more information available at http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org), Focus: the Journal of
Lifelong Learning in Psychiatry (for more information: http://focus.psychiatryonline.org/about), an official journal of the American Neuropsychiatric
Association - Journal of Neuropsychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences (more information at http://neuro.psychiatryonline.org/about), the print and electronic
news service of the American Psychiatric Association - Psychiatric News (http://psychnews.psychiatryonline.org/about) and Psychiatric Services (more
information at http://ps.psychiatryonline.org/about).
American Psychiatric Association Publishing
Psychiatry Legacy Collection (- Jg. 2006) (DFG Nationallizenzen) This collection covers the following publications: American Journal of Insanity 07/01/1844 - 04/30/1921 American Journal of Psychiatry 07/01/1921 - 2006
Journal of Neuropsychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences 1989 - 2006 Psychiatric Services (Washington, D.C.) 1995 - 2006
American Psychiatric Association Publishing
Psychiatry Legacy Collection Online Journals 1844-1996
This collection covers the following publications: A.P.A. Mental Hospital Service Bulletin 1950 (June) - 1951 American Journal of Insanity 1844-1921
American Journal of Psychiatry 1921-1990 Hospital & Community Psychiatry 1966-1994 Journal of Neuropsychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences 1989-1996
Mental Hospitals 1951-1965 Psychiatric Services (Washington, D.C.) 1955-1996
American Psychological Association (APA)
PsycARTICLES
PsycARTICLES contains of full-text articles from over 70 journals published by the American Psychological Association, the APA Educational Publishing
Foundation, the Canadian Psychological Association, and Hogrefe Publishing Group. Coverage begins with 1894. For more information:
http://www.apa.org/pubs/databases/psycarticles/index.aspx
American Psychological Association (APA)
PsycBOOKS
PsycBOOKS is a full text database of over 1,800 scholarly books and classic texts published by the American Psychological Association and other
publishers. The following texts are not included: Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, Fifth Edition, Directories, and Books for
popular audiences.
American Society for Microbiology
ASM Press eBooks
ASMscience eBooks Collection includes peer-reviewed books on all aspects of microbiology. Included in the collections are reference manuals,
monographs, and a selection of textbooks. For more information: http://www.asmscience.org/content/books
American Society for Microbiology
Journals.ASM.org
This collection of journals covers both basic and clinical microbiology. For more information: http://journals.asm.org/
American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers ASABE Technical Library
This resource includes ASABE technical articles, targeted to engineers, scientists, and other involved in agricultural engineering and agri-business.
Members and subscribers have access full text on the ASABE platform; others have the option of purchasing individual articles. For more information:
http://www.asabe.org/publications.aspx
American Society of Civil Engineers
ASCE Library
The ASCE Library provides online access to a high-quality collection of civil engineering content. It contains articles from ASCE journals, papers from
conference proceedings, and e-books and standards. More information at: http://ascelibrary.org/page/faqs#What_is_the_ASCE_Library?
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers - ASCE Proceedings
ASCE Proceedings provide in-depth coverage of break-through technologies across all disciplines of civil engineering from aerospace engineering to
waterways. For more information: http://ascelibrary.org/proceedings
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers - ASCE Standards
ASCE E-books and Standards encompass civil engineering content areas such as construction, structures, transportation, geotechnics, environment, water
resources, and civil engineering practice. For more information: http://ascelibrary.org/page/books/s-standards
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers - ASCE ebooks
ASCE E-books and Standards encompass civil engineering content areas such as construction, structures, transportation, geotechnics, environment, water
resources, and civil engineering practice. For more information: http://ascelibrary.org/ebooks
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers Collection NESLi2
Founded in 1852, the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) represents more than 146,000 members of the civil engineering profession worldwide
and is America’s oldest national engineering society. Their journal titles cover every discipline within the profession and approximately 4000 articles are
added each year.
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers:NESLI2:Journals:2014
Founded in 1852, the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) represents more than 146,000 members of the civil engineering profession worldwide
and is America’s oldest national engineering society. Their journal titles cover every discipline within the profession and approximately 4000 articles are
added each year.
Annual Reviews
Annual Reviews
Annual Reviews offers comprehensive, timely collections of critical reviews, written by leading scientists, in 40 disciplines within the Biomedical, Life,
Physical, and Social Sciences including Economics. Online Access offers each article as its own search engine, providing a gateway to the essential
primary research literature referenced within each topic. For more information: http://www.annualreviews.org
Association for Computing Machinery
ACM Digital Library
This collection includes the publications of the Association for Computing Machinery except for Computing Reviews and The ACM Guide to Computing
Literature. Bibligraphic citations to material from other publishers offered on the ACM Digital Library website are not included in this collection. For more
information: http://dl.acm.org/
Audio Engineering Society
AES E-Library
The AES E-Library contains over 15,000 fully searchable PDF files documenting the progression of audio research from 1953 to the present day. The Elibrary includes every AES paper published at a convention, conference or in the Journal. More information at: http://www.aes.org/e-lib/subscribe/
Audio Engineering Society
AES Publications
The Journal of the Audio Engineering Society — the official publication of the AES — is the only peer-reviewed journal devoted exclusively to audio
technology. Published 10 times each year, it is available to all AES members and subscribers. More information at: http://www.aes.org/audiosciences/
Australian National Data Service (ANDS)
Research Data Australia
Research Data Australia is a service provided by the Australian National Data Service to promote the visibility of research conducted by Australian
institutions. The materials in the collection include research that is the result of surveys, of automated computer searches, and from sensors or instruments.
The collection also includes images, audio and video sources, documents, web pages, and blogs. Records may describe a catalogue, index, or collections
of independent works. For more information: http://services.ands.org.au/home/orca/rda
BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT
eWIC Workshops in Computing
The eWiC Series gives free access to the proceedings of workshops and conferences on the broadest possible range of computing topics. Each volume is
based on the proceedings of a specialist workshop and is designed to provide information that represents a snapshot of current knowledge, debate or
research. For more information: http://ewic.bcs.org/
BMJ Publishing Group
BMJ Journals
The BMJ Group publishes over 31 medical journals in specialist clinical areas, public health and evidence-based medicine. Hosted by HighWire Press.
BMJ Publishing Group
BMJ Open Access and Free Journals
The BMJ Group publishes The BMJ (formerly the British Medical Journal) an international peer reviewed medical journal and a fully “online first” publication,
as well as other medical journals in specialist clinical areas, public health and evidence-based medicine. The BMJ in print has a long history and has been
published without interruption since 1840, when it began as the Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal. All archival articles are available via the online
platform. This free and open access collection includes archival content from before 2005, BMJ Open material from 2011 and forward, as well as other
recent open access content. Customers who subscribe to BMJ should activate the parallel BMJ Journals collection which includes both paid and open
content. For more information: http://www.bmj.com/about-bmj
BMJ Publishing Group
Clinical Evidence
This collection includes peer-reviewed systematic reviews of important clinical conditions and functions as a decision-support resource for evidence-based
medicine (EBM). The reviews summarize the current state of knowledge - and uncertainty - about the prevention and treatment of clinical conditions. For
more information: http://clinicalevidence.bmj.com

Stand: Mai 2018
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Provider
Begell House, Inc.

Ressource
Begell House eBooks

Bentham Science Publishers

Bentham Science - Books

Bentham Science Publishers

Bentham Science - Journals

Bepress

Digital Commons

Bibliothèque Nationale de France

Gallica

BioMed Central Ltd.

BioMed Central

BioOne

BioOne

BioScientifica Ltd.

BioScientifica Journals

Biodiversity Heritage Library

Biodiversity Heritage Library

Bioline International

Bioline International

Bloomsbury Qatar Foundation Journals

QScience.com - Journals

Bloomsbury Qatar Foundation Journals

QScience.com - Proceedings

Brepols

Brepols Miscellanea Online

Brepols

Brepols Periodica Online

Bridgeman Art Library

Bridgeman Education

Brill

Apollo Books Special E-Book Collection, 2007-2012

Brill
Brill

Brill Journal Archive Online - DFG Nationalizenzen
Brill Online Books and Journals

Brill

Brill Online Journals

Brill

Brill Open E-Book Collection

Brill

Brill's Companions in Classical Studies Online I

Brill

Brill's Companions in Classical Studies Online II

Brill

Brill's Companions in Classical Studies Online III

Brill
Brill

Compendia Rerum Iudaicarum ad Novum Testamentum Special
E-Book Collection, 1974-2014
Global Oriental E-Books Online, Collection 2007-2010

Brill

KITLV Press Special E-Book Collection

Brill

KNNV Publishing Special E-Book Collection

Brill

Materials & Surface Science E-Books Online

Brill

New Pauly Online

Brill

Novum Testamentum Supplements Online

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
This collection contains the scholarly books published by Begell House, a publishing house with a specialty in both engineering and biomedical research.
Both the Digital Library and eBook Platform products are represented in this collection - availability will be determined via the links resolver. For more
information: http://www.begellhouse.com/
Bentham Science offers subscription and open access journals and book series, in the fields of pharmaceutical, biomedical, medical, engineering,
technology, computer and social sciences. For more information: http://www.benthamscience.com
Bentham Science offers subscription and open access journals and book series, in the fields of pharmaceutical, biomedical, medical, engineering,
technology, computer and social sciences. For more information: http://www.benthamscience.com
The Digital Commons is an institutional repository platform offered by bepress, formerly known as Berkeley Electronic Press. This collection contains a
selection of journals hosted on the platform. For more information: http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/
Gallica – The BnF digital library - is one of the major digital libraries available for free via the Internet. It provides access to any type of document: printed
documents (books, press and magazines) in image and text mode, manuscripts, sound and iconographic documents, maps and plans. Gallica is intended
to all readers, whether users just having a look, booklovers, students or academics. For more information:
http://www.bnf.fr/en/collections_and_services/digital_libraries_gallica/a.gallica_digital_library.html
BioMed Central is a commercial publisher offering journals across in biomedical fields ranging from Basic Life Sciences to Clinical Medicine. All original
research articles are peer reviewed and, if published, made available via the open access publishing model through BioMed Central and PubMed Central.
Access to value-added content such as review articles, commentary articles, web reports, image databases and evaluation services) is not free, BioMed
Central is part of Springer Science+Business Media.
BioOne aggregates bioscience research journals from over 100 publishers. The journals cover a wide-array of topics, including Global Warming, Stem Cell
Research, Ecological and Biodiversity Conservation. Four collections are available: The complete collection; BioOne 1spans the Biological, Ecological, and
Environmental Sciences; BioOne 2 has many international titles; BioOne Open Access, a collection of fully open access journals. For more information:
http://www.bioone.org
A subsidiary of the Society of Endocrinology, BioScientifica is a leading international provider of services to medical and scientific societies and to the
pharmaceutical industry, with a focus on endocrinology and metabolism. The Bioscientifica journals focus on different areas of endocrinology. For more
information: http://www.bioscientifica.com/journals/default.aspx
The Biodiversity Heritage Library (BHL) is a consortium of natural history and botanical libraries, including the Smithsonian Institute, that cooperate to
digitize the legacy literature of biodiversity held in their collections and to make that literature available for open access and responsible use as a part of a
global “biodiversity commons.” For more information, http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org
Bioline International is a not-for-profit scholarly publishing cooperative. It makes bioscience information published in developing countries available to the
international research community by providing open access to peer-revieiwed research journals. For more information: http://www.bioline.org.br/
This collection contains the peer-reviewed journals of Bloomsbury Qatar Foundation Journals, a member of Qatar Foundation for Education, Science, and
Community Development, in the areas of Medicine & Bioscience, Healthcare, Social Science, Islamic Studies, and Engineering. For more information:
http://www.qscience.com/page/about
This collection contains the proceedings from the Qatar Foundation Annual Research Forum. It includes abstracts of both oral and poster presentation at the
forum. BQFJ Proceedings cover the range of disciplines from Biomedicine, Energy, Environment, Computing, the Arts, Social Sciences, Humanities, and
Islamic Studies. For more information: http://www.qscience.com/page/proceedings
Brepols Miscellanea Online offers essays in medieval studies from hundreds of volumes of miscellany. Topics covered include Area Studies Europe, Art
History, Cultural Studies, and more. For more information: http://brepols.metapress.com
Brepols Periodica Online offers thousands of journal articles in the humanities, in areas ranging from Literature and Philosophy to Medieval Studies and
Egyptology. For more information: http://www.brepols.net/Pages/Home.aspx
Bridgeman Education provides images for teaching, research and reference. Images are available in all media including Photography, Fine Art, Engraving,
Sculpture, Architecture, Archaeology & Ethnography, History, Science & Medicine, Decorative Arts, Artefacts and Applied Arts. For more information:
http://www.bridgemaneducation.com
Brill’s ebook collections and series, cover a wide range of subject areas, including: Humanities (Asian Studies; Language and Linguistics; Middle East and
Islamic Studies; Slavic and Eurasian Studies; Social Sciences), Law, and Science. For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill Online offers journals covering the Humanities, International Law & Biology. For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s ebook collections and series, cover a wide range of subject areas, including: Humanities (Asian Studies; Language and Linguistics; Middle East and
Islamic Studies; Slavic and Eurasian Studies; Social Sciences), Law, and Science. For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill Online offers journals covering the Humanities, International Law & Biology. This collection includes open access articles as well as those available by
subscription. For more information: http://www.brill.pub2web.ingenta.com
This resource includes Open Access content, from Brill’s ebook collections and series. The collections cover a wide range of subject areas, including:
Humanities (Asian Studies; Language and Linguistics; Middle East and Islamic Studies; Slavic and Eurasian Studies; Social Sciences), Law, and Science.
For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s publications focus on the Humanities and Social Sciences, International Law and selected areas in the Sciences. This collection includes books
offered on the Brill Online platform . For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s ebook collections and series, cover a wide range of subject areas, including: Humanities (Asian Studies; Language and Linguistics; Middle East and
Islamic Studies; Slavic and Eurasian Studies; Social Sciences), Law, and Science. For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s ebook collections and series, cover a wide range of subject areas, including: Humanities (Asian Studies; Language and Linguistics; Middle East and
Islamic Studies; Slavic and Eurasian Studies; Social Sciences), Law, and Science. For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s publications focus on the Humanities and Social Sciences, International Law and selected areas in the Sciences. This collection includes books
offered on the Brill Online platform . For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s ebook collections and series, cover a wide range of subject areas, including: Humanities (Asian Studies; Language and Linguistics; Middle East and
Islamic Studies; Slavic and Eurasian Studies; Social Sciences), Law, and Science. For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s ebook collections and series, cover a wide range of subject areas, including: Humanities (Asian Studies; Language and Linguistics; Middle East and
Islamic Studies; Slavic and Eurasian Studies; Social Sciences), Law, and Science. For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s ebook collections and series, cover a wide range of subject areas, including: Humanities (Asian Studies; Language and Linguistics; Middle East and
Islamic Studies; Slavic and Eurasian Studies; Social Sciences), Law, and Science. For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s publications focus on the Humanities and Social Sciences, International Law and selected areas in the Sciences. This collection includes books
offered on the Brill Online platform . For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s ebook collections and series, cover a wide range of subject areas, including: Humanities (Asian Studies; Language and Linguistics; Middle East and
Islamic Studies; Slavic and Eurasian Studies; Social Sciences), Law, and Science. For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s publications focus on the Humanities and Social Sciences, International Law and selected areas in the Sciences. This collection includes books
offered on the Brill Online platform . For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
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Provider
Brill

Ressource
Pocket Books of the Hague Academy of International Law Online

Brill

Social Sciences E-Books Online

Brill

Vetus Testamentum Supplements Online

Brill

Vetus Testamentum Supplements Online

British Standards Institution

British Standards Online (BSOL)

CAB International

CAB Reviews Archive

CAB International

CAB Reviews Current

CAB International

CAB eBooks Agriculture

CAB International

CAB eBooks Animal & Veterinary

CAB International

CAB eBooks Archive

CAB International

CAB eBooks Current

CAB International

CAB eBooks Environment

CAB International

CAB eBooks Human, Food, Nutrition

CAB International

CAB eBooks Leisure and Tourism

CAB International

CAB eBooks Plant Sciences

CASPUR-CIBER Publishing

CASPUR-CIBER Publishing

CQ Press

CQ Almanac Archive

CQ Press

CQ Global Researcher

CQ Press

CQ Researcher Online

CQ Press

CQ Researcher Plus Archive

CQ Press

CQ Weekly

CQVIP (Chongqing VIP Information Co., Ltd.)

The Chinese Science and Technology Periodical Database**

CSIRO Publishing

CSIRO Journals

Cairn.info

Cairn Magazines

Cairn.info

Cairn Ouvrages

Cairn.info

Cairn Poches

Cairn.info

Cairn Revues

Cambridge University Press

Cambridge Books Online

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Brill’s publications focus on the Humanities and Social Sciences, International Law and selected areas in the Sciences. This collection includes books
offered on the Brill Online platform . For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s ebooks cover the following subject areas: Humanities (Asian Studies; Language and Linguistics; Middle East and Islamic Studies; Slavic and Eurasian
Studies; Social Sciences), Law, and Science. For more information: http://www.brill.nl/publications
Brill’s publications focus on the Humanities and Social Sciences, International Law and selected areas in the Sciences. This collection includes books
offered on the Brill Online platform . For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
Brill’s publications focus on the Humanities and Social Sciences, International Law and selected areas in the Sciences. This collection includes works
offered on the Brill Online platform. For more information: http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/
BSI Standards is the UK's National Standards Body. BSI Standards works with manufacturing and service industries, businesses, governments and
consumers to facilitate the production of British, European and international standards. Primo Central includes published standards only; draft standards are
not included. NOTE: The availability status is set to “Full text available” by default. Only customers with authentication from BSOL will be able to access the
full text records at the BSOL site.
CABI produces scientific publications that cover topics including agriculture, the environment, public health, microbiology, nutrition, veterinary sciences, and
more. For more information: http://www.cabi.org/default.aspx?site=170&page=1009
CABI produces scientific publications that cover topics including agriculture, the environment, public health, microbiology, nutrition, veterinary sciences, and
more. For more information: http://www.cabi.org/default.aspx?site=170&page=1009
CABI produces scientific publications that cover topics including agriculture, the environment, public health, microbiology, nutrition, veterinary sciences, and
more. For more information: http://www.cabi.org/default.aspx?site=170&page=1009
CABI produces scientific publications that cover topics including agriculture, the environment, public health, microbiology, nutrition, veterinary sciences, and
more. For more information: http://www.cabi.org/default.aspx?site=170&page=1009
CABI produces scientific publications that cover topics including agriculture, the environment, public health, microbiology, nutrition, veterinary sciences, and
more. For more information: http://www.cabi.org/default.aspx?site=170&page=1009
CABI produces scientific publications that cover topics including agriculture, the environment, public health, microbiology, nutrition, veterinary sciences, and
more. For more information: http://www.cabi.org/default.aspx?site=170&page=1009
CABI produces scientific publications that cover topics including agriculture, the environment, public health, microbiology, nutrition, veterinary sciences, and
more. For more information: http://www.cabi.org/default.aspx?site=170&page=1009
CABI produces scientific publications that cover topics including agriculture, the environment, public health, microbiology, nutrition, veterinary sciences, and
more. For more information: http://www.cabi.org/default.aspx?site=170&page=1009
CABI produces scientific publications that cover topics including agriculture, the environment, public health, microbiology, nutrition, veterinary sciences, and
more. For more information: http://www.cabi.org/default.aspx?site=170&page=1009
CABI produces scientific publications that cover topics including agriculture, the environment, public health, microbiology, nutrition, veterinary sciences, and
more. For more information: http://www.cabi.org/default.aspx?site=170&page=1009
"CASPUR-CIBER Publishing - Sustainable publications" hosts digital journal content and open access scientific, and educational material produced by
CASPUR (Inter-University Consortium for the Application of Super-Computing for Universities and Research). For more information: http://caspurciberpublishing.it/
"The CQ Almanac, available via the CQ Press Library, offers coverage and analysis of U.S. congressional legislation from the 1945 to 2011. For more
information: http://www.cqpress.com/product/CQ-Almanac-Online.html"
CQ Global Researcher provided in-depth coverage of newsworthy global affairs from 2007 through November 2012. Reports covered pressing political,
social, environmental, or regional issues from around the globe. For more information: http://www.cqpress.com/lib/global-researcher.html and
http://library.cqpress.com/globalresearcher
CQ Researcher is a source of original, comprehensive reporting and analysis on issues in the news. It offers single-themed reports in areas such as health,
social trends, criminal justice, international affairs, education, the environment, technology, and the economy. Coverage: 1923 to present. CQ Researcher
was founded as Editorial Research Reports and was published under that title between 1923 and 1991. Primo Central offers Editorial Research Reports as a
separate collection called CQ Researcher Plus Archive .For more information : http://www.cqpress.com/product/Researcher-Online.html For more about the
related products: http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/
CQ Researcher Plus Archive contains Editorial Research Reports, the predecessor to CQ Researcher, offering reports published between 1923 and 1990.
For more information: http://www.cqpress.com/product/Researcher-Online-Plus-Archive.html
CQ Weekly offers in-depth reports on issues before the United States Congress. It also offers a wrap-up of the previous week’s news, including the status of
bills in play, behind-the-scenes maneuvering, committee and floor activity, debates, and all roll-call votes. The collection does not include records of floor
votes. Article coverage: Oct. 1983 to present. For more information: http://www.cqpress.com/product/CQ-Weekly.html
The Chinese Science and Technology Periodical Database covers the disciplines such as Social Sciences, Natural Sciences, Engineering, Agriculture
Sciences, Medicine and Health, Economic Management, Education, Science, Library and Information. Coverage from 1989. For more information:
http://www.cqvip.com/productor/pro_zk.shtml&usg=ALkJrhiyuP0985XWNoR1VlHk8wdB1820gg
** To facilitate the linking to full text
of articles, two new targets were released to SFX4 customers. The first target, CQVIP, consists of 17208 Chinese language journal portfolios, and will
enable standard SFX linking for all authorized customers. The second target, CQVIP Primo, with an accompanying CQVIP Primo parser, requires no
portfolios and enables linking to full text via an article identifier supplied by Primo Central. It is also recommended to adjust the target precedence and
display logic rules in SFX to assure the end-user uses the correct target.
An independent science and technology publisher in Australia, whose journals cover a wide range of scientific disciplines, including agriculture, the plant
and animal sciences, and environmental management. Primo Central includes full text for CSIRO's publications from 2005 - present. For more
information: http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/50.htm
This collection includes all the popular magazine content, primarily from France, Belgium, and Switzerland, provided by Cairn.info. Focus is on subjects in
the social sciences and the humanites. For more information: http://www.cairn.info/magazines.php
This collection includes all the scholarly ebooks, primarily from France, Belgium, and Switzerland, provided by Cairn.info. Focus is on subjects in the social
sciences and the humanites. For more information: http://www.cairn.info/ouvrages.php
This collection includes all the pocket encyclopedias, primarily from France, Belgium, and Switzerland, provided by Cairn.info. Focus is on subjects in the
social sciences and the humanites. For more information: http://www.cairn.info/encyclopedies-de-poche.php
This collection includes all the scholarly journal content, primarily from France, Belgium, and Switzerland, provided by Cairn.info. Focus is on subjects in the
social sciences and the humanites. For more information: http://www.cairn.info/Accueil_Revues.php
This collection includes books offered on the Cambridge Books Online and Cambridge Library Collection platforms. The former includes titles covering
subjects from all disciplines across science, technology and medicine, as well as humanities and social sciences. For more information:
http://ebooks.cambridge.org The latter collection includes reissues of out-of-copyright scholarly books across the full range of academic subjects, from
anthropology to zoology. For more information: http://ebooks.cambridge.org/clc/home.jsf
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Provider
Cambridge University Press

Ressource
Cambridge Companions Complete Collection

Beschreibung
The Cambridge Companions are introductions to major writers, artists, philosophers, topics and periods. The collections of essays are intended to serve as
reference works for an inter-disciplinary audience of students and non-specialists. Themed collections cover literature, philosophy, religion, classics, cultural
studies, and music. Activate this collection if your institution subscribes to Complete Companions; Companions to Literature and Classics; Companions to
Philosophy, Religion and Culture; and/or Companions to Music. For more information: http://universitypublishingonline.org/cambridge/companions/

Cambridge University Press

Cambridge Journals

Canadian Electronic Library

desLibris - Documents

Canadian Science Publishing (operating as NRC
Research Press)

NRC Research Press Journals

Casalini Libri

Edición Española Online (EEO)

Casalini Libri

Editoria Italiana Online (EIO)

Center for Research Libraries

Online Catalog

This collection includes the journals published by Cambridge University Press. The collection includes the front list covering a range of subjects from
Agriculture to Religion to Social Studies, as well as the Cambridge Journals Digital Archive. For more information: http://journals.cambridge.org
Canadian Electronic Library distributes government publications, as well as monographs from think tanks and public policy groups in Canada. The content
is freely available on the desLibris platform. For more information: http://deslibris.ca/enus/forlibraries/canadianelectroniclibrary/celdocumentscollections.aspx
This collection contains the journals from NRC Research Press, published by Canadian Science Publishing. The journals cover the scientific discoveries in
a broad range of scientific disciplines. Historically, the journals in this collection began was the Canadian Journal of Research (in 1929), but in 1951, each
section became an independent journal. For more information:
http://www.nrcresearchpress.com/action/showPublications?display=byAlphabet&pubType=journal
Edicion Espanola Online (EEO) from Casalini Libri offers scholarly works selected from the Spanish content on the Torrossa platform. Subject areas
include Humanities, Social Sciences, and Law, specifically representing Spanish academic research. For more information:
http://www.casalini.it/Promozioni/EEO_2012_eng.pdf
Editoria Italiana Online (EIO) from Casalini Libri offers scholarly works from publishers in Romance language countries, with most publications in Italian,
and some in English or French. Subject areas include History, Philosophy, Linguistics, Comparative Literature, Art, Architecture, Religion, Social Sciences,
Economics, and Sociology. For more information: http://www.casalini.it/PopupService.asp?LS=D&TF=EIO&ST=A
The Center for Research Libraries (CRL) is an international consortium of university, college, and independent research libraries. The bibliographic records
for CRL's entire OPAC have been made available for indexing by Primo Central. Many records contain links to digitized material. Authorization may be
required to access the documents via these links. For more information: http://www.crl.edu. Please note: For this collection, Ex Libris recommends using
‘Expand beyond library collections’ in the Primo interface as records will show ‘no full text available’. The detailed display for each record contains a link to
the collection native interface where the full text may be found.
This collection provides access to the scholarly articles included in the online archive of the Central and Eastern European Online Library (C.E.E.O.L.).
Subjects covered range from the humanities to the social sciences, with focus on topics pertaining to Central, Eastern, and South-Eastern Europe. This
collection includes both paid and Open Access/Free content. Users have the option of purchasing individual articles. For more information:
http://www.ceeol.com
This collection provides access to the Open Access books and grey literature included in the online archive of the Central and Eastern European Online
Library (C.E.E.O.L.). Subjects covered range from the humanities to the social sciences, with focus on topics pertaining to Central, Eastern, and SouthEastern Europe. For more information: http://www.ceeol.com
Revues.org, run by the Centre for open electronic publishing (Cléo) offers journals and book series in the humanities and social sciences. This collection
includes journal articles only. For more information: http://www.revues.org
HAL is a multi-disciplinary open access archive of published and unpublished scientific research papers and doctoral dissertations. Documents are
contributed by teaching and research institutions in France and abroad, as well as public or private research centers. Documents from TEL (th?ses-enligne) also included. For more information: http://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr
The National Social Sciences Database (NSSD) indexes articles in government-funded Chinese social sciences journals. It is maintained by the library of
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS). The database is comprehensive from 2012 and forward; prior to 2012 coverage varies. Free access to
full text is available subsequent to registration on the CASS site. For more information: http://www.nssd.org/
CogPrints, the Cognitive Sciences ePrint Archive, is an open access, electronic archive in which authors can self-archive papers and articles, in any area of
Cognitive Science: Psychology, Neuroscience, and Linguistics, including many areas of Computer Science, Philosophy, Anthropology and Biology. For
more information: http://cogprints.org/
RACO offers Catalan open access journals covering science, culture and scholarly journals in Catalan. RACO is a project of Consorci de Biblioteques
Universitàries de Catalunya, of Centre de Serveis Científics i Acadèmics de Catalunya and Biblioteca de with the support of the Generalitat de Catalunya.
For more information: http://www.cbuc.cat/cbuc_es/programes_i_serveis/raco
RECERCAT is a cooperative repository of digital documents containing the research literature from universities and researching centers of Catalonia. It
includes theses, articles and conference papers from member institutions of the Consortium of Academic Libraries of Catalonia (CBUC) and other
institutions in Catalonia. Some records may be restricted or lack access to full text. For more information: http://www.csuc.cat/en/libraries-cbuc/researchrepository-of-catalonia-recercat
TDX as represented in Primo Central offers doctoral theses from the member institutions of the Consortium of Academic Libraries of Catalonia (CBUC). A
list of member institutions can be found at http://www.cbuc.cat/cbuc_en/sobre_el_cbuc#533. For more information about TDX: http://www.tdx.cat/
Érudit offers academic journals in the Humanities,Social Sciences, and Natural Sciences. The most recent two years of publication, articles are available
only to subscribers. Over 80% of the content is open access. Érudit is a Canadian publishing consortium comprised of the Université de Montréal, the
Université Laval and the Université du Québec à Montréal. For more information: http://www.erudit.org. Note: This collection does not include content from
Persée, CNRC and The Electronic Text Centre at UNB Libraries
ArXiv.org, provided by Cornell University, includes papers in the fields of physics, mathematics, non-linear science, computer science, quantitative biology
and statistics. Articles are often submitted for inclusion directly by authors. Current and previous versions of articles are stored.For more information:
http://arxiv.org
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).

Central and Eastern European Online Library (C.E.E.O.L.) Central and Eastern European Online Library (C.E.E.O.L.)
Journals

Central and Eastern European Online Library (C.E.E.O.L.) Central and Eastern European Online Library (C.E.E.O.L.)
eBooks - Free Access
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) /
Revues.org
(National Center for Scientific Research)
Centre pour la Communication Scientifique Direct (CCSd) HAL (Hyper Article en Ligne)

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)

National Social Sciences Database (NSSD)

Cognitive Sciences ePrint Archive

CogPrints

Consorci de Biblioteques Universitàries de Catalunya
(CBUC)

RACO (Revistes Catalanes amb Accés Obert)

Consorci de Biblioteques Universitàries de Catalunya
(CBUC)

RECERCAT (Diposit de la Recerca de Catalunya)

Consorci de Biblioteques Universitàries de Catalunya
(CBUC)
Consortium Érudit

TDX (Tesis Doctorals en Xarxa)

Cornell University

Arxiv

CrossRef

AAPG/Datapages

CrossRef

ACTA Press

Stand: Mai 2018
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Provider
CrossRef

Ressource
AHS International - The Vertical Flight Technical Society (AHS)

CrossRef

American Accounting Association (AAA)

CrossRef

American Association for the Advancement of Science

CrossRef

American Chemical Society

CrossRef

American Geophysical Union

CrossRef

American Medical Association

CrossRef
CrossRef

American Physical Society (APS)
American Statistical Association

CrossRef

Annual Reviews

CrossRef

Association for Computing Machinery

CrossRef

BC Decker

CrossRef

Begell House, Inc. - Journals

CrossRef

Berkeley Electronic Press

CrossRef

Brill Academic Publishers

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
AHS International, also knows as The Vertical Flight Technical Society, is an international technical society for engineers, scientists and others working on
vertical flight technology. This collection includes bibliographic records for articles in the society’s periodicals. For more information: http://vtol.org/
The American Accounting Association promotes excellence in accounting education, research and practice. This collection contains bibliographic records of
articles in the Associations periodicals. For more information: http://aaahq.org
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
This collection offers access to the journals published by the American Physical Society. http://publish.aps.org/
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher.
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
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Provider
CrossRef

Ressource
CLEO Revues.org

CrossRef

EDP Sciences

CrossRef

Earthquake Engineering Research Institute (EERI)

CrossRef

Electrochemical Society (ECS)

CrossRef

Elsevier

CrossRef

Hogrefe & Huber

CrossRef

Informa - CRC Press

CrossRef

Informa - Informa Healthcare

CrossRef

Informa - Taylor & Francis

CrossRef

Institute of Noise Control Engineering

CrossRef

Institute of Pure and Applied Physics

CrossRef

Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET)

CrossRef

International Union of Crystallography

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
The EERI is a nonprofit, technical society of engineers, geoscientists, architects, planners, public officials, and social scientists. EERI members include
researchers, practicing professionals, educators, government officials, and building code regulators. This collection includes bibliographic records of articles
in the Society’s periodicals. For more information: https://www.eeri.org
The ECS is an international nonprofit, educational organization concerned with a broad range of phenomena relating to electrochemical and solid-state
science and technology. Its membership include scientists and engineers. This collection includes bibliographic records of articles in the Society’s
periodicals. For more information: www.electrochem.org
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
The IET is professional organization sharing and advancing knowledge to promote science, engineering and technology. This collection includes
bibliographic records of articles in the Institution’s periodicals. For more information: http://www.theiet.org
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
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CrossRef

Ressource
KISTI

CrossRef

Lavoisier SAS

CrossRef

Mary Ann Liebert

CrossRef

NACE International

CrossRef

National Association of Geoscience Teachers (NAGT)

CrossRef

Nature Publishing Group

CrossRef

PERSEE Program

CrossRef

Physics Essays (PEP)

CrossRef

Rest of CrossRef collections not specified

CrossRef

Rubber Division, ACS

CrossRef

S. Karger AG

CrossRef

Sage Publications

CrossRef

Society for Imaging Science and Technology (IS&T

CrossRef

Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG, includes EEGS)

CrossRef

Society of Petroleum Engineers

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
NACE International, The Corrosion Society, is an internationally recognized authority for corrosion control solutions. This collection includes bibliographic
records for articles in the Society’s periodicals. For more information: http://www.nace.org
The National Association of Geoscience Teachers works to raise the quality of teaching the geosciences. Its members include K-12 teachers, college and
university faculty, and educators working with the general public. This collection includes bibliographic records of articles in the Association’s periodicals.
For more information: http://nagt.org
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Physics Essays is an international journal dedicated to theoretical and experimental aspects of fundamental problems in Physics and, generally, to the
advancement of basic knowledge of Physics. This collection includes bibliographic records of articles in the journal. For more information:
http://physicsessays.org
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
The Rubber Division of the American Chemical Society promotes the education, professional growth of those individuals associated with the rubber and
associated industries. This collection includes bibliographic records of articles in the Division’s periodicals. For more information: http://www.rubber.org
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
The Society for Imaging Science and Technology is an international professional organization dedicated to disseminating scientific and technological
developments in the field of imaging, including digital printing, electronic imaging, color science, image preservation, photofinishing, pre-press technologies,
hybrid imaging systems, and silver halide research. This collection includes bibliographic records of articles in the Society’s periodicals. For more
information: http://www.imaging.org
This collection includes bibliographic records of articles from the periodicals of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists and the Environmental and
Engineering Geophysical Society. The SEG is an international society dedicated to the advancement of the science of geophysics. EEGS is an international
organization promoting the appropriate use of environmental and engineering geophysics. For more information: http://www.seg.org
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
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Provider
CrossRef

Ressource
Springer

CrossRef

The TIRE Society, Inc.

CrossRef

Thieme Publishing Group

CrossRef

Thomas Telford

CrossRef

University of California Press

CrossRef

Walter de Gruyter

CrossRef

Wiley

CrossRef

Wolters Kluwer - Ovid

CrossRef

Wolters Kluwer - Ovid - Lippincott Williams & Wilkins

CrossRef

Wolters-Kluwer - Ovid - Adis

DIGITALIA Inc.

digitalia Hispánica ebooks

Dandy Booksellers Ltd

National Assembly for Wales (Public Information Online)

Dandy Booksellers Ltd

Non-Parliamentary Publications (Public Information Online)

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
The Tire Society is a not-for-profit corporation with worldwide membership dedicated to increasing and disseminating knowledge of the science and
technology of tires. This collection includes bibliographic records of articles in the Society’s periodicals. For more information: http://www.tiresociety.org/
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Records from CrossRef contain brief citations to journal articles, books, book chapters, or conference proceedings, depending on the collection. Each
citation includes a link to the full text record on the primary publisher’s platform. Primo Central contains citations from CrossRef to content from primary
publishers, some of which are not yet available in the Primo Central Index otherwise. For those collections that are already in Primo Central, customers
may want to activate collections directly from the primary publisher (American Society for Microbiology, Association for Computing Machinery, Brill
Academic Publishers, Duke University Press, Edinburgh University Press, Public Library of Science, S. Karger AG, SciELO, Springer, and more to follow in
due time).
Digitalia provides Spanish ebooks and from different publishers. Titles cover a wide range of subjects from Agriculture to Technology. For more information:
http://www.digitaliapublishing.com/co
Public Information Online (PIO) is an archive of Parliamentary and Official documents. This collection includes Measures and Explanatory Notes from the
National Assembly for Wales published from 2008 onward. The availability indicator in each record in this collection depends on the presence or absence of
a link to the item as supplied by the content provider. The indicator will be green if a link was supplied, gray if no link was supplied. We recommend that
only subscribers activate this collection. For more information: http://www.dandybooksellers.com/acatalog/Public_Information_Online.html and
www.publicinformationonline.com
Public Information Online (PIO) is an archive of Parliamentary and Official documents . This collection includes official departmental reports, technical
papers, research reports, annual reports and statistical research published from 2009 onward. The availability indicator in each record in this collection
depends on the presence or absence of a link to the item as supplied by the content provider. The indicator will be green if a link was supplied, gray if no
link was supplied. We recommend that only subscribers activate this collection. For more information:
http://www.dandybooksellers.com/acatalog/Public_Information_Online.html and www.publicinformationonline.com
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Provider
Dandy Booksellers Ltd

Ressource
Northern Ireland Assembly (Public Information Online)

Dandy Booksellers Ltd

Scottish Government (Public Information Online)

Dandy Booksellers Ltd

Scottish Parliament (Public Information Online)

Dandy Booksellers Ltd

DataCite

Dawson Books Limited
Defense Technical Information Center

Deutsches Institut für Internationale Pädagogische
Forschung (DIPF)

Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)
Duke University Press
Duncker & Humblot GmbH

East View Information Services
East View Information Services
East View Information Services

East View Information Services

East View Information Services

East View Information Services

East View Information Services
East View Information Services

East View Information Services

East View Information Services
East View Information Services

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Public Information Online (PIO) is an archive of Parliamentary and Official documents. This collections includes documents from the Northern Ireland
Assembly beginning with the 2008-2009 session. The availability indicator in each record in this collection depends on the presence or absence of a link to
the item as supplied by the content provider. The indicator will be green if a link was supplied, gray if no link was supplied. We recommend that only
subscribers activate this collection. For more information: http://www.dandybooksellers.com/acatalog/Public_Information_Online.html and
www.publicinformationonline.com
Public Information Online (PIO) is an archive of Parliamentary and Official documents from the Westminster Parliament, Scottish Parliament and Northern
Ireland Assembly. The availability indicator in each record in this collection depends on the presence or absence of a link to the item as supplied by the
content provider. The indicator will be green if a link was supplied, gray if no link was supplied. We recommend that only subscribers activate this collection.
For more information: http://www.dandybooksellers.com/acatalog/Public_Information_Online.html and www.publicinformationonline.com

Public Information Online (PIO) is an archive of Parliamentary and Official documents . This collection includes documents published by the Scottish from
2008 onward. The availability indicator in each record in this collection depends on the presence or absence of a link to the item as supplied by the content
provider. The indicator will be green if a link was supplied, gray if no link was supplied. We recommend that only subscribers activate this collection. For
more information: http://www.dandybooksellers.com/acatalog/Public_Information_Online.html and www.publicinformationonline.com
UK Parliament (Public Information Online)
Public Information Online (PIO) is an archive of Parliamentary and Official documents. This collection includes material from the Westminster Parliament
from the 2006-2007 Session onward. The availability indicator in each record in this collection depends on the presence or absence of a link to the item as
supplied by the content provider. The indicator will be green if a link was supplied, gray if no link was supplied. We recommend that only subscribers
activate this collection. For more information: http://www.dandybooksellers.com/acatalog/Public_Information_Online.html and
www.publicinformationonline.com
DataCite
DataCite support researchers by helping them to find, identify, and cite research datasets. It assigns persistent identifiers to citable datasets. All DataCite
DOIs resolve to a public landing page that contains information about the associated dataset and a direct link to the dataset itself. A wide range of
organizations contribute records to the DataCite Metadata Store. A list of DataCite members can be found here: http://www.datacite.org/members. For more
information: http://www.datacite.org
Dawsonera
Dawson Books provides access to thousands of books from well-known publishers from Blackwell Publishing to World Scientific. For more information:
http://dawsonera.com/
DTIC Technical Reports
Publically available scientific and technical reports conveying results of research sponsored by the U.S. Dept. of Defense, development, test and
evaluation efforts on a wide range of topics. Collection includes both citations and many full-text, downloadable documents from mid-1900s to present. For
more information: http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/stresources/techreports/index.html
FIS Bildung Literaturdatenbank
FIS Bildung Literaturdatenbank (German Education Index) is a bibliographic database. Suitable for educational scientists, trainees, and those active in
educational practice. Covers professional literature from all disciplines of educational science as well as educational policy resources and practical texts and
material. Coverage: 1980 to present. The database is produced by FIS Bildung, a network of more than 30 institutions from Germany and Switzerland. For
more information: http://www.fachportal-paedagogik.de/fis_bildung/fis_form_e.html List of journals covered: http://www.fachportalpaedagogik.de/fis_bildung/zeitschriftenliste_e.html
Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)
The Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) is a community-curated online directory that indexes and provides access to open access, peer-reviewed,
scientific and scholarly journals, covering a wide range of subjects and written in many languages. For more information: https://doaj.org/
Duke University Press Journals
Duke University Press is best known for publishing in the humanities and social sciences. For more information: http://www.dukeupress.edu/
Duncker & Humblot eJournals
Duncker & Humblot, provides academic research and scholarly publications, especially in the fields of law and social science. This collection represents the
Duncker & Humblot ejournal content. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles on a pay per view basis. For more information:
http://ejournals.duncker-humblot.de/
AAASS NewsNet Digital Archive
NewsNet – the monthly Slavic Studies journal of the American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies (AAASS).
CIS and Baltic Newspapers
The Universal Database of CIS and Baltic Newspapers includes a number of authoritative periodicals published in the Newly Independent States of the
former Soviet Union. The sources are in Russian and in English, and cover various issues of domestic and international importance.
Current Digest of the Post-Soviet Press
The Current Digest of the (Post-)Soviet Press was founded in 1949. Each week it presents a selection of Russian-language press materials, carefully
translated into English. The translations are intended for use in teaching and research. They are therefore presented as documentary materials without
elaboration or comment, and state the opinions and views of the original authors, not of the publisher of the journal.
English News from Russia (Public Library Edition)
This collection includes articles from English language newspapers and news magazines from Russia, tailored for public libraries. Most articles are firsthand accounts, written by native or near-native English speakers living in Moscow or St. Petersburg. For more information:
http://www.eastview.com/Files/UDB-PL-English%20News%20from%20Russia.pdf
Governmental Publications
The Universal Database of Governmental Publications (UDB-GOV) monitors mainly the events in the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation. It
includes stenographic records of the hearings of both its houses, the Duma and Federation Council, and provides vote results, resolutions and legislative
drafts as well as auxiliary information such as the schedule and agenda of legislative work. The Database includes Biulleten' Schetnoi palaty published by
the State Audit Chamber subordinate to the Duma and the Vestnik Tsentrizbirkoma, or The Herald of the Central Electoral Committee responsible for all
types of elections in Russia. Texts of laws, presidential decrees, government's resolutions and the Constitutional Court's decisions are also available as well
as comments on current Russian legislation published by popular legal journals Zakon and Gosudarstvo i pravo.
Individual Titles
This collection contains periodicals that are available for individual subscriptions. Most are in Russian, some are in English and Russian, with a few in
Ukrainian or Chinese. Customers who subscribe to individual titles in the East Views UDB-IND collection should activate this collection. Access to full text
articles will be governed by the customer’s subscription to East View. For more information: http://www.eastview.com/russian/periodicals/index.asp
International Affairs Complete Collection (1954-2008, and current International Affairs is the English-language edition of Mezhdunarodnaia zhizn’, the official journal of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian
year)
Federation. For more information: http://www.eastview.com/Files/UDB%20Intl%20Affairs.pdf
Jiefangjun Bao (PLA Daily)
East View provides the entire run of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Daily, the official newspaper of the military of the People’s Republic of China. The
publication acts as the authoritative media of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army to release military news. For more information:
http://www.eastview.com/Files/EV%20UDB-PLADaily.pdf
Library and Information Sciences
The Universal Database of Library Science is the first full-text online database of the most influential professional journals for librarians published in
Russian language. The database includes publications from Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan and other countries and designed for librarians, bibliographers,
information service specialists, and library analysts.
Medicine and Public Health
This is the first attempt to create a database of leading medical periodicals in Russia. The core of the database is represented by journals of Meditsina, the
most authoritative medical publisher in the country. There are also numerous independent sources.
Military & Security Periodicals
The only resource of its kind, the Universal Database of Russian Military and Security Periodicals (UDB-MIL) includes several dozen publications covering
military and security developments in Russia from both official and independent sources. All branches of the armed forces are covered by this database,
including the Russian Air Force, Army and Navy. Equally important, the database includes a trove of English-language sources. In addition to journals and
newspapers published in Moscow, the database presents imprints from military districts and some armies and divisions.
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East View Information Services

Ressource
Nauka Publishing Journals Online

East View Information Services

Regional Database: Central Asia

East View Information Services

Regional Database: The Baltics

East View Information Services

Regional Database: The Caucasus

East View Information Services

Russian Central Newspapers

East View Information Services

Russian Cultural Journals Package (Public Library Edition)

East View Information Services

Russian Leading Newspapers (Public Library Edition)

East View Information Services

Russian Regional Newspapers

East View Information Services
East View Information Services

Russian/NIS Newswires
Social Sciences & Humanities Journals

East View Information Services

Ukrainian Newspapers (Public Library Edition)

East View Information Services

Ukrainian Publications

East View Information Services

Vestnik Evropy

East View Information Services

Voprosy istorii: Complete Collection

East View Information Services

Voprosy literatury: Complete Collection

East View Information Services

World News Connection - Central Asia and the Caucasus

East View Information Services

World News Connection - Central and Eastern Europe

East View Information Services

World News Connection - East Asia

East View Information Services

World News Connection - Latin America and the Caribbean

East View Information Services

World News Connection - Near and Middle East

East View Information Services

World News Connection - North Africa

East View Information Services

World News Connection - South Asia

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Hands-on access to the contents of all leading Russian periodicals on social and political disciplines of the publishing house "Nauka". Content of print
editions is reproduced in full and with original paginaton.
The Universal Database of Publications from Central Asia (UDB-CAS) includes Russian and English editions of newspapers from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. Topics covered are economics, culture and leisure, official legislation, views of the opposition, and business &
investment. For more information: http://www.eastview.com/Files/East%20View%20UDB-CAS%20flyer.pdf
The Universal Database of Baltic Publications (UDB-BAL) includes Russian-language newspapers from Estonia and Lithuania, a Baltic-region newspaper
devoted to business and economic matters, and a pan-Baltic English-language newspaper. Coverage is in-depth, regarding current affairs, economic
development, banking & finance, culture, science, and ethnic issues. For more information: http://www.eastview.com/Files/East%20View%20UDBBAL%20flyer.pdf
The Universal Database of Publications from the Caucasus provides access to a number of periodicals, including Iuzhnaia Osetiia, Respublika Abkhazia,
Ekho, Novoe Vremya, Respublika Armenia, Zerkalo, The Messenger, and Svobodnaia Gruziia. Archives are available as far back as 1997. For more
information: http://www.eastview.com/Files/East%20View%20UDB-CAU%20flyer.pdf
East View provides Russian, Chinese, and Arabic databases, print periodicals, books, and microforms (also in translation) to academic, corporate, legal,
and governmental institutions. For more information: http://www.eastview.com/home.asp
This collection presents contemporary Russian authors, via literary journals, as well as artistic, economic, and society journals. For more information:
http://www.eastview.com/Files/UDB-PL-Russian%20Cultural%20Journals.pdf
This collection provides online access to Russian daily newspapers, including: Argumenty I fakty, Izvestiia, Kommersant Daily, Novaia gazeta, Rossiiskaia
gazeta, and Vremia novostei. Politically, these publications range from liberal to extremist, thereby offering a balanced range of the opinions that shape the
dynamics of modern Russia. For more information: http://www.eastview.com/Files/UDB-PL-Russian%20Leading%20Newspapers.pdf
East View provides Russian, Chinese, and Arabic databases, print periodicals, books, and microforms (also in translation) to academic, corporate, legal,
and governmental institutions. For more information: http://www.eastview.com/home.asp
This database includes several outstanding sources to follow the day-to-day developments in Russia and CIS.
The goal of this database is to provide researchers with a unique opportunity to cross-search the contents of major Russian periodicals on social sciences
and humanities. It is comprised of all 31 journals of the Russian Academy of Sciences ranging from archeology to linguistics, as well as popular literary
editions, and independent scholarly publications.
The Universal Database of Ukrainian Newspapers is tailored for public libraries. This collection covers political, economic, and cultural affairs, with some
archives dating to 2002. For more information: http://www.eastview.com/Files/UDB-PL-Ukrainan%20Publications.pdf
The world's first database of newspapers and magazines of Ukraine (UDB-UKR) includes publications in Russian, Ukrainian, and English. They cover a
broad range of political, economic, and cultural affairs of Ukraine. Topics include Ukraine's progress along the reform path, the view and positions of various
political forces, changes in legislation, ethnic relations, and organizational trends in development of the armed forces. The database also includes news wire
reports and other products of Ukrainian news agencies. An integral and unique part of this database is the Ukrainian Book Chamber's editions, which list
everything published in Ukraine with detailed bibliographic description.
One of the first literary and political journals in Russia. Together with literature and arts the journal enlightened its readers on problems of internal and
foreign policy of Russia as well as history and political life of foreign countries. Nikolai Karamzin, the famous writer and historian, was its editor. The journal
ceased publishing in 1830.
The oldest Soviet and Russian academic history journal, Voprosy istorii (“Issues of History”) has offered scholarly perspectives on events in Russia and the
world since 1926. Published by the Russian Academy of Sciences, this legendary journal covering Russian and world history was first published under the
title Istorik-Marksist (Marxist Historian, 1926-1941), then Istoricheskii zhurnal (History Journal, 1937-1945) and finally under the present title (since 1945).
For more information: http://online.eastview.com/projects/voprosy_istorii
The most authoritative journal of literary criticism for more than half a century. It offers articles, essays and roundtable transcripts dealing with problems of
Russian and world literature, history and theory of literature.
This database is based on materials provided by World News Connection, a foreign news service from the U.S. Government. Compiled from non-U.S.
media sources, the information in WNC covers significant socioeconomic, political, scientific, technical, and environmental issues and events. It includes
English translations of selected newspaper articles, conference proceedings, television and radio broadcasts, periodicals, and non-classified technical
reports.
This database is based on materials provided by World News Connection, a foreign news service from the U.S. Government. Compiled from non-U.S.
media sources, the information in WNC covers significant socioeconomic, political, scientific, technical, and environmental issues and events. It includes
English translations of selected newspaper articles, conference proceedings, television and radio broadcasts, periodicals, and non-classified technical
reports.
This database is based on materials provided by World News Connection, a foreign news service from the U.S. Government. Compiled from non-U.S.
media sources, the information in WNC covers significant socioeconomic, political, scientific, technical, and environmental issues and events. It includes
English translations of selected newspaper articles, conference proceedings, television and radio broadcasts, periodicals, and non-classified technical
reports.
This database is based on materials provided by World News Connection, a foreign news service from the U.S. Government. Compiled from non-U.S.
media sources, the information in WNC covers significant socioeconomic, political, scientific, technical, and environmental issues and events. It includes
English translations of selected newspaper articles, conference proceedings, television and radio broadcasts, periodicals, and non-classified technical
reports.
This database is based on materials provided by World News Connection, a foreign news service from the U.S. Government. Compiled from non-U.S.
media sources, the information in WNC covers significant socioeconomic, political, scientific, technical, and environmental issues and events. It includes
English translations of selected newspaper articles, conference proceedings, television and radio broadcasts, periodicals, and non-classified technical
reports.
This database is based on materials provided by World News Connection, a foreign news service from the U.S. Government. Compiled from non-U.S.
media sources, the information in WNC covers significant socioeconomic, political, scientific, technical, and environmental issues and events. It includes
English translations of selected newspaper articles, conference proceedings, television and radio broadcasts, periodicals, and non-classified technical
reports.
This database is based on materials provided by World News Connection, a foreign news service from the U.S. Government. Compiled from non-U.S.
media sources, the information in WNC covers significant socioeconomic, political, scientific, technical, and environmental issues and events. It includes
English translations of selected newspaper articles, conference proceedings, television and radio broadcasts, periodicals, and non-classified technical
reports.
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Provider
East View Information Services

Ressource
World News Connection - Southeast Asia and Oceania

East View Information Services

World News Connection - Sub-Saharan Africa

East View Information Services

World News Connection - Western Africa

East View Information Services

World News Connection - Western Europe

EconPapers (RePEc)

Working Papers

Edinburgh University Press
Edward Elgar Publishing

Edinburgh University Press Journals
Edward Elgar Books, Handbooks and Reference Works

Edward Elgar Publishing

Edward Elgar Journals

Elsevier

ScienceDirect Books

Elsevier

ScienceDirect Journals

Emerald Group Publishing Limited

Emerald Journals

Emerald Group Publishing Limited

Emerald e-Books

Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.
Endocrine Society

Britannica Online Academic Edition
Endocrine Society Journals

Equinox Publishing

Equinox Journals

European Mathematical Society (EMS)

EMS Journals Archiv (DFG Nationallizenzen)

European Mathematical Society (EMS)

European Mathematical Society Journals (EMS)

European Patent Office

Espacenet

European Union - Publications Office

EU Bookshop

Exeley Inc.

Exeley Journals

Future Science Group

Expert Reviews

Future Science Group

Future Medicine Books

Future Science Group

Future Medicine Journals

Future Science Group

Future Science

GBI-Genios Deutsche Wirtschaftsdatenbank GmbH

wiso Bücher

GBI-Genios Deutsche Wirtschaftsdatenbank GmbH

wiso Fachzeitschriften

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
This database is based on materials provided by World News Connection, a foreign news service from the U.S. Government. Compiled from non-U.S.
media sources, the information in WNC covers significant socioeconomic, political, scientific, technical, and environmental issues and events. It includes
English translations of selected newspaper articles, conference proceedings, television and radio broadcasts, periodicals, and non-classified technical
reports.
This database is based on materials provided by World News Connection, a foreign news service from the U.S. Government. Compiled from non-U.S.
media sources, the information in WNC covers significant socioeconomic, political, scientific, technical, and environmental issues and events. It includes
English translations of selected newspaper articles, conference proceedings, television and radio broadcasts, periodicals, and non-classified technical
reports.
This database is based on materials provided by World News Connection, a foreign news service from the U.S. Government. Compiled from non-U.S.
media sources, the information in WNC covers significant socioeconomic, political, scientific, technical, and environmental issues and events. It includes
English translations of selected newspaper articles, conference proceedings, television and radio broadcasts, periodicals, and non-classified technical
reports.
This database is based on materials provided by World News Connection, a foreign news service from the U.S. Government. Compiled from non-U.S.
media sources, the information in WNC covers significant socioeconomic, political, scientific, technical, and environmental issues and events. It includes
English translations of selected newspaper articles, conference proceedings, television and radio broadcasts, periodicals, and non-classified technical
reports.
EconPapers provides access to RePEc, a large collection of working papers in Economics. EconPapers is hosted by the Swedish Business School at the
Örebro University School of Business. Most papers are accessible without authentication. For more information: http://econpapers.repec.org/
Edinburgh University Press publishes academic books and journals. For more information, see: http://www.euppublishing.com/
Elgaronline, Edward Elgar Publishing's online platform offers books and reference works, including scholarly monographs, Research Handbooks, and
companions in economics, finance, business and management, law, environment, public and social policy. For more information:
http://www.elgaronline.com/
Edward Elgar Publishing offers journals in areas of Law, Business and Management, and Economics. For more information:
http://www.elgaronline.com/page/70/journals
ScienceDirect offers books, book series, handbooks, and reference workson a wide range of scientific topics in four broad disciplines including Physical
Sciences and Engineering, Life Sciences, Health Sciences, Social Sciences and Humanities. ScienceDirect Reference Modules are not included in this
collection. For more information, see http://info.sciencedirect.com and http://www.sciencedirect.com.
ScienceDirect Journals offers articles on a wide range of scientific topics in four broad disciplines including Physical Sciences and Engineering, Life
Sciences, Health Sciences, Social Sciences and Humanities. For more information, see http://info.sciencedirect.com and http://www.sciencedirect.com.
This collection includes all of Emerald’s current and archival journals content in the fields of Management, Information Science, Health, Education,
Engineering, and many others. Full text access is available on a subscription or pay-per-view basis. Customers also have the option of activating granular
resources corresponding to specific sales package or consortia holdings. For more information:
http://www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/products/journals/index.htm
This collection contains Emerald’s titles in the fields of Management, Information Science, and Engineering. For more information:
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/products/journals/
The Academic edition of Britannica Online offers thousands of reference entries. For more information: http://www.britannica.com/
Endocrine Society Journals,serves as a publication platform for current clinical research and review articles in the field of Endocrinology. Much of the peerreviewed content is Open Access. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles. For more information:
https://academic.oup.com/endocrinesociety
Equinox now publishes over 40 peer-reviewed, international journals, clustering in our main subject areas of Archaeology & History, Linguistics &
Communication, Popular Music, Religion & Ethics. For more information: https://www.equinoxpub.com/home/journals/
EMS Publishing House is dedicated to the publication of peer-reviewed journals and books, on all academic levels and in all fields of pure and applied
mathematics. This resource includes the journal content available to DFG customers. For more information: http://www.ems-ph.org/publications.php
EMS Publishing House is dedicated to the publication of peer-reviewed journals and books, on all academic levels and in all fields of pure and applied
mathematics. This resource includes the journal content. For more information: http://www.ems-ph.org/publications.php
Espacenet offers free access to information about inventions and technical developments from the 19th century right up to today. Accessible to beginners
and experts, Espacenet contains data on patent documents from around the world. Supporting information helps one to understand whether a patent has
been granted and if it is still in force. For more information: https://www.epo.org/searching-for-patents/technical/espacenet.html#tab1
The EU Bookshop website, provides a single access point to publications from the European Union institutions, agencies and other bodies, published since
1952. The vast majority of titles on EU Bookshop are authored by EU institutions. Some titles are produced jointly with partner publishers and/or other
international organizations. Others are written by individuals working for EU affiliated institutions. The site is managed by the Publications Office of the
European Union in Luxembourg. Most publications can be downloaded from the site free of charge in PDF format. A small percentage of the publications
are for sale. For more information: http://bookshop.europa.eu/en/about-eu-bookshop-cbiHgKABst6j0AAAEj4ngY4e5M/
Exeley Inc. is a New York based company focused on offering innovative publishing services to Open Access publications worldwide. Exeley Inc. offers a
well-designed and technologically advanced publishing platform to journal owners, that integrates publications with online content, social media, databases
and libraries. For more information: http://www.exeley.com/publications
"http://www.expert-reviews.com/page/about.jsp Expert Reviews Ltd is a leading publisher of commentary and analysis in modern healthcare. Founded in
2000, Expert Reviews Ltd is a privately owned publishing company headquartered in North London. Our goal is to publish thought-provoking, authoritative
and significant articles from international opinion leaders to inform clinical practice. Our journals are published according to industry-leading standards of
peer review, presentation, speed of publication, online functionality and author service.
This collection contains the books published by Future Medicine, Ltd., reflecting the advances in post-genomic medicine, and with an eye to best clinical
practices. For more information: http://www.futuremedicine.com/
"www.futuremedicine.com Your gateway to objective and authoritative information on medical advances in the post-genomic era, delivering concise,
forward-looking perspectives on the scientific, clinical, economic and policy issues that confront us in modern healthcare. Future Medicine is part of the
Future Science Group, an expanding group of independent companies active in the field of scientific information and endeavor.
"www.future-science.com Specializing in the publication of high-quality commentary and analysis in today’s key areas of research endeavor. Coverage
reflects those areas that most impact our daily lives, our infrastructure for sustainable development and the associated technologies that will allow society to
co-exist in harmony with the environment. We face difficult technical and intellectual challenges in all of these areas in coming decades.
wiso Bücher aggregates ebooks pertaining to economics, business and management from a number of German publishers. Full text is available to
subscribers through the wiso platform. For more information: https://www.wiso-net.de/popup/faq_wiso
wiso Fachzeitschriften includes full text articles on subjects ranging from agriculture to transportation and logistics. International and national periodicals are
indexed. List of sources: http://www.wiso-net.de/quellenliste/Fachzeitschriften/alle?WID=51932-0340773-12426_3
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Provider
GBI-Genios Deutsche Wirtschaftsdatenbank GmbH

Ressource
wiso Sozialwissenschaften

GBI-Genios Deutsche Wirtschaftsdatenbank GmbH

wiso Wirtschaftswissenschaften

GESIS – Leibniz-Institut für Sozialwissenschaften

SOFIS - Sozialwissenschaftliches Forschungsinformationssystem SOFIS, the Social Science Reseach Information System, under the auspices of GESIS, is a database describing planned, ongoing and completed research
projects in the social sciences, including psychology, education, and economics. Languages include German, English, and French. Access is provided
through SOFISwiki. For more information: https://sofis.gesis.org/sofiswiki/Hauptseite
SOLIS - Sozialwissenschaftliches Literaturinformationssystem
SOLIS, the Social Sciences Literature Information System, under the auspices of GESIS, provides bibliographical and short descriptive information for
German and English, articles, books, conference proceedings, and other materials. Access is provided through Sowiport - the online portal for the social
sciences. Fields covered include sociology, social sciences, political science, social politics, social psychology, educational research, communication
sciences, demographics, ethnology, historical social research, social work, and labor markets, as well as other interdisciplinary fields such as women's
studies, leisure studies, and gerontology. For more information: http://sowiport.gesis.org/Sowiport
Academic OneFile**
This general interest database from Gale's InfoTrac product line emphasizes coverage of hard sciences, medicine, engineering and business. It includes
periodicals covered in major bibliographic resources such as CINAHL, BIOSIS, MLS, PsycInfo, ERIC, EconLit, RILM and others; abstracts for every
Elsevier journal published since 1996, and peer-reviewed journals in English and other languages. Nearly half of the journals covered are peer-reviewed.
For more information: http://www.gale.cengage.com/PeriodicalSolutions/academicOnefile.htm ** To facilitate the linking to full text of articles from the
publisher’s site it is recommended that Gale customers activate the GALEGROUP_ONEFILE target in SFX, requiring no portfolios it enables linking to full
text for all authorized customers via an article identifier supplied by Primo Central. It is also recommended to adjust the target precedence and display logic
rules in SFX to assure the end-user uses the correct target.
Business Insights: Essentials
Gale's Business Insights: Essentials, formerly Business & Company Company Resource Center is resource for research on business, companies and
industries. It includes abstracts and full text from international trade and business journals, industry newsletters, and newspapers. For more
information:http://www.cengagesites.com/Literature/782/gale-business-insights-global-essentials
Eighteenth Century Collections Online I
This product from Gale&#039;s Digital Collections line contains digitized works published in Great Britain and the Americas spanning significant historical
events of the eighteenth century in a variety of subject areas: History and Geography, Social Science and Fine Arts, Medicine, Science and Technology,
Literature and Language, Religion and Philosophy, Law, and Reference. Part I contains over 136,000 titles; part II, nearly 50,000. For more information:
http://gdc.gale.com/products/eighteenth-century-collections-online/
Eighteenth Century Collections Online II
This product from Gale&#039;s Digital Collections line contains digitized works published in Great Britain and the Americas spanning significant historical
events of the eighteenth century in a variety of subject areas: History and Geography, Social Science and Fine Arts, Medicine, Science and Technology,
Literature and Language, Religion and Philosophy, Law, and Reference. Part I contains over 136,000 titles; part II, nearly 50,000. For more information:
http://gdc.gale.com/products/eighteenth-century-collections-online/
General OneFile**
This large general interest periodical database from Gale's InfoTrac product line includes journals, newspapers, broadcast transcripts, and travel guides with
coverage dating back nearly 30 years. For more information: http://www.gale.cengage.com/PeriodicalSolutions/generalOnefile.htm ** To facilitate the
linking to full text of articles from the publisher’s site it is recommended that Gale customers activate the GALEGROUP_ONEFILE target in SFX, requiring
no portfolios it enables linking to full text for all authorized customers via an article identifier supplied by Primo Central. It is also recommended to adjust the
target precedence and display logic rules in SFX to assure the end-user uses the correct target.
Health Reference Center Academic
This collection is aimed at students, consumer health researchers, and health care professionals. It includes millions of articles of full-text articles from
nursing and allied health journals, newspapers, magazines, and so on. For more information: http://www.gale.cengage.com/pdf/facts/hrcacad.pdf
LegalTrac
This collection caters to students, law school faculty, and legal researchers. It is a comprehensive collection of major legal publications, indexing more than
1,500 major law reviews, legal newspapers, Bar Association journals, and so on. For more information: http://www.gale.cengage.com/pdf/facts/legal.pdf

GESIS – Leibniz-Institut für Sozialwissenschaften

Gale

Gale

Gale

Gale

Gale

Gale
Gale

Gale

Literature Resource Center

Gale

The Making of Modern Law: Legal Treatises, 1800–1926

Gale

The Making of Modern World, Part I

Gale

The Making of Modern World, Part II

Geological Society of London

Lyell Collection

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
wiso Sozialwissenschaften aggregates bibliographic references to literature in the social sciences including social work, social policy and international
relations from the following databases: BLISS Betriebswirtschaftliche Literatu (selected portions of the database), DZI SoLit Literatur für Sozialarbeit
/Sozialpädagogik, IHS Wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaftliche Literatur, SOFIS Sozialwissenschaftliche Forschungsinformationen, SOLIS
Sozialwissenschaftliche Literatur, and WAO World Affairs Online. For more information: http://www.wisonet.de/mehr_sozialwissenschaften.html?WID=51932-0340773-12426_9 List of sources: http://www.wisonet.de/quellenliste/Literaturnachweise/alle?WID=51932-0340773-12426_3
wiso Wirtschaftswissenschaften aggregates bibliographic references to literature' in the fields of business, economics, and banking from the following
databases: Arbeitswissenschaftliche Literatur, BEFO Betriebsführung und -organisation, BLISS Betriebswirtschaftliche Literatur, ECONIS
Wirtschaftswissenschaftliche Literatur, FinEcon Finanz- und Wirtschaftsdatenbank, ifo Katalog Volkswirtschaft, IHS Wirtschafts- und
Sozialwissenschaftliche Literatur, Kölner Betriebswirtschaftlicher Katalog, and MIND Kreditwirtschaftliche Literatur. For more information: http://www.wisonet.de/ueber_wiso.html List of sources indexed: http://www.wiso-net.de/quellenliste/Literaturnachweise/alle?WID=51932-0340773-12426_3

This collection is geared to literary research in English, World Literatures, Film, Theater, and the Humanities in general. It includes biographical, critical,
and contextual materials that suppose interdisciplinary approaches, information literacy, and critical thinking skills. Texts cover international authors, their
works, from all eras, including reference works, critical essays, and literature. For more information:
http://www.gale.cengage.com/LitSolutions/lit_resources/lrc/more.htm#Whom
The Making of Modern Law: Legal Treatises, 1800–1926 provides digital images of every page of thousands of legal treatises on U.S. and British law
published from 1800 through 1926. It is derived from two reference collections — Nineteenth-Century Legal Treatises and Twentieth-Century Legal
Treatises microfilm collections, both published by Gale, Cengage. For more information: http://gdc.gale.com/products/the-making-of-modern-law-legaltreatises-1800-1926/
The Making of the Modern World provides images of primary sources that track the development of the modern, western world through the lens of trade
and wealth in two parts. Part I covers the period 1450-1850 and Part II covers 1851-1914. The material in this collection aids research in history, political
science, social conditions, technology and industry, economics, area studies and more. For more information:
http://mlr.com/DigitalCollections/products/ModernWorld and http://gdc.gale.com/products/the-making-of-the-modern-world-the-goldsmiths-kress-library-ofeconomic-literature-1450-1850 and http://gdc.gale.com/products/the-making-of-the-modern-world-part-ii-1851-1914
The Making of the Modern World provides images of primary sources that track the development of the modern, western world through the lens of trade
and wealth in two parts. Part I covers the period 1450-1850 and Part II covers 1851-1914. The material in this collection aids research in history, political
science, social conditions, technology and industry, economics, area studies and more. For more information:
http://mlr.com/DigitalCollections/products/ModernWorld and http://gdc.gale.com/products/the-making-of-the-modern-world-the-goldsmiths-kress-library-ofeconomic-literature-1450-1850 and http://gdc.gale.com/products/the-making-of-the-modern-world-part-ii-1851-1914
The Lyell Collection, launched in 2007 to mark the Geological Society of London's 200th anniversary, is an integrated collections of online Earth science
literature. It brings together key journals, Special Publications and the Society book series on a single electronic platform. Online First content is not
included in Primo Central. For more information: http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/lyellcollection and http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/Publications/Lyell-Collection/Whatdoes-it-Include
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Provider
German Institute of Global and Area Studies

Ressource
GIGA Journal Family

German National Library of Economics (Deutsche
Zentralbibliothek für Wirtschaftswissenschaften)
Groupe d’Etudes et de Recherches pour le Français
Langue Internationale (GERFLINT)

ECONIS

HBO Kennisinfrastructuur (HKI) / SURFmarket

HBO Kennisbank

Hamburg University Press

Hamburg University Press Online-Zeitschriften

Hamburg University Press

Hamburg University Press Programm

Hamburg University Press

Thesis Server (State and University Library of Hamburg)

Hamburg University Press

eDoc.ViFaPol

HathiTrust

HathiTrust Digital Library (Outside U.S.)

Henry Stewart Publications

Henry Stewart Journals

Herzog College

Daat - Journals

Hindawi Publishing Corporation

Hindawi Books

Hindawi Publishing Corporation

Hindawi Journals

ICE Publishing

ICE Virtual Library - Journals

IEEE Publishing
IEEE Publishing

IEEE Open Access
IEEE Periodicals

IEEE Publishing

IEEE Proceedings

IEEE Publishing

IEEE Standards

IGI Global

IGI Global Books

IGI Global

InfoSci-Journals

IOP Publishing (Institute of Physics)

IOP ebooks Concise Physics

IOP Publishing (Institute of Physics)

IOP ebooks Expanding Physics

IOP Publishing (Institute of Physics)

IOPscience

IOP Publishing (Institute of Physics)

IOPscience Open Access Journals

Stand: Mai 2018

Le GERFLINT Synergies

Beschreibung
The GIGA Journal Family is a publishing initiative of the Hamburg University Press and the GIGA. Contributions by researchers from all over the world are
featured in its journals. To ensure the journals' quality, all essays are evaluated in a double-blind peer-review process. The GIGA Journal Family is funded
by the German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG) as a pilot project in open-access publishing. Since the beginning of 2009
all socio-scientific journals of the GIGA have been transformed into open-access journals. Their content is accessible free of charge on the web, they can be
ordered as a newsletter, and they remain available in traditional printed format. For more information: https://www.giga-hamburg.de/en/publications/journalfamily
ECONIS is the online catalog of the German National Library of Economics, Leibniz Information Centre for Economics (Deutsche Zentralbibliothek f?r
Wirtschaftswissenschaften, Leibniz-Informationszentrum Wirtschaft). For more information: http://www.econis.eu
Groupe d’Etudes et de Recherches pour le Français Langue Internationale (GERFLINT) is a global program for publishing and dissemination of
Francophone scientific materials related to the Foundation House of Human Sciences, with headquarters in France. It creates, coordinates, publishes, edits
and indexes a global network of scientific journals meet international scientific and editorial standards. All its publications are directly accessible online.
The HBO Kennisbank [HBO Knowledge Base] offers free access to articles, research reports, theses and other publications produced by lecturers, teachers
and students in more than 20 Dutch universities. Subject matter includes the range of Applied Sciences, Education and Humanities. The HBO Kennisbank
is part of SURF. Full text is freely available for most records. The availability indicator in each record depends on the presence or absence of a link to full
text in the record as supplied by SURF. The indicator will be green if a link was supplied, gray if no link was supplied. For more information: http://www.hbokennisbank.nl/en/page/home
Hamburg University Press supports open access in science: all publications are available online for free reading and free downloading. The publications
are usually published as high-quality books in the print-on-demand process. These are available through the book trade and the publishing website.
Hamburg University Press publishes selected papers by scientists from the University of Hamburg as well as other scientific and scientific institutions.
Hamburg University Press supports open access in science: all publications are available online for free reading and free downloading. The publications
are usually published as high-quality books in the print-on-demand process. These are available through the book trade and the publishing website.
Hamburg University Press publishes selected papers by scientists from the University of Hamburg as well as other scientific and scientific institutions.
E-Dissertationen der Universit?t Hamburg is a central collecting point for the dissertations of the University of Hamburg. In addition to the publication of
papers published as paper editions, all electronic dissertations of the university are also offered via the dissertation server of the library and the campus
catalog. The campus catalog also lists all e-dissertations published in Germany with links to the full texts. You can search for electronic dissertations and
find out about the possibility to publish your dissertation electronically at http://ediss.sub.uni-hamburg.de/
eDoc.ViFaPol is the open access full-text server for political science and administration sciences eDoc.ViFaPol (http://edoc.vifapol.de). SUB Hamburg is
responsible for technical maintainance of the eDoc.ViFpol repository, so that the documents archived under the SSGs programs remain accessible, but no
new publications are included. More information at: http://edoc.vifapol.de/opus/
The HathiTrust Digital Library brings together the vast collections of major research institutions and libraries. This collection includes records for material in
the public domain, as well as material that is restricted due to copyright. Only customers located outside of the United States should activate this collection.
For more information: http://www.hathitrust.org
Henry Stewart Publications provides vocational journals that support employability and career development. The journals combine contributions from
practitioners and consultants with applied academic research. Full text is available to subscribers through the Ingenta Connect. For more information:
https://www.henrystewartpublications.com/
 שבת, תושב"ע, על נושאים מגוונים בתנ"ך, כתבי עת30- אוסף זה מעניק גישה לטקסט המלא של מאמרים שפורסמו בכ.אתר האינטרנט "דעת" מנגיש טקסטים בתחומי היהדות והרוח
http://www.daat.ac.il/about2.asp Daat, is an open : למידע נוסף. ומדינת ישראל, ארץ ישראל, החינוך היהודי, רפואה והלכה, מחשבת ישראל, תולדות עם ישראל,ומועדים
,access platform for a variety of classical and contemporary Jewish resources. This collection includes journal content from approximately 30 journals
.primarily in Hebrew. Subject matter includes Bible, Rabbinical literature, Jewish law, Jewish thought, Medical Ethics, Education, and Israel Studies
Hindawi Publishing Corporation publishes book and journals on a variety of subjects. All are available under the Open Access publishing model. For more
information: http://www.hindawi.com/journals/
Hindawi Publishing Corporation publishes book and journals on a variety of subjects. All are available under the Open Access publishing model. For more
information: http://www.hindawi.com/journals/
The ICE Virtual Library hosts all the content from ICE Publishing, the publishing division of the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE). ICE journals cover
research and best-practice in civil engineering. For more information: http://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/content/journals
This collection includes a selection of open access articles from hybrid titles.
This collections includes the IEEE All-Society Periodicals Package (ASPP) as available via IEEE Xplore. Also included: IEEE Spectrum, Proceedings of the
IEEE, IEEE Potentials Magazine, Canadian Journal of Electrical and Computer Engineering, IEEE Women in Engineering, IEEE Latin America
Transactions. Not included: All Early Access Articles, The Institute, IEEE Biometrics Compendium , IBM Journal of Research and Development, and select
articles in Engineering Management Review. For more information:
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/subscriptions/prod/aspp_overview.html
IEEE publishes more than 1,000 conference proceedings annually in Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, and related fields. This collection also
offers all English language papers from VDE VERLAG conferences. Not included: conferences from the IET publisher. For more information:
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/confproc/index.html
IEEE is develops industry standards in a broad range of technologies. For more information:
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/index.html#IEEE_Standards
IGI Global Books is a collection of reference works on research in Information Science, Business Science, Medical Information Science, and Engineering
Science, published from 2000 to the present. For more information: http://www.igi-global.com/books.aspx
InfoSci- Journals is collection of peer-reviewed journals focussing on specialized topics in disciplines relating to technology, business, medicine, and
engineering. For more information: http://www.igi-global.com/eresources/infosci-journals.aspx
The IOP Concise Physics series includes concise introductions to key and emerging trends in physics and related subject areas. The 70-120 page
monographs serve as an interdisciplinary "first book" on a given topic and are geared to non-physicists as well as undergraduate Physics students. For
more information see: http://ioppublishing.org/publications/books
The IOP Expanding Physics series includes in depth works on key areas in physics and related subject areas. The 200–500 page monographs include
research monographs and textbooks and are aimed at the recent graduate-researcher audience. For more information see:
http://ioppublishing.org/publications/books
IOPscience offers current titles and the IOP Journal Archive published by IOP Publishing as well as journals from its publishing partners. Coverage begins
with 1874. For more information: http://iopscience.iop.org
This collection offers a gold open access articles available in on the IOPscience platform. For more information:
http://iopscience.iop.org/info/page/openaccess
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Provider
Inderscience Publishers

Ressource
Inderscience Journals

Informa plc

Informa Healthcare Journals

Ingram Digital
Institute for Operations Research and the Management
Sciences (INFORMS)
Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET)

Myilibrary
INFORMS Journals

Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET)

IET Digital Library Journals and Magazines

Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET)

IET Digital Library eBooks

Institutional Repositories

ARAN (National University of Ireland Galway)

Institutional Repositories

BRAGE (BIBSYS)

Institutional Repositories

Bergen Open Research Archive (University of Bergen)

Institutional Repositories

CERES (Cranfield Collection of E-Research) (Cranfield
University)

Institutional Repositories

Constellation (Université du Québec à Chicoutimi)

Institutional Repositories

DSpace@Cambridge (University of Cambridge)

Institutional Repositories

DUGiDocs (Universitat de Girona)

Institutional Repositories

DUGiFonsEspecials (Universitat de Girona)

Institutional Repositories

DUGiMedia (Universitat de Girona)

Institutional Repositories

DiVA - Academic Archive Online (Uppsala University Library)

Institutional Repositories

Die digitale Landesbibliothek Oberösterreich (Upper Austrian
Federal State Library)

Institutional Repositories

Digital Access to Scholarship at Harvard (DASH) (Harvard
University, Office for Scholarly Communication)

Institutional Repositories

Digital Commons @ SPU (Seattle Pacific University)

Institutional Repositories

Digital Dissertations (Universitätsbibliothek der LMU Muenchen)

Institutional Repositories

Digital Library of the University of Pardubice

Institutional Repositories

Digital Repository @ Iowa State University (Iowa State University) This collection contains the content of the Digital Repository @ Iowa State University. It includes scholarly and creative works, research, publications, and
reports contributed by faculty, students, and staff at Iowa State University (ISU). For more information: http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/
DigitalCommons@McMaster (McMaster University Library)
This collection contains DigitalCommons@McMaster, the institutional repository of the research and scholarly output at McMaster University. Subject areas
cover the full range of academic interest. Nearly all of the repository is open access; some few records may be restricted for delivery. For more information:
http://digitalcommons.mcmaster.ca/
Digitale Sammlungen (Universitätsbibliothek Paderborn)
The Digital Collections of the University Library Paderborn allow free open access to electronic publications by University faculty and staff. The repository
also includes digitized documents produced as part of the library's retro-digitization project. The material includes pre-20th century books and documents of
historical value from the holdings of the Library and its partners, and also documents pertaining to the the history of the University which was founded in
1972. For further information: http://digital.ub.uni-paderborn.de/
Diposit Digital de Documents de la UAB (Universitat Autonoma
This collection contains Diposit Digital de Documents de la UAB, the institutional repository of the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona. Materials are
de Barcelona)
provided by all segments of the scholarly community there. For more information: http://ddd.uab.cat/
Diposit Digital de la Universitat de Barcelona
This collection contains the open-access digital versions of publications related to the teaching, research, and institutional activities by members of the
University of Barcelona community. For more information: http://diposit.ub.edu/dspace/quees_en.jsp
DiscoverArchive (Vanderbilt University)
DiscoverArchive is a digital repository providing open access to scholarly research, by faculty, students and staff at Vanderbilt University. It serves the
university in the preservation and dissemination of research in a wide range of subject fields.
Dokumentenserver der FU Berlin (Freie Universitat Berlin)
This collection contains the theses and dissertations produced at the Free University of Berlin. For more information: http://www.diss.fu-berlin.de

Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Stand: Mai 2018

IET Digital Library Conference Proceedings

Beschreibung
This collection covers international, peer-reviewed journals in the fields of Law; Engineering and Technology; Management and Business Administration;
Energy; Environment and Sustainable Development. For more information: http://www.inderscience.com/index.php
Informa Healthcare publishes journals in the pharmaceutical science, allied health, clinical medicine, and life science. For more information:
http://informahealthcare.com/page/resources/librarians
MyiLibrary offers thousands of e-books from thousands of publishers. For more information: http://www.myilibrary.com
INFORMS journals are scholarly, peer-reviewed publications on Operations Research and Management Sciences. For more information:
http://www.informs.org/Find-Research-Publications
The IET Digital Library is a global repository of science, engineering and technology focused content produced by the Institution of Engineering and
Technology. This resource includes the Conference Proceedings content. Users have the option of purchasing individual proceedings and some content
is Open Access. For more information: http://digital-library.theiet.org/content/conferences
The IET Digital Library is a global repository of science, engineering and technology focused content produced by the Institution of Engineering and
Technology. This collection includes the current journal content.
Users have the option of purchasing individual articles and some content is Open
Access including the Journal of Engineering. For more information: http://digital-library.theiet.org/content/journals
The IET Digital Library is a global repository of science, engineering and technology focused content produced by the Institution of Engineering and
Technology. This resource includes the eBook content. Users have the option of purchasing individual chapters and some content is Open Access. For
more information: http://digital-library.theiet.org/content/books
The collection contains ARAN, the open access repository of the National University of Ireland, Galway. The repository includes peer-reviewed articles,
working papers, and conference papers produced at the National University of Ireland. For more information: http://aran.library.nuigalway.ie/xmlui/
BIBSYS Brage contains open access material from more than 50 higher education and research institutions in Norway. Brage consists of research-papers,
masters theses and reports from the main universities and colleges in Norway. The documents are Open Access and freely available to the public. For more
information: http://brage.bibsys.no/xmlui/
BORA (Bergen Open Research Archive) is the institutional repository of the University of Bergen in Norway. The repository contains scientific works
created at the university, including Master's theses, Doctoral theses, articles and other Open Access works such as research reports, working papers and
conference proceedings. Subject areas cover a range of academic interests, including Humanities, Mathematics and Natural Sciences, Social Sciences,
Psychology and Medicine and Dentistry. For more information: https://bora.uib.no/
This collection contains The Cranfield Collection of E-Research – CERES, a digital repository of the research conducted at Cranfield University. Materials
include journal articles, theses and dissertations, book chapters, working papers, and technical reports. Subjects covered include Engineering, Library
Science, Management, Health, the Applied Sciences, and more. For more information: https://dspace.lib.cranfield.ac.uk/
Constellation is an institutional repository serving the academic community of the Université du Québec à Chicoutimi (Canada). Topics covered include the
full range of areas of study at the university. Most articles are in French. For more information: http://constellation.uqac.ca/
DSpace@Cambridge, the institutional repository of the University of Cambridge, was founded to allowing academics and departments at the University to
share and preserve material of a scholarly or heritage nature. It is a service of the University Library and the University Computing Service. Authentication
may be required to reach the full text of items. For more information: http://www.dspace.cam.ac.uk/
DUGiDocs is Universitat de Girona's Digital Document repository. It aims to preserve and widely disseminate the scientific and academic documentary
production of Universitat de Girona. For more information: http://dugi-doc.udg.edu
DUGiFonsEspecials is Universitat de Girona Library's Digital Repository of manuscripts, correspondence and documents from the Special Collections. For
more information: http://dugifonsespecials.udg.edu/
DUGiMedia is Universitat de Girona's Audio and Video Digital Repository. It includes classroom and workshop materials as well as original works by the
University of Girona community. For more information: http://diobma.udg.edu/
This collection contains the research publications and student theses found on the DiVA portal, hosted at the Uppsala University Library. DiVA is the
centralized archive of a group of 30 Scandinavian universities. Materials include theses, dissertations, and other academic publications. For more
information: http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/search.jsf
This collection contains the digitized manuscripts and copyright-free books from the Upper Austrian Regional Library. Regionally significant (mainly
historical) literature from the 16th – 20th centuries are included, as well as medieval manuscripts and autographs. For more information:
http://digi.landesbibliothek.at
DASH, operated by Harvard University's Office for Scholarly Communication, allows members of the Harvard community to deposit scholarly journal
articles and manuscripts, student papers, and theses into a central, open access repository. Access to some full text documents may require authentication.
For more information: http://dash.harvard.edu/
This collection contains DigitalCommons@SPU, the institutional repository of the research and scholarly output at Seattle Pacific University, as well as
other institutional publications. The repository is open access. For more information: http://digitalcommons.spu.edu
The collection includes dissertations submitted to LMU Muenchen. Subject areas cover a range of academic interests with an emphasis on Biology and
Medicine. For more information: http://edoc.ub.uni-muenchen.de
This collection contains the open access publications that are contained in the institutional repository of the University of Pardubice, from the range of the
university’s departments. Note that resources that require a subscription are not included in this collection. For more information: http://dspace.upce.cz/
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Provider
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Stand: Mai 2018

Ressource
ECLAC Digital Repository (Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean)

Beschreibung
ECLAC Digital Repository contains the archive of the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, known in Spanish as
Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe (CEPAL). The archive is open to all users, especially policy makers, researchers, scholars and
students, interested in the Commission’s work. The archive includes over 36,000 ECLAC publications dating from 1948 to the present and encompassing
the work of over 8,000 authors in five languages. For more information: http://repositorio.cepal.org/
ELEA (Universita Degli Studi di Salerno)
This collection contains the research of Elea@UniSA, the institutional repository of the University of Salerno. Materials include doctoral theses, essays,
articles, and educational materials. The repository covers a wide range of academic subjects. For more information: http://elea.unisa.it:8080/jspui/
ETDs Repository (VŠKP - University of Economics, Prague)
This collection contains the repository of Electronic Theses & Dissertations defended at University of Economics, Prague, Czech Republic (VysokÃ¡ Å¡kola
ekonomickÃ¡ v Praze). For more information: http://www.vse.cz/vskp
Edinburgh Research Archive (University of Edinburgh)
This collection provides the research found in the digital repository produced at the University of Edinburgh, including theses and dissertations, working
papers, technical reports, and peer-reviewed journal reprints, among other publications. Topics covered include a full range of academic disciplines. Note
that the provider has excluded certain ERA theses for legal reasons. For more information: http://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/
Fraunhofer ePrints (Fraunhofer Gesellschaft)
Fraunhofer ePrints includes the fulltext publications of the scientists of the Fraunhofer Society. The repository includes reports, dissertations, journal
articles, and conference contributions. Subject matter focuses on Technology and Life Sciences. For more information: http://eprints.fraunhofer.de
Ghent University Academic Bibliography (Ghent University)
This collection contains the repository of the University of Ghent, with the academic publications of the researchers at that university. We recommend that
only subscribers activate this collection. For more information: https://biblio.ugent.be/
Infoscience (École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)) Infoscience is the institutional Archive of the EPFL, a database used to archive and make accessible works and scientific publications (articles, conference
papers, proceedings, books, book chapters, posters, reports, etc.), produced by the researchers, faculty and students of École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne (EPFL). Subject matter focuses on Engineering, Life Sciences and Technology. This collection includes only those records from the repository for
which electronic full text is freely available. For more information: http://infoscience.epfl.ch
Iowa Research Online (University of Iowa Libraries)
This collection contains the full text open access portion of the Iowa Research Online (IRO) repository. Research and scholarly output included in IRO has
been selected and deposited by the faculty, researchers and students of the University of Iowa. It includes several scholarly journals, theses and
dissertations, conference papers, post prints and other materials. For more information: http://ir.uiowa.edu
Kent Academic Repository (University of Kent)
This collection contains the open access records of the Kent Academic Repository, the institutional repository of the University of Kent. For more
information: http://kar.kent.ac.uk/
LSE Research Online (London School of Economics and Political The collection contains the open access materials of the LSE Research Online collection, the institutional repository of the London School of Economics
Science)
and Political Science. It contains research produced by LSE staff and doctoral students. The works span the range of the social sciences and include
journal articles, book chapters, books, working papers, conference papers and other materials. For more information: http://eprints.lse.ac.uk
LSE Theses Online (London School of Economics and Political
The collection contains the online archive of PhD theses for the London School of Economics and Political Science. It contains completed and examined
Science)
theses from doctoral candidates who have studied at LSE in an open access platform. The works span the range of the social sciences. For more
information: lsethesesonline@lse.ac.uk
LSHTM Research Online (London School of Hygiene and
This collection contains the open access records of LSHTM Research Online, the institutional repository of research conducted by the staff of the London
Tropical Medicine)
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. Subject areas include Epidemiology, Immunology, Global Health, and more. For more information:
http://researchonline.lshtm.ac.uk/
Leeds Beckett University Repository (Leeds Beckett University)
This collection contains the records of Leeds Beckett University Repository, the institutional repository of Leeds Beckett University (formerly Leeds
Metropolitan University). Some records are embargoed and require a subscription for full text access. This collection includes Leed's research database
and does not include OER content. For more information: http://eprints.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/
Leiden University Repository
This collection contains the Leiden Repository, including both the scholarly publications and the student theses of Leiden University. Where possible, the
publications have been made freely accessible (open access). For more information: https://openaccess.leidenuniv.nl/
Lirias (KU Leuven Association)
The collection contains the open access materials of the Lirias document repository which serves as the digital archive of KU Leuven Association research.
The resources include articles, conference proceedings, dissertations, text reviews and book chapters and span the range of humanities, social sciences,
and sciences as well as law, engineering and biomedical research. For more information: https://lirias.kuleuven.be
Loughborough University Institutional Repository
Loughborough's IR contains over 12,000 full-text items and includes journal papers, book chapters, conference papers, theses and audiovisual material. For
more information: https://dspace.lboro.ac.uk/dspace-jspui/
MADOC Publikationsserver (Mannheim University Library)
This collection includes the materials of MADOC Publikationsserver, the institutional repository of the Mannheim University Library. Topics covered include
the full range of areas of study at the university. For more information: https://ub-madoc.bib.uni-mannheim.de/
Manchester eScholar (Manchester University)
This collection contains the research produced by the individuals and organizations affiliated with the University of Manchester. Topics covered include the
full ranges of subjects studied at the university. For more information: https://www.escholar.manchester.ac.uk/
National Chung Hsing University Institutional Repository (National The National Chung Hsing University Institutional Repository provides access and dissemination of the scholarly publications of the students, researchers,
Chung Hsing University, Taiwan)
and faculty of NCHU. Subject matter covers a wide range of fields with emphasis on the sciences, engineering and agriculture.For more information:
http://nchuir.lib.nchu.edu.tw
ORBi (Open Repository and Bibliography) (University of Liège)
ORBi, offers the research output of the University of Liège. The repository includes scholarly articles, books, contributions to books and reference works,
published and unpublished scientific papers, reports, dissertations and theses, pre-prints, and more. For more information: http://orbi.ulg.ac.be/
OUR@oakland (Oakland University)
This collection contains OAR@Oakland, the institutional repository housing the intellectual, scholarly and creative work produced by the Oakland University
Community. All materials should be open access. For more information: https://our.oakland.edu/
Open Access LMU (Universitätsbibliothek der LMU Muenchen)
Open Access LMU is the institutional repository of the Universitaetsbibliothek der LMU Muenchen. It contains over 13,000 Open Access publications
produced by the faculty and staff of LMU and its cooperative institutions. The publications span the range of subjects, including Mathematics and Computer
Science, Medicine, Management and Marketing, Medicine and the Geosciences. They include monographs (in full or in part), and chapter contributions
from compilations or anthologies, journal articles, conference papers, presentations and lectures. For more information: http://epub.ub.unimuenchen.de/help/index.html
Opus: Online Publications Store (University of Bath)
This collection contains Opus, the research repository of the University of Bath. The repository showcases the research publications of those affiliated with
the University of Bath, from all departments, in a full range of academic disciplines. For more information: http://opus.bath.ac.uk/
PUCRS Institutional Repository (Pontifical Catholic University of The PUCRS Institutional Repository is maintained by the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul, in Porto Alegre, Brazil. The online, open
Rio Grande do Sul)
access repository serves to preserve, share, and provide access to the academic and cultural digital production, of the PUCRS academic communities.
Content emphasizes science, engineering, and biomedical research. The repository includes articles, conference papers, books, book chapters, theses,
dissertations, technical reports, artwork, as well as institutional documents.
Portal de Revistas PUCP (Pontificia Universidad Catolica del
This collection contains the Portal de Revistas PUCP, the journal articles published by the members of the community at the Pontificia Universidad Catolica
Peru)
del Peru. All materials should be open access. For more information: http://revistas.pucp.edu.pe/
ROAR (University of East London Repository)
This collection contains ROAR – Research Open Access Repository, the institutional repository of open access publications at the University of East
London. As a research archive, it contains the scholarly work created by members of the university community in all fields. Some recent publications may
be embargoed. For more information: http://roar.uel.ac.uk/
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Provider
Institutional Repositories

Ressource
Repositori Digital de la UPF (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Repositorio Digital de Tesis PUCP (Pontificia Universidad
Catolica del Peru)
Repository Utrecht University

Institutional Repositories

Research Repository (RMIT University)

Institutional Repositories

RiuNet (Universitat Politècnica de València)

Institutional Repositories

SDEIR (Université du Québec à Chicoutimi)

Institutional Repositories

SHAREOK Repository (University of Oklahoma/Oklahoma State
University)

Institutional Repositories

Scholar Commons (University of South Florida)

Institutional Repositories

ScholarWorks @ UVM (University of Vermont)

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Spiral (Imperial College London)
Sydney eScholarship Repository (University of Sydney)

Institutional Repositories

The Portal to Texas History (University of North Texas)

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Institutional Repositories
Institutional Repositories

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
This collection contains the repository of digital documents resulting from the academic and research activity of the UPF. It includes journals, theses,
working papers, articles, presentations at conferences, seminars and congresses, teaching material, and other literature produced by the teaching and
research staff of the UPF. Other institutional publications (annual reports, briefs, speeches, lectures, etc.) are also included. All materials should be open
access. For more information: http://repositori.upf.edu/ajuda
This collection contains Repsitorio Digital de Tesis PUCP, the digital theses produced through undergraduate and post-graduate research at the Pontificia
Universidad Catolica del Peru. All materials should be open access. For more information: http://tesis.pucp.edu.pe/repositorio/
The Utrect University Repository contains a wide range of documents including articles, theses, reports, lectures, books and book chapters. Subject matter
covers the entire range of academic interest and includes many multi-disciplinary works. The three main collections are the Igitur Archive, the Igitur Open
Access Journals and the Digitized Objects collection which includes books, journals, maps and manuscripts from the Utrecht University Library. The
majority of the documents are Open Access. For more information: http://igitur-archive.library.uu.nl/search/search.php?m=simple&language=en&p=1
RMIT Research Repository provides free, searchable access to RMIT University research publications. Subject matter focuses on Science, Engineering,
Health, Design and Business. This collection includes only those records from the repository which include electronic full text of peer-reviewed published
articles and conference papers, books and book chapters, as well as other forms of research produced by RMIT staff. For more information:
http://researchbank.rmit.edu.au/
This collection contains the Open Access materials of RiuNet, the institutional repository of the Politechnical University of Valencia - UPV. RiuNet houses
the personal and institutional output of UPV's faculty and staff, in several collections. The repository contains a variety of documents including, Objects of
learning (Polimedia, virtual labs and educational articles), theses, journal articles, maps, scholary works, creative works, institutional heritage, multimedia,
teaching material, institutional production, electronic journals and conference proceedings.
This collection contains the materials of SDEIR - Service de documentation en Etudes et inverventions regionals, an institutional repository of the Université
du Québec à Chicoutimi. Topics covered include the full range of areas of study at the university. For more information: http://e-sdeir.uqac.ca/ Please note:
Currently SDEIR does not update the collection. Once updates will be available they will resume in PCI as well.
SHAREOK is the joint institutional repository for the University of Oklahoma Libraries (OU) and Oklahoma State University Libraries (OSU). It serves as the
home for the intellectual output of both communities, and will ultimately include digital dissertations, faculty publications, digital special collections, open
access publications, open educational resources and more. For more information: shareok.org
This collection contains the open access records of Scholar Commons, the institutional repository of the University of South Florida. It contains the research
of the faculty of the research units, centers, and departments at USF. For more information: http://scholarcommons.usf.edu/
ScholarWorks@UVM serves as the repository for the scholarly and creative works of University of Vermont faculty, staff, students, and their collaborators.
Subject matter covers a range of fields with special emphasis on health sciences, Vermont history, agriculture and mycology. ScholarWorks@UVM is a
service of the UVM Libraries. For further information: http://scholarworks.uvm.edu/
Spiral is Imperial College London's online repository for staff research publications and PhD theses. For more information: http://spiral.imperial.ac.uk/
This collection contains the Sydney eScholarship Repository, a service of the University of Sydney. Topics covered range from Agriculture to Dentistry to
Education to Law, and include the theses and other research produced at the University of Sydney. For more information: http://ses.library.usyd.edu.au/

This collection contains the materials contained in the Portal to Texas History, a digital project of the University of North Texas. Materials cover pre-history
to the present day, coming from libraries, museums, archives, genealogical societies, and private family collections. For more information:
http://texashistory.unt.edu/
ThinkTech (Texas Tech University)
This collection contains the institutional repositories of Texas Technical University. It includes digital works by the faculty, researchers and students of
Texas Tech University, covering a wide range of subject areas. For more information: http://repositories.tdl.org/ttu/
UBIRA ePapers (University of Birmingham)
This collection contains UBIRA ePapers, the repository of research material produced by members of the University of Birmingham, including working
papers, conference papers, and technical reports. Material has not undergone a formal peer-review process. For more information:
http://epapers.bham.ac.uk/
UBIRA eTheses (University of Birmingham)
This collection contains UBRIA eTheses, the repository of theses produced by research post-graduates from the University of Birmingham. For more
information: http://etheses.bham.ac.uk/
UCL Discovery (University College London)
This collection contains the research publications contained in UCL Discovery, the institutional repository of the University College London. Materials
include journal articles, book chapters, conference proceedings, and theses, covering the full range of disciplines researched at UCL. For more information:
http://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/
UNT Digital Library (University of North Texas)
This collection contains the UNT Digital Library, the repository of the research, creative, and scholarly works produced and held at the University of North
Texas. Materials include theses, dissertations, historical documents, and more. For more information: http://digital.library.unt.edu/
Unitec Research Bank (Unitec Institute of Technology)
This collection contains Unitec Research Bank, the digital repository housing the research produced by Unitec students and staff. Subject areas include:
Accounting and Finance, Architecture, Design and Visual Arts, Education, Medical Imaging, Osteopathy, Social Practice, and others. All materials should be
open access. For more information: http://unitec.researchbank.ac.nz/
University of Guelph Theses and Dissertations
The collection housed on the Atrium, University of Guelph's open access digital repository, includes all masters and doctoral theses submitted to the
University since July 2011. Subject areas cover the full range of academic interest. For more information: http://atrium.lib.uoguelph.ca/about.shtml
VCU Scholars Compass (Virginia Commonwealth University)
Scholars Compass is a publishing platform for the intellectual output of Virginia Commonwealth University's academic, research, and administrative
communities. Its goal is to provide wide and stable access to the exemplary work of VCU's faculty, researchers, students, and staff. A small number of the
records may be embargoed at any given time. For more information: https://scholarscompass.vcu.edu
VU-DARE (VU University Amsterdam)
VU-DARE is the Digital Academic REpository of VU University Amsterdam containing full-text publications of VU researchers. VU-DARE is part of the
national NARCIS archive, an initiative of the Dutch universities to maximize the publication of their research results in open access. The repository
includes research papers, journals, doctoral dissertations and other scholarly works produced by the faculties and research institutes of Vrije Universiteit,
Amsterdam. The repository also encompasses internal university documents and a small number of manuscripts and early printed works from the
University's collections. For further information: http://dare.ubvu.vu.nl/
White Rose Research Online (White Rose University Consortium) White Rose Research Online is an Open Acccess repository housing research outputs from the Universities of Leeds, Sheffield and York. In the main, the
repository holds journal papers, conference papers and book chapters. For more information: http://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk
ZORA (University of Zurich)
This collection contains the open access records of ZORA (Zurich Open Repository and Archive), the repository containing the scholarly output of the
University of Zurich. Research comes from the university’s faculties of: Theology, Law, Arts, Economics, Medicine, Science, and other. For more
information: http://www.zora.uzh.ch/
eScholarship (University of California, California Digital Library)
eScholarship provides offers original scholarly works including journals, books, working papers, conference proceedings, and paper series. For more
information: http://escholarship.org/
espace @ Curtin (Curtin University of Technology)
The collection contains the open access materials of espace@Curtain, the institutional repository housing research produced by the staff and students at
Curtain University of Technology. Materials Include digital theses, journal articles, conference papers, and book chapters. For more information:
http://espace.library.curtin.edu.au/R/?func=search&local_base=gen01-era02
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Provider
Intellect Ltd.

Ressource
Intellect Journals

Inter-American Development Bank

IADB Repository

International Monetary Fund

IMF Videos

International Monetary Fund

IMF eLibrary Books and Analytical Papers

International Monetary Fund

IMF eLibrary Periodicals and Reports

International Monetary Fund

IMF eLibrary Statistics

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 01

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 02

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 03

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 04

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 05

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 06

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 07

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 08

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 09

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 10

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 11

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 12

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 13

This collection includes an international set of humanities journals from European countries including Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands with an additional
title published in South Korea. Core disciplines include Language & Literature, Art & Art History, Philosophy, and Religion. Subdisciplines span topics
ranging from European church history and the literature of the American West. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-xiii

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 14

This collection includes journals, new to the JSTOR platform at the time of the launch dating back as far as 1839, devoted to the study of culture and
communication, from civilization's earliest traces to the growth and governance of peoples. They are drawn primarily from the fields of Archaeology,
Language & Literature, Communications Studies, Asian Studies, and Political Science. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-xiv

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Arts & Sciences 15

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Asia

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Biological Sciences

Arts & Sciences XV provides coverage in the humanities, social sciences and sciences, including literature, film, art, music, religion, classical studies,
history, education, economics, political science, and sociology. It encompasses new titles not previously offered in JSTOR collections, and titles drawn
from recent discipline-specific collections, including Mathematics and Jewish Studies, not a part of earlier Arts & Sciences collections. It includes
historically significant journals and those that have become seminal publications for their field. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/artssciences-xv
The Asia collection features journals from and about Asia. Drawn from existing JSTOR collections, the Asia collection contains a minimum of 140 titles
spanning more than 30 disciplines, including Asian Studies, Language & Literature, Religion, Business and more. It includes titles spanning more than 100
years as well as recent publications, and covers China, Inner Asia, Japan, Northeast Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia, and beyond. For more information:
http://about.jstor.org/content/asia?cid=dsp_asiacollection2015_ad
This collection brings together journals available in our the Ecology & Botany Collection. Titles span the sciences andthe collection is strong in ecology and
evolutionary biology, plant and animal sciences, paleontology, and conservation. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/biological-sciences

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Business & Economics

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Intellect, an independent academic publisher focuses on creative practice and popular culture, including visual arts, film studies, cultural and media studies,
and performing arts. This collection represents the Intellect journal content. Subscribers have access to full text content on the Ingenta-hosted platform;
non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles. For more information: http://www.intellectbooks.co.uk/journals/index/
This collection contains the publications of the Inter-American Development Bank, the major source of support for Latin American and Caribbean economic
development, social development, and regional integration. The IADB conducts research primarily on economic and social topics and produces a wide array
of publications in the relevant areas. For more information: http://www.iadb.org/en/publications/publications,4126.html
This collection includes a selection of videos produced by the International Monetary Fund. Videos were selected by IMF staff for inclusion in Primo Central.
Press briefings are not included. For more information: http://www.imf.org/external/mmedia/index.aspx
The IMF eLibrary offers access to the International Monetary Fund's Books and Analytical Papers, IMF Statistics, and Periodicals and Reports. For more
information: http://www.elibrary.imf.org
The IMF eLibrary offers access to the International Monetary Fund's Books and Analytical Papers, IMF Statistics, and Periodicals and Reports. For more
information: http://www.elibrary.imf.org
The IMF eLibrary offers access to the International Monetary Fund's Books and Analytical Papers, IMF Statistics, and Periodicals and Reports. For more
information: http://www.elibrary.imf.org
This collection includes core journals in economics, history, political science, and sociology, as well as in other key fields in the humanities and social
sciences. This collection also contains titles in ecology, mathematics, and statistics. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-i
This collection adds depth to disciplines introduced in Arts & Sciences I, such as economics, history, and Asian studies. Arts & Sciences II also offers core
journals in additional disciplines, such as archaeology, classics, and African, Latin American, Middle Eastern, and Slavic studies. For more information:
http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-ii
This collection includes journals on languages and literature, as well as titles in the fields of music, film studies, folklore, performing arts, religion, and the
history and study of art and architecture. Interdisciplinary titles broaden the scope of coverage to include folklore, feminist & women's studies. For more
information: http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-iii
This collection focuses on the professions of business, education, and law. Also included are titles in psychology and public policy and administration. For
more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-iv
This collection builds on Arts & Sciences I-IV by adding important literary reviews and state historical journals. It will also widen the scope of core disciplines
in the arts and humanities, such as philosophy, history, classics, religion, art and art history, and language and literature. For more information:
http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-v
This collection covers disciplines across the social sciences, with titles on economics, education, linguistics, political science, and area studies. Titles are
often interdisciplinary. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-vi
This collection covers an eclectic range of disciplines in the arts, humanities, and social sciences. It also complements research in core disciplines such as
history, political science, sociology, art and art history, and language and literature. In addition, and the collection contains the largest clusters of health
policy and international titles in JSTOR. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-vii
This collection covers history, language & literature, art & art history, education, philosophy, classical studies, and music. Also included: rare 19th and early
20th century American Art periodicals digitized as part of a special project undertaken with the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Frick Collection, and the
Brooklyn Museum of Art. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-viii
This collection focuses on business and the social sciences with journals from more than 25 countries offering research covering archaeology, anthropology,
sociology, business, economics, population studies, and political science. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-ix
This collection features broad coverage of business and the social sciences including sociology, education, public policy & administration, and the history of
science, technology, and medicine Titles covering transportation studies and development studies are also included. For more information:
http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-x
This collection offers coverage in the humanities, with scholarship in core fields of language & literature, history, and art & art history.The collection will
journals in classical studies, architecture & architectural history, and music as well as bibliography, library science, religion, philosophy, archaeology,
performing arts, film studies, and linguistics. Interdisciplinary titles will include area studies such as American studies, Asian studies, Jewish studies, and
African American studies. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-xi
This collecion coverage of the social sciences. Law, political science, and education content anchors the collection, with titles in criminology and criminal
justice, history, social work, psychology, and sociology. Additional titles span African studies, Asian studies, language and literature, and Middle East
studies. The collection appeals to both the academic and practitioner audiences. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/arts-sciences-xii

This collection provides access to a diverse set of electronic journals in the fields of business and economics, some dating back to 1997. For more
information: http://about.jstor.org/content/business-economics#tab-description
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Provider
JSTOR

Ressource
Archival Journals: Business 1

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Business 2

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Business 3

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Business 4

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Ecology & Botany

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Ecology & Botany 2

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Health & General Sciences

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Hebrew Journals

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Iberoamérica

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Ireland

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Jewish Studies

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Language & Literature

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Life Sciences

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Mathematics & Statistics

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Mathematics & Statistics Legacy

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Music

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Music Legacy

JSTOR

Archival Journals: Religion & Theology

JSTOR

Books

JSTOR

Books: Open Access

JSTOR

Current Journals

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
The titles in this collection are drawn from Arts & Sciences I, II, and IV, offering titles in economics and finance, including publications from leading scholarly
societies and research journals in accounting, labor relations, marketing, management, operations research, and risk assessment. For more information:
http://about.jstor.org/content/business-i
The titles in this collection will be drawn from Arts & Sciences IV, VI, and VII. A range of international business titles will be included as well as a number of
journals that explore the intersections between economics and law, policy, and psychology. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/business-ii
This collection builds Business I and II collections. and increases JSTOR's coverage in core fields such as economics, business administration, and finance,
and it includes a group of international journalsand titles in public administration, business history, accounting, management, marketing, and organizational
behavior. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/business-iii
This collection builds on Business I, II, and III Collections and increases JSTOR's coverage in core fields such as economics, management, industrial
relations, and finance, with a broad international scope. The collection will also contain titles in microeconomics (especially behavioral, labor, health, urban,
and development economics) and management (including supply chain management and decision science). For more information:
http://about.jstor.org/content/business-iv
This collection was established with the assistance of the Ecological Society of America, and features the Society's research journals alongside titles
broadly focused on ecosystems. Ecology topics range from biodiversity and climate change to conservation and experimental biology. Botany titles
encompass a range of topics such as plant biology, systematic botany, and taxonomy. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/ecology-botany-i
This collection builds on Ecology & Botany I and adds coverage in the areas of biological and plant sciences. It contains key titles from institutions around
the world, including Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew; Naturhistorisches Museum; Societ? Italiana di Patologia Vegetale, Ecological Society of America, and
International Association for Plant Taxonomy. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/ecology-botany-ii
This collection features historical scientific journals and top publications in the health sciences, offering published scientific research dating as far back as
1665. It includes publications of the Royal Society of London, which extend back to the 17th century, and Proceedings of the National Academy of Science,
which dates from the early 20th century. Titles in nursing and epidemiology are also available. There is no overlap with any Arts & Sciences Collection or
the Biological Sciences Collection. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/health-general-sciences
The Hebrew Journals Collection includes titles published primarily in Hebrew. The journals are drawn from organizations such as the Bialik Institute, the
World Union of Jewish Studies, and the Israel Antiquities Authority. This interdisciplinary collection covers areas such as Jewish Studies, Language &
Literature, and Archaeology. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/hebrew-journals
This collection is a multidisciplinary collection of journals published within or about the Ibero-American world. Iberoamérica includes every journal on
JSTOR that is published primarily in Spanish or Portuguese. In addition, it features titles (published in any language) that focus on Latin American studies,
as well as journals that are published in Latin America, the Caribbean, Spain, and Portugal. It includes current journals as well as archival titles dating back
as far as 1924. Some titles have moving walls of between 1 and 10 years. Titles span Business, Economics, History, Political Science, Language &
Literature, and Latin American studies. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/iberoam%C3%A9rica
This collection, developed in cooperation with Queen's University Belfast, is interdisciplinary. It includes some journals with moving walls between 1 and 5
years and ceased journals from the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries. Monographs and manuscript pages will also be included. The collection offers titles and
resources across the arts, humanities, and sciences in disciplines such as music, art, history, literature, archaeology, mathematics, and biology. The content
is international in scope, while also providing a rich focus on Ireland. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/ireland
This collection features journals covering historical and regional aspects of Jewish Studies. Content dates back to 1889, and includes titles in English,
German, French, Dutch, Italian, and Hebrew. Publications of the Association for Jewish Studies, Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary, Hebrew
Union College, Rabbinical Council of America, and the National Association of Professors of Hebrew are included. For more information:
http://about.jstor.org/content/jewish-studies
The titles in this collection span the literary cultures of many different countries, containing articles in several languages, including Arabic, Italian, and
German. Developed with the help of the Modern Language Association, the collection includes a range of journals in the fields of literary criticism. This
collection overlaps in part with Arts & Sciences I and Arts & Sciences III. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/language-literature
This collection comprises JSTOR's largest collection of journals in the field sciences, and broad coverage of the health sciences. . Disciplines include
aquatic science, botany, developmental & cell biology, ecology, paleontology, and zoology. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/life-sciences
This collection collection brings together many titles in the mathematical and statistical sciences from other JSTOR collections. The titles in this collection
overlap with Arts & Sciences I, II, IV, and VII, as well as with the Business and Health & General Sciences Collections. For more information:
http://about.jstor.org/content/mathematics-statistics
This Mathematical & Statistics Legacy collection collection brings together selected titles in the mathematical and statistical sciences from other JSTOR
collections. The titles in this collection overlap with Arts & Sciences I, II, IV, and VII, as well as with the Business and Health & General Sciences
Collections. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/jstor-title-lists
This collection contains the complete back runs of many titles dedicated to scholarly research and theory in the field of music. It includes journals published
in the Netherlands, Croatia, Hungary, Germany, and France. Every title in the Music Collection is also available as a part of Arts & Sciences III. For more
information: http://about.jstor.org/content/music
The Music Legacy Collection contains complete back runs of selected titles dedicated to scholarly research and theory in the field of music. For more
information: http://about.jstor.org/content/jstor-title-lists
This collection covers the history and philosophy of religious thought spanning traditions, periods, and critical approaches. Drawn exclusively from existing
JSTOR Arts & Sciences collections, it contains more than 80 current and archival titles some dating back over 100 years. The collection supports religious
studies research as well as scholarship in archaeology, literature, and philosophy. Content includes the general study of religion and theology, as well as
clusters in Christian studies, Judaic studies, Islamic studies, and African and Asian religions. It includes journals published in the United States, the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands, Germany, and Italy. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/religion-theology
The scholarly books offered by JSTOR cover disciplines ranging from Business & Economics to Sociology. For more information:
http://about.jstor.org/content-on-jstor-books
JSTOR Books Open Access offers Open Access books from various publishers. All customers are encouraged to activate this collection. For more
information: https://about.jstor.org/whats-in-jstor/books/open-access-books-jstor/
JSTOR's Current Scholarship Program or 'Current Journals,' enables libraries to subscribe to complete runs of titles in the JSTOR Archive Collections. Most
titles in the Archive Collections have a moving wall embargo and most publishers of these titles host their own most recent issues. However, some
publishers allow JSTOR to deliver the full run of a title, including the most recent issues. In order to access the full run, a library must subscribe to both the
Archive Collection housing the title, and the title within the Current Scholarship Program. Primo Central customers with an active subscription to any CSP
title should activate this collection. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content-on-jstor-current-journals
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Provider
JSTOR

Ressource
Primary Sources: 19th Century British Pamphlets

Beschreibung
This collection contains significant British pamphlets from the 19th century held in UK research libraries. Pamphlets were an important means of public
debate, covering the key political, social, technological, and environmental issues of their day. They offer a corpus of primary sources with which to study
the socio-political and economic landscape of 19th century Britain. Archival and current content included. This collection was created by Research
Libraries UK (RLUK), with funding from the JISC Digitisation Programme. For more information: http://about.jstor.org/content/19th-century-british-pamphlets

Japan Society of Applied Physics (JSAP)

Japan Society of Applied Physics Journals

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR)

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Wiley Online Library - Books

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Wiley Online Library - Journals

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Wiley Open Access

Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (JBJS)
Journal of Visualized Experiments

Journal of bone and joint surgery (American volume)
JoVE Journal

Karolinska Institute University Library (KIB)

SveMed+ Database

Koninklijke Bibliotheek, Nationale bibliotheek van
Nederland

Delpher Boeken Basiscollectie (1781-1800)

Korea Institute of Science & Technology Information
(KISTI - 한국과학기술정보연구원)

Korea Science

KoreaMed

KoreaMed Synapse

Korean Studies Information Co., Ltd. (KSI)

Korean studies Information Service System Journals

Kotar ()כותר

Kotar (CET)

Kotar ()כותר

Kotar journals

LexisNexis

LexisNexis Academic Law Reviews

Lexxion Verlagsgesellschaft mbH

Lexxion English Journals

Libertas Academica

Libertas Academica Open Access Journals

Library of Congress

American Memory

Library of Congress

Library of Congress Collections of Historical Content

Library of Congress

Library of Congress Digitized Serials

Library of Congress

Library of Congress Maps, Atlases

The Japan Society of Applied Physics (JSAP) serves as an academic interface between science and engineering. JSAP holds an annual meeting and
publishes scientific journals. For more information: http://www.jsap.or.jp/english/
The Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews is part of the Cochrane Library. The CDSR includes all Cochrane Reviews (and protocols) prepared by
Cochrane Review Groups in The Cochrane Collaboration. It has systematic reviews of research in healthcare and health policy, and contains intervention
reviews, diagnostic test accuracy, and methodology reviews. For more information:
http://www.thecochranelibrary.com/view/0/AboutTheCochraneLibrary.html#CDSR
The Wiley Online Library is a multidisciplinary resource covering life, health and physical sciences, social science, and the humanities. This collection
includes the library’s extensive selection of books and book series. Note: This collection does not include Databases, Protocols or Reference Works offered
via the Wiley Online Library’s native interface. For more information about the books:
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/browse/publications?type=book&activeLetter= Book series:
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/browse/publications?type=bookseries&activeLetter=
The Wiley Online Library is a multidisciplinary resource covering life, health and physical sciences, social science, and the humanities. This collection
includes the library’s extensive selection of journal content. Note: This collection does not include Databases or Protocols offered via the Wiley Online
Library’s native interface. Customers subscribing to any front list titles or backfiles should activate this collection. Delivery of full text articles will be
governed by your institution's subscription. For more information: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/browse/publications?type=journal&activeLetter=
This collection includes articles some of the articles available in the Wiley Online Library under Creative Commons licenses CC BY, CC BY-ND and CC BYSA. This collection will grow as Wiley incorporates more records.
The American edition of the Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery is available from JBJS Online in its entirety including archival issues and supplements.
Journal of Visualized Experiments (JoVE) is a video methods journal. Articles include high-quality video demonstrations, as well as detailed text protocols.
JoVE facilitates scientific reproducibility, and increased productivity in scientific research and learning. Video and full text access is restricted for most
records. We recommend that only JoVE subscribers activate this collection. For more information: https://www.jove.com/librarians/
SveMed+ is a bibliographic database that contains references to articles from Scandinavian journals in the fields of medicine, dentistry , health care ,
occupational therapy, nursing and physiotherapy. Links to full text are provided when available. The databases contains over 126,000 records and
encompasses articles from over 200 print and electronic journals. Very short articles are excluded. The database includes articles from 1980-present.
Records from after 1998 include Norwegian key words. Some records also include English keywords. Many of the records include access to full text. For
more information: http://svemedplus.kib.ki.se/
Delpher, a portal offering Dutch historical texts, was developed by the Royal Library in cooperation with the Meertens Institute and the university libraries of
Amsterdam, Groningen, Leiden and Utrecht. This collection offers freely accessible books from the Dutch-speaking region from the period 1781-1800 and
consists primarily of historical, political, theological and literary works. Records from the Basic Collection are included in Primo Central; records from the
Google Collection are not. For more information: http://www.delpher.nl/nl/platform/pages?title=collecties
Korea Science was launched in January 2008 by the Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI), the national scientific and technical
information center in Korea. KISTI&amp;#039;s mission is to provides access to Korean science and technical information for people outside of Korea.
Korea Science offers journal articles on subject ranging from Astronomy to Telecommunications. Most of the content is produced by public organizations
including the Korean government, universities, R&amp;amp;D institutes, scholarly associations, and news media. For more information:
http://www.kisti.re.kr/english and http://www.koreascience.or.kr
This collection contains articles published in Korean medical journals. Coverage is focused on literature published since 1997. For more information:
http://koreamed.org/Overview.php
This collection includes articles from the full range of Korean studies: Cultural Sciences, Language & Literature, Education, Sociology, Business Economics,
Law & Politics, Nature Science, Technology, Medical & Nursing, Agriculture Science, and Art & Physical Culture. For more information:
http://kiss.kstudy.com/english/main.asp
Developed by Israel’s Center for Educational Technology in collaboration with the country’s leading publishers, Kotar is an innovative combination of a
digital library of e-books published in Hebrew and a customized work environment. Kotar resources span Israel studies; Israeli culture, literature, history,
education, and sociology; and other selected topics in the humanities and social sciences. The full text of Kotar’s journal and e-book collections are
indexed in Primo Central
Developed by Israel’s Center for Educational Technology in collaboration with the country’s leading publishers, Kotar is an innovative combination of a
digital library of e-books published in Hebrew and a customized work environment. Kotar resources span Israel studies; Israeli culture, literature, history,
education, and sociology; and other selected topics in the humanities and social sciences. The full text of Kotar’s journal and e-book collections are
indexed in Primo Central
This collection offers articles from hundreds of law reviews primarily from the United States. For more about LexisNexis Academic Law Reviews:
http://wiki.lexisnexis.com/academic/index.php?title=Academic_Help:_US_Law_Reviews
This collection is composed of Lexxion’s English-language journals. Lexxion publications focus on competition law, environmental and planning law,
building and real estate law, and tax and public procurement law. For more information: http://www.lexxion.de/zeitschriften/fachzeitschriften-deutsch.html
Libertas Academica is the publisher of 83 international, peer reviewed scientific, technical and medical journals. Libertas is principally a publisher of open
access journals that apply the CC-BY-NC license for published articles, although the Clinical Medicine Reviews series operates under the traditional
subscription or pay-per-view model. For more information: http://www.la-press.com/about_us.php
American Memory presents the American experience through visual and textual documents, gathered from different Library of Congress collections. All
content is Open Access. For more information: https://memory.loc.gov/ammem/index.html
Records in this collections represent various collections available online through American Memory, Global Gateway, and elsewhere on the Library of
Congress web site. For more information: http://www.loc.gov/library/libarch-digital.html
The serials in this collection are available through Chronicling America, American Memory, and elsewhere on the Library of Congress web site. For more
information http://www.loc.gov/library/libarch-digital.html
This collection includes maps and atlases from the Library's Geography and Map Division offered through the Map Collections page in American Memory.
For more information: http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/gmdhtml/gmdhome.html

Stand: Mai 2018
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Library of Congress

Ressource
Library of Congress Motion Pictures

Library of Congress

Library of Congress Photos

Library of Congress

Library of Congress Posters

Library of Congress

Library of Congress Printed Ephemera Selections

Library of Congress

Library of Congress Selected Digitized Books

Library of Congress

Library of Congress Sheet Music

Library of Congress

Library of Congress Still Visual Materials

Linda Hall Library

Linda Hall Digital Library

Luna Imaging, Inc.

David Rumsey Historical Maps

Luna Imaging, Inc.

Farber Gravestone Collection

Luna Imaging, Inc.

Japanese Historical Maps

Luna Imaging, Inc.

National Palace English

Luna Imaging, Inc.

The AMICA Library

M.E. Sharpe

M.E. Sharpe Journals

MIT Press

MIT Press Journals

Maney Publishing

Maney Online - Journals

Maney Publishing

Maney Online - Open Access & Free Journals

Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.

Liebert on Line Archive (DFG Nationallizenzen)

Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.

Mary Ann Liebert Online

Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.

Mary Ann Liebert Online - Open Access

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
This collection offers records from the motion pictures collections at the Library of Congress Motion Picture, Broadcast, and Recorded Sound Division in
American Memory. Notable offerings include movies made by Thomas Edison and his staff; films chronicling the life of Theodore Roosevelt; early
animations; films made for the Westinghouse company and other movies documenting Americans at work and leisure; films of of San Francisco before and
after the 1906 earthquake, and films of the Spanish-American War. Movies still protected by copyright are not included. For more information:
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/browse/ListSome.php?division=Motion+Picture+Broadcasting+and+Recorded+Sound+Division
This collection offers many collections of photographs including Washington as It Was: Photographs by Theodor Horydczak, 1923-1959; Architecture and
Interior Design for 20th Century America: Photographs by Samuel Gottscho and William Schleisner, 1935-1955; "Suffering Under a Great Injustice": Ansel
Adams's Photographs of Japanese-American Internment at Manzanar; Taking the Long View: Panoramic Photographs, 1851-1991; Glass negatives from
the Papers of Wilbur and Orville Wright; Selected civil war photographs, 1861-1865; Lomax Collection of Photographs Depicting Folk Musicians, and more.
For more information: http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/oamh/photos.html
This collection the Library's By the People, For the People: Posters from the WPA, 1936-1943 and World War I poster collection. The former offers posters
produced by various branches of the Work Projects Administration. For more information: http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/oamh/posters.html
This collection offers An American Time Capsule: Three Centuries of Broadsides and Other Printed Ephemera containing primary source items dating from
the seventeenth century to the present and covers key events and eras in American history. It offers a variety of posters, notices, advertisements,
proclamations, leaflets, propaganda, manifestos, and business cards. For more information: http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/rbpehtml/pehome.html
This collection offers selected digitized books available in many separate collections within American Memory and some individual books that are not part
of American Memory. Two collections included are American Notes: Travels in America, 1750-1920 comprised of narratives by Americans and foreign
visitors recounting their travels in the colonies and the United States and the Kraus Francis Drake Collection consisting of primary and secondary materials
concerning Sir Francis Drake. For more information: http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/oamh/books.html
Curated by the Library's Music Division, this collection includes Music for the Nation: American Sheet Music, 1870-1885 offering sheet music registered for
copyright during the years 1820 to 1860 and 1870 to 1885. Music for the Nation is part of the Library's American Memory gateway to its vast resources of
digitized American historical materials. For more information: http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/smhtml/smhome.html
This collection offers visual materials other than photographs and posters from several separte collections including the Tissandier Collection of Visual
Materials documenting documents the early history of aeronautics in Europe; Cartoon Prints, American, 1766-1876 encompassing several forms of political
art; Fine Prints, Japanese, pre-1915 held by the Library's Prints and Photographs division, dating from the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries; Cartoon
Prints, British (bulk 1780-1830) including etchings, engravings, mezzotints, aquatints, and lithographs. Many are hand-colored. For more information:
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/oamh/other_visual.html
The Linda Hall Library Digital Collections provide access to significant rare and fragile materials from the collections of the Linda Hall Library. Nearly a
quarter million digitized images from the History of Science Collection offer researchers the opportunity to view such items as books, maps, photographs,
and manuscripts. Also featured are collections inspired by the Library's exhibitions. For more information: http://lhldigital.lindahall.org/
Luna Commons hosts the David Rumsey Historical Map Collection includes 18th and 19th century North and South American cartographic materials
including atlases, globes, school geographies, maritime charts, and a variety of separate maps including pocket, wall, children's and manuscript maps. For
more information: http://www.lunacommons.org/luna/servlet/RUMSEY~8~1
Luna Commons hosts the Farber Gravestone Collection documenting sculpture on gravestones made prior to 1800. The late Daniel Farber of Worcester,
Massachusetts, and his wife, Jessie Lie Farber, were responsible for the largest portion of the collection. Others whose work is incorporated into the
collection include Harriette Merrifield Forbes, who worked in the 1920s mainly in Massachusetts, and Dr. Ernest Caulfield, who documented Connecticut
grave markers. The data accompanying the photographs include the name and death date of the deceased, the location of the stone, and information
concerning the stone material, the iconography, the inscription, and (when known) the carver. For more information:
http://www.lunacommons.org/luna/servlet/FBC~100~1
Luna Commons presents the Japanese Historical Maps Collection of the East Asian Library. It features images of selected maps and books including
woodblock-print maps dating from the Tokugawa period (1600-1867); rare maps of the cites of Edo (modern Tokyo), Kyoto, and Osaka, and other cities. For
more information: http://www.lunacommons.org/luna/servlet/RUMSEY~9~1
Luna Commons presents images from the National Palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan. The works spans seven millennia of Chinese history and pre-history.
Works include rare books, ceramics, paintings, bronzes, jewelry, studio accessories, costumes, and more. For more information:
http://www.lunacommons.org/luna/servlet/ChineseArt-ENG~1~1
Luna Commons hosts The AMICA Library which contains images of works of art contributed by museums worldwide. Cultures and time periods range from
contemporary art, Native American and Inuit art, to ancient Greek, Roman, and Egyptian works, along with Japanese and Chinese works. Types of works
include paintings, sculptures, drawings, prints, and photographs, as well as textiles, costumes, jewelry, decorative art, and books and manuscripts. For more
information: http://www.lunacommons.org/luna/servlet/
M.E. Sharpe publishes materials in the social sciences and humanities, including titles in economics, political science, business, management, public
administration, literature, and history, as well as original works and translations in Asian and East European studies. For more information:
http://www.mesharpe.com/start.html
MIT Press journals focus on the arts and humanities, social sciences, and specialized areas of science and technology. For more information:
http://www.mitpressjournals.org/
Maney is an independent publishing company specialising in peer-reviewed print and electronic format academic journals. Subjects include materials
science and engineering, the humanities and social sciences, and health science. Maney Online includes a small number of free and Open Access articles,
but access to most articles is restricted to subscribers. A few journals, currently hosted by Metapress are not yet available in Primo Central. For more
information: http://maneypublishing.com/index.php/journalinfo/
Maney is an independent publishing company specialising in peer-reviewed print and electronic format academic journals. Subjects include materials
science and engineering, the humanities and social sciences, and health science. All users are encouraged to activate this collection which includes only
free and Open Access articles. For more information: http://www.maneyonline.com/page/openaccess
Mary Ann Liebert Online for the DFG Nationallizenzen Consortium. Mary Anne Liebert Online offers journal content in the areas of biotechnology,
biomedical research, medicine, law, engineering, environmental studies, and other related fields. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual
articles. For more information: http://www.liebertpub.com
Mary Ann Liebert Online offers journal content in the areas of biotechnology, biomedical research, medicine, law, engineering, environmental studies, and
other related fields. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles. Consortia specific collections are available. For more information:
http://www.liebertpub.com/
Mary Ann Liebert Online - Open Access offers open access journal content in the areas of biotechnology, biomedical research, medicine and public health,
engineering, environmental studies, policy, and law and economics. For more information: http://www.liebertpub.com/
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Provider
Massachusetts Medical Society

Ressource
New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM)

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.

AccessAnesthesiology

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.

AccessEmergency Medicine

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.

AccessEngineering

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.

AccessMedicine

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.

AccessPediatrics

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.

AccessPharmacy

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.

AccessPhysiotherapy

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.

AccessScience

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.
McGraw Hill Education, LLC.
McGraw Hill Education, LLC.

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.
McGraw Hill Education, LLC.

McGraw Hill Education, LLC.
McGraw Hill Education, LLC.
Medknow Publications and Media Pvt. Ltd.
Meteo, Inc.

Ministère de l'Education Nationale

Modern Language Association (MLA)

Modern Language Association (MLA)

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

This collection contains the ebooks published by McGraw-Hill in AccessEmergency Medicine, an online reference and learning resource for Emergency
Medicine. Content is geared towards medical students, residents and practicing physicians. For more information:
http://accessemergencymedicine.mhmedical.com
This collection contains the materials published by McGraw-Hill in “AccessEngineering,” an online reference and learning resource for engineering. For
more information: http://accessengineeringlibrary.com/
This collection contains the ebooks published by McGraw-Hill in “AccessMedicine,” an online reference and learning resource for medicine. Content is
geared towards medical students, residents and practicing physicians. For more information: http://accessmedicine.mhmedical.com
This collection contains the ebooks published by McGraw-Hill in AccessPediatrics, an online reference and learning resource for medicine. Content covers
the neonatal period through adolescence and is geared towards medical students, residents and practicing physicians. For more information:
http://accesspediatrics.mhmedical.com/Index.aspx
This collection contains the ebooks published by McGraw-Hill in “AccessPharmacy,” an online reference and learning resource for pharmacy education and
practicing pharmacists. For more information: http://accesspharmacy.mhmedical.com
This collection contains the ebooks published by McGraw-Hill in AccessPhysiotherapy, a comprehensive online reference and learning resource for
physiotherapy. Content is geared towards PT students, and practicing physiotherapists. For more information: http://accessphysiotherapy.mhmedical.com

AccessScience is an authoritative and dynamic online resource that contains incisively written, high-quality reference material that covers all major
scientific disciplines. An award-winning gateway to scientific knowledge, it offers links to primary research material, videos and exclusive animations, plus
specially designed curriculum maps for teachers. With these and other online features, AccessScience is continually expanding the ways it can demonstrate
and explain core, trustworthy scientific information in a way that inspires and guides users to deeper knowledge.
AccessSurgery
This collection contains the ebooks published by McGraw-Hill in AccessSurgery, an online reference and learning resource for surgery. Content is geared
towards medical students, residents and practicing surgeons. For more information: http://accesssurgery.mhmedical.com
Case Files Collection
This collections includes ebook content from McGraw Hill's Case Files® series. The series helps medical students learn and apply basic science and
clinical medicine. For more information: http://casefiles.mhmedical.com/
JAMAevidence
JAMAevidence allows clinicians to apply the principles of Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) by allowing them to identify the best available evidence. It
provides guides to the systematic consideration of the validity, importance, and applicability of claims about the assessment of health problems and the
outcomes of health care.
McGraw-Hill eBook Library
The McGraw-Hill eBook Library includes over 1000 resources geared to students and professionals. The eBook Library consists of different collections
including: Business, Engineering, Medical, Student Study Aids, Open University Press, USMLE, and Language. Each collection is further divided into
clusters and McGraw Hill customers can choose to subscribe to any or all of the clusters. Full text access is limited to subscribers. For more information:
https://mhebooklibrary.com
Neurology Collection
This collection contains the ebooks published by McGraw-Hill in the Neurology Collection, an online reference and learning resource for medicine. Content
is geared towards medical students, residents and practicing neurologists. For more information: http://neurology.mhmedical.com
OMMBID (The Online Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inherited OMMBID (The Online Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inherited Disease) is the online continuation of Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inherited
Disease)
Disease. The resource offers comprehensive coverage of the clinical phenotype, biochemical abnormalities, genes, and genetic mechanisms underlying
human disease states and provides geneticists, researchers, students, clinicians, fellows, and educators involved with the causation and treatment of
inherited diseases with information spanning the entire field of genetics. For more information: http://ommbid.mhmedical.com
ObGyn Collection
This collection contains the ebooks published by McGraw-Hill in the OBGyn Collection, an online reference and learning resource for medicine. Content is
geared towards medical students, residents and practicing obstetricians and gynocologists. For more information: http://obgyn.mhmedical.com
Pharmacotherapy Principles and Practice
AccessPharmacy's Pharmacotherapy Principles and Practice is a micro-collection of McGraw-Hill's pharmacotherapy text and its accompanying Study
Guide. This online reference and learning resource for pharmacy is geared towards pharmacy students. For more information: http://ppp.mhmedical.com
Medknow Journals
Medknow Publications is a publisher for peer-reviewed, online/print+online journals in the area of science, technology, and medicine.
Medical*Online-E
Medical*Online-E was launched as an English edition of the Japanese original edition, Medical*Online. This collection of articles is of interest to medical
professionals in Japan, including medical doctors, dentists, pharmacists, nurses, medical technologists and medical students. For more information:
http://mol.medicalonline.jp/en
Persée
Persée is an open access digital library of French-language scholarly journals, established by the Ministry of National Education of France. The resource is
maintained by the École normale supérieure de Lyon, French National Centre for Scientific Research, and University of Lyon. Persee.fr est un portail de
diffusion de publications scientifiques, principalement dans le domaine des sciences humaines et sociales. Son positionnement est original car il assure la
diffusion de collections patrimoniales (le plus ancien document diffusé date de 1840) et il propose des outils d'exploitation similaires à ceux présents sur les
portails d'édition courante. For more information: http://www.persee.fr/web/guest/a-propos
MLA International Bibliography (Bibliographic records - ProQuest The MLA International Bibliography is a subject index for books, articles and dissertations published on Modern Languages, Literatures, Folklore, and
Literature Online)
Linguistics. MLAIB is available from several distributors. MLA subscribers: Activate both entries in the Registration Table for your distributor. For example,
subscribers to MLAIB via EBSCO should activate MLA International Bibliography (Bibliographic records - EBSCO) &amp; MLA International Bibliography
(Website records - EBSCO). For more information: http://www.mla.org/bibliography
MLA International Bibliography (Website records - ProQuest
The MLA International Bibliography is a subject index for books, articles and dissertations published on Modern Languages, Literatures, Folklore, and
Literature Online)
Linguistics. MLAIB is available from several distributors. MLA subscribers: Activate both entries in the Registration Table for your distributor. For example,
subscribers to MLAIB via EBSCO should activate MLA International Bibliography (Bibliographic records - EBSCO) &amp; MLA International Bibliography
(Website records - EBSCO). For more information: http://www.mla.org/bibliography
Colloquium Digital Library of Life Sciences
The basic component of the Colloquium Digital Library is a "Lecture" -- a self-contained e-book that synthesizes a research or development topic in Life
Sciences. Topics covered range from Angiogenesis to Wnt/?-cateninSignaling. For more information: http://www.morganclaypool.com/page/lifesci#series

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

Synthesis Digital Library of Engineering and Computer Science

NARCIS (Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and
Sciences)

NARCIS (Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences) Open Access

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
The New England Journal of Medicine is considered the “gold standard” for quality biomedical research and for best practices in clinical medicine,
internationally. By providing cutting-edge research to practicing physicians, the NEJM helps the medical community integrate biomedical science and
clinical practice. NEJM uses a rigorous peer-review and editing process to evaluate manuscripts for scientific accuracy, novelty, and importance. This
collection includes NEJM issues from 1990 to the present. For more information: http://www.nejm.org/
This collection contains the ebooks published by McGraw-Hill in AccessAnesthesiology, an online reference and learning resource for medicine. Content is
geared towards medical students, residents and practicing anesthesiologists. For more information: http://accessanesthesiology.mhmedical.com

The basic component of the Synthesis Digital Library is a "Lecture" -- a self-contained e-book that synthesizes a research or development topic in
engineering and computer science. Topics covered range from Algorithms and Software in Engineering to Visualization. For more information:
http://www.morganclaypool.com/page/browseLbS.jsp
NARCIS, a gateway to scholarly materials published in The Netherlands, is administered by the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences.This
collection offers Open Access articles. Most records include a link to the full text. For more information: https://www.narcis.nl/
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Provider
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information (CASI)

Ressource
NASA Technical Reports Server (NTRS)

Beschreibung
NASA Technical Reports Server (NTRS) provides access to aerospace-related citations, full-text online documents, images and videos – scientific and
technical information created or funded by NASA. The NASA Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Program was established to support the objectives
of NASA’s missions and research. It is dedicated to the advancement of aeronautics and space science. For more information: http://www.sti.nasa.gov

NDLTD Union Catalog

NDLTD Union Catalog

NOW Publishers

NOW Research Journals

National Academies Press

National Academies Press Free eBooks

National Academy of Sciences

PNAS

National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER)

National Bureau of Economic Research

National Diet Library of Japan

NDL雑誌記事索引Zassaku –
(Japanese Periodicals Index)

National Diet Library of Japan

国立国会図書館デジタル化資料 NDL Digitized Contents

National Library of Australia

Trove (Australian Theses)

National Library of Israel ()הספרייה הלאומית

RAMBI ()רמב''י

National Library of New Zealand Te Puna Mātauranga o
Aotearoa

Index New Zealand (INNZ)

National Library of New Zealand Te Puna Mātauranga o
Aotearoa

National Library of New Zealand - DigitalNZ

National Library of New Zealand Te Puna Mātauranga o
Aotearoa
National Library of Norway

Publications New Zealand

National Library of Sweden (Kungliga biblioteket Sveriges nationalbibliotek)

SwePub

National Library of Sweden (Kungliga biblioteket Sveriges nationalbibliotek)

SwePub - Free access

National Library of Wales

Welsh Journals Online (National Library of Wales)

National Library of the Czech Republic

Manuscriptorium

National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF)

Korean Research Memory (KRM)

National and University Library of Iceland
(Landsbókasafn Íslands - Háskólabókasafn)
Nature Publishing Group

Tímarit.is

Nature Publishing Group

nature.com

The Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations is an international collection of electronic theses and dissertations. Access to the full text of many
theses is free but some may require authentication. For more information: http://www.ndltd.org/
NOW Research Journals is a source of peer-reviewed publications in Business, Economics, Computer Science and Engineering. Subscribers can access
full text. For further information: http://www.nowpublishers.com/Home/About
The National Academies Press (NAP) was created by the National Academy of Sciences to publish the reports of the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering and Medicine, focusing on issues of science and health policy. This resource indexes book chapters which can be freely downloaded from the
NAP platform. For more information: http://www.nap.edu/content/about-the-national-academies-press
PNAS, the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, includes research, science news, Commentaries, Reviews, Perspectives, Colloquium Papers,
and actions of the National Academy of Sciences. The content spans the biological, physical, and social sciences and is global in scope. Content older
than six months is freely available on the vendor's site, where users can access PDF's of all articles dating back to 1915. For more information:
http://www.pnas.org/site/aboutpnas/index.xhtml
The National Bureau of Economic Research is a private, nonprofit, nonpartisan research organization dedicated to promoting a greater understanding of
how the economy works. This collections offers NBER's working papers back to June 1973. For more information: http://www.nber.org
Zassaku is an index of periodical literature in the holdings of the National Diet Library of Japan. It mainly covers scholarly material in Japanese and
European languages.
NDL Digitized Contents offers several collections: Rare Books and Old Materials; Books; Periodicals; Newspapers; Historical Recordings; Official Gazettes;
Doctoral Dissertations; Modern Japanese political history materials; Materials and the Allied Occupation of Japan; Prange Collection Note: Internet
Resources described at http://dl.ndl.go.jp/?__lang=en#internet are not index in Primo Central. Access to some material is restricted to users on the premisis
of the National Diet Library. For more information: http://dl.ndl.go.jp/?__lang=en
This collection offers theses and disserations from Australian colleges and universities. Access to the full text of many theses is free but some may require
authentication. For more information: http://trove.nla.gov.au/result?q&l-format=Thesis
RAMBI - The Index of Articles on Jewish Studies - founded in 1966 by Dr. Issachar Joel - is a selective bibliography of articles in the various fields of Jewish
studies and in the study of Eretz Israel and the State of Israel. The Index is based to a large extent on the collections of the National Library of Israel.
Material indexed in Rambi is compiled from thousands of periodicals, in print and electronic format, and from collections of articles - in Hebrew, Latin and
Cyrillic script, as well as offprints sent to the Editorial Board by scholars. Rambi appeared in print from 1966 until 2000, vols. 1-50. With the availability of
the entire corpus of Rambi on the web, publication of the printed volumes of Rambi was discontinued.  נוסד על ידי דר-  רשימת מאמרים במדעי היהדות- 'רמב"י
 רמב"י מבוסס במידה רבה על אוספי הספרייה. זוהי רשימה סלקטיבית של מאמרים בתחומים השונים של מדעי היהדות ושל חקר ארץ ישראל ומדינת ישראל.1966 יששכר יואל בשנת
 וכן מתוך-  לטיניות או קיריליות, באותיות עבריות, ומתוך קובצי מאמרים, אם בדפוס ואם בצורה אלקטרונית-  המאמרים הרשומים ברמב"י נלקטים מתוך אלפי כתבי עת.הלאומית
 עם העלאת כל החומר ברמב"י למחשב הופסקה הדפסת החוברות.1-50  כרכים,2000  ועד שנת1966  רמב"י הופיע בדפוס משנת..תדפיסים שנשלחים למערכת על ידי החוקרים.
For more information, please check at http://aleph.nli.org.il/F/J6J8A3RGAA8RJ289Y7KRIM1DLCXPML4KK9Q328XBMQXT28XDVK36298?func=file&file_name=library-info
Index New Zealand is a bibliographic database offering abstracts and descriptions of articles from New Zealand periodicals and newspapers published from
the 1950s to the present. The periodicals range from academic research journals to magazines and covering subjects of general interest, social research,
the environment, science, agriculture, current affairs, the arts and humanities. Some records include abstracts in both te reo Māori and English. The full-text
of some articles is available via a direct link. Others may be available via a link resolver. For more information: http://natlib.govt.nz/collections/a-z/indexnew-zealand-innz
DigitalNZ, a service of the National Library of New Zealand, offers digital material available from libraries, museums, government departments, publicly
funded organisations, the private sector, and community groups. Primo Central includes a subset consisting of content available for commercial use.
Please note: As of Sept. 2013, there is no way to limit a search to return only records indexed in Primo Central via the DigitalNZ search engine on the
Library's website. For more information: http://www.digitalnz.org
This collection contains New Zealand’s national bibliography, primarily including bibliographic records created by the National Library and other New
Zealand libraries. For more information: http://natlib.govt.nz/about-us/open-data/publications-nz-metadata
Norwegian and Nordic Index to Periodical Articles - NORART is a database published by the National Library of Norway. NORART contains
approximately 550,000 references to articles from approximately 460 Norwegian and Nordic periodicals and yearbooks, including 120 scientific journals.
The database begins with articles from 1980, and has a concentration on health and social fields 1992-1998. Very short articles are excluded. Norwegian
key words are included since 1998. Some articles also have English key words. A little over 30,000 of the records provide access to full text. For more
information: http://www.nb.no/baser/norart/english.html
SwePub provides the publications of 30 Swedish universities -- including articles, conference papers, dissertations, and more -- for search. Topics cover the
gamut of research fields. This collection includes all published materials that are available by subscription. Customers also have the option of activating
smaller packages according to individual resource types. For more information: http://swepub.kb.se/help.jsp
SwePub provides the publications of 30 Swedish universities -- including articles, conference papers, dissertations, and more -- for search. Topics cover the
gamut of research fields. This collection includes those published materials that are available without a subscription (“open access”). Customers also have
the option of activating smaller packages according to individual resource types. For more information: http://swepub.kb.se/help.jsp
Welsh Journals Online provides free access to scholarship from Wales. Back-numbers of up to 50 titles are available here, ranging from academic and
scientific publications to literary and popular magazines. The presentation of the journals on the web has been undertaken by the National Library of Wales
with support from JISC and Welsh Assembly Government and the cooperation of publishers and authors. Complete runs of each title have been included;
the most recent issue available depends on the publisher, and will vary from title to title. Occasional papers, Index volumes and Monographs are sometimes
included. More information at http://welshjournals.llgc.org.uk/
Manuscriptorium aggregates manuscripts, incunabula, early printed books, maps, charters and other types of documents from many institutions across
Europe and beyond. The project is coordinated by the National Library of the Czech Republic. For more information: http://www.manuscriptorium.com
Korean Research Memory is a national integrated information center and specialized archival system in the field of fundamental studies that is creating and
maintaining research achievements database, supported by national academic rersearch programs.
Tímarit.is a digital library of the newspapers and periodicals from the Faroe Islands, Greenland, and Iceland. For more information:
http://timarit.is/about_init.jsp?lang=is
This collection offers pre-publication research and preliminary findings in the life sciences. Launched in 2007, it ceased accepting new submissions as of
April 3rd, 2012. Documents on Nature Precedings should not be considered "published" works. For more information: http://precedings.nature.com
This collection includes articles published by Nature Publishing Group from 1869 to present.

Stand: Mai 2018

Norwegian and Nordic index to periodical articles (Norart)

Nature Precedings
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Provider
Naxos International

Ressource
Naxos Music Library

Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision

Academia

Newfound Press

Newfound Press Books

Nordic Council of Ministers

Norden Publications

Norwegian Open Research Archives (NORA)

Norwegian Open Research Archives (NORA)

NORA aggregates scholarly content from over 50 Norwegian archives. It is a collaboration between the university libraries at the University of Bergen,
NTNU, University of Troms? with funding from the Norwegian Digital Library . For more information: http://www.ub.uit.no/wiki/openaccess/index.php/NORA

Nurimedia Co. Ltd. (누리미디어)

DBpia (Articles)

OAPEN: Open Access Publishing in European Networks

Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB)

OAPEN: Open Access Publishing in European Networks

OAPEN Library

OECD

OECD iLibrary

OhioLINK

Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETD)

OpenStax

OpenStax Digital Textbooks

Optical Society of America

E-Combination Package - DRAA

Optical Society of America

OSA Digital Archive

Optical Society of America

OSA Publishing

Optical Society of America

Optical Society of America

Optical Society of America

Optics Image Bank

Optical Society of America

Optics InfoBase Basic

Optical Society of America

Optics InfoBase Premium - DRAA

Optical Society of America

Optics Infobase - DRAA

Oriprobe Information Services, Inc.
Oxford University Press

China/Asia On Demand
African American Studies Center

Oxford University Press

American National Biography Online

Oxford University Press

British Academy Publications Online

Oxford University Press

Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law

The DBPIA collection includes more than 1,000 journals, covering the fields of Economics & Management; Education; Law; Administration; Social Science;
Theology; Literature; Arts & Physical Education; Medicine, Humanities; and Natural Sciences. For more information:
http://www.nurimedia.co.kr/eng/sub07.html
DOAB (Directory of Open Access Books) provides academic, peer-reviewed books in Open Access, as submitted by academic publishers, internationally, in
many different language. Topics are far-reaching. For more information: http://www.doabooks.org/doab?func=about&uiLanguage=en
OAPEN is an online library and publication platform that collects open-access books in the humanities and social sciences from throughout Europe. For
more information, see: http://oapen.org/xtf/home?brand=oapen.
OECD iLibrary, the online library of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) features books, papers and statistics. Content is
freely available for reading online and can be downloaded by subscribers. This general collection includes articles, books, working papers, and statistical
content. This collection constitutes the full iLibrary. Customers also have the option of activating content and subject specific collections. For more
information: http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/about/about
The ETD Center is a free, online database of Ohio's undergraduate, masters and doctoral theses and dissertations from participating OhioLINK member
schools. The full-text is also available if it was submitted. For more information: https://etd.ohiolink.edu/
OpenStax Digital Textbook Library is an Open Access resource, sponsored by the Rice University and other philanthropic partners. The online textbooks
encompass a gamut of subject areas and are appropriate for college and AP courses. For more information: https://openstax.org/faq
OSA Publishing's digital packages include a range of optics and photonics content. The collection includes OSA's journal content. Customers should
activate the collections corresponding to their respective subscription packages. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles and
conference proceedings on the OSA platform. For more information: http://www.osa.org/en-us/publications/
OSA Publishing's digital packages include a range of optics and photonics content. The collection includes OSA's journal content. Customers should
activate the collections corresponding to their respective subscription packages. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles and
conference proceedings on the OSA platform. For more information: http://www.osa.org/en-us/publications/
OSA Publishing's digital packages include a range of optics and photonics content. The collection includes OSA's journal content. Customers should
activate the collections corresponding to their respective subscription packages. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles and
conference proceedings on the OSA platform. For more information: http://www.osa.org/en-us/publications/
OSA Publishing's digital packages include a range of optics and photonics content. The collection includes OSA's journal content. Customers should
activate the collections corresponding to their respective subscription packages. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles and
conference proceedings on the OSA platform. For more information: http://www.osa.org/en-us/publications/
OSA Publishing's digital packages include a range of optics and photonics content. The collection includes OSA's journal content. Customers should
activate the collections corresponding to their respective subscription packages. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles and
conference proceedings on the OSA platform. For more information: http://www.osa.org/en-us/publications/
OSA Publishing's digital packages include a range of optics and photonics content. The collection includes OSA's journal content. Customers should
activate the collections corresponding to their respective subscription packages. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles and
conference proceedings on the OSA platform. For more information: http://www.osa.org/en-us/publications/
OSA Publishing's digital packages include a range of optics and photonics content. The collection includes OSA's journal content. Customers should
activate the collections corresponding to their respective subscription packages. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles and
conference proceedings on the OSA platform. For more information: http://www.osa.org/en-us/publications/
OSA Publishing's digital packages include a range of optics and photonics content. The collection includes OSA's journal content. Customers should
activate the collections corresponding to their respective subscription packages. Non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles and
conference proceedings on the OSA platform. For more information: http://www.osa.org/en-us/publications/
China/Asia On Demand is gateway to STM journals from China and Asia. For more information: http://caod.oriprobe.com/
This collection focuses on the lives and events which have shaped African American and African history and culture. This collection does not include the
following material. These sources can be access at www.oxfordaasc.com: Primary Source Documents, Images, Maps, Charts & Tables, Multimedia,
Timelines, Guide to Internet Resources, Learning Center, At a Glance pages, Bi-monthly Focus On features on a topic of current or historical interest. For
more information: http://www.oxfordaasc.com
American National Biography offers portraits of men and women whose lives helped shape the United States. For more information:
http://www.anb.org/aboutanb.html
This collection offers academic monographs and essays from the British Academy, the UK’s national body for the humanities and social sciences. For more
information: http://www.britishacademypublications.com
The Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law (MPEPIL) is a comprehensive online resource containing peer-reviewed articles on every aspect
of public international law. Written and edited by an incomparable team of over 800 scholars and practitioners, published in partnership with the Max Planck
Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law, and updated throughout the year, this major reference work is essential for anyone researching
or teaching international law. More information at: http://opil.ouplaw.com/page/About Please note full text for records in this collection is available to
subscribers only.

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Naxos Musical Library is an invaluable resource for universities, music schools, public libraries, schools, music professionals and collectors. Complete
catalogues or selected recordings of over 800 labels such as BIS, Capriccio, Chandos, CPO, CSO Resound, Decca, Deutsche Grammophon, Erato,
Dynamic, Finlandia, Grand Piano, H?nssler Classic, Harmonia Mundi, Hungaroton, LSO Live, Marco Polo, Na?ve, Naxos, New York Philharmonic, Nimbus,
Nonesuch, Ondine, Orfeo, PentaTone, RCA Records, Sony Classical, Supraphon, Teldec, Universal Classics, Vanguard Classics, Warner Classics, Warner
Classics - Parlophone (former EMI Classics) and many more. For more information: https://www.naxosmusiclibrary.com/home.asp
This collection contains “Academia,” the online access to video and audio for higher education, as provided by the Netherlands Institute for Sound & Vision.
The collection contains historical material as well as recent television, radio, and film resources, among others. Note that only subscribers may access the
complete resources of this collection on the Academia platform. For more information: http://www.academia.nl/
Newfound Press, at the University of Tennessee, is the university libraries' digital imprint. Drawing on the resources that the university has invested in digital
library development, Newfound Press considers manuscripts in all disciplines, encompassing scientific research, humanistic scholarship, and artistic
creation.
Norden Publications, provides online access to the publications of the Nordic co-operation, an extensive forum for regional collaboration including Denmark,
Iceland, Sweden, the Faroe Islands, Greenland, and Aland, as a single repository. The research-based analyses focus on a range of topics, including;
climate and environmental studies, green growth and bioeconomy, sustainable development, health and social welfare, education and research, and labour
and employment the Arctic. Most content is Open Access. For more information: http://www.norden.org/en/publications/info-on-nordpub
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Provider
Oxford University Press

Ressource
Oxford Art Online- Grove Art Online

Oxford University Press

Oxford Biblical Studies Online

Oxford University Press

Oxford Bibliographies (OBO)

Oxford University Press

Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (ODNB)

Oxford University Press

Oxford Handbooks Online

Oxford University Press

Oxford Islamic Studies Online

Oxford University Press

Oxford Journals

Oxford University Press

Oxford Journals Open Access

Oxford University Press

Oxford Medicine Online

Oxford University Press

Oxford Music Online

Oxford University Press

Oxford Reference - Quick Reference

Oxford University Press

Oxford Reference Library

Oxford University Press

Oxford Research Encyclopedias

Oxford University Press

Oxford Scholarship Online

Oxford University Press

University Press Scholarship Online

Oxford University Press

Very Short Introductions

PAGEPress

PAGEPress

Palgrave Macmillan

Palgrave Connect

Palgrave Macmillan

Palgrave Macmillan Journals

Philosophy Documentation Center

Philosophy Documentation Center E-Collection

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Oxford Art Online (Grove Art Online) offers access to the most authoritative, inclusive, and easily searchable online art resources available today. This
collection allows access to some of the Oxford’s most acclaimed art reference titles. Customers who subscribed to Grove Art Online should activate this
collection.
Oxford Biblical Studies Online (OBSO) provides a comprehensive resource for the study of the Bible and biblical history. It is designed for scholars,
librarians, clergy and students at all levels. This collection includes whole books and book chapters and also reference entries. Images, maps and timelines
which are not indexed are available to subscribers on the OBSO website. Only subscribers should activate this collection. For more information:
http://www.oxfordbiblicalstudies.com
Oxford Bibliographies (OBO) offers research guides combining the features of an annotated bibliography and a high-level encyclopedia. The guides cover a
wide variety of subjects ranging from African Studies to Victorian Literature. The product includes recommendations and links to the best works available in
each discipline, whether it be a chapter, a book, a journal article, a website, an archive, or data set. The entries are reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Only subscribers can view full content. For more information: http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com
The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography offers concise, biographical entries for over 54,000 people who shaped British history and culture, worldwide,
from the Romans to the 21st century. The Oxford DNB was published in print (60 vols.) and online in 2004. It replaces the Dictionary of National Biography
which appeared between 1885-1996. The ODNB online is updated every January, May, and September. January updates extend coverage into the 21st
century; May and September updates add biographies across all historical periods. In addition to the biographical entries, there are also more than 500
Theme articles for reference and research. For further information see: http://global.oup.com/oxforddnb/info/
Oxford Handbooks Online is an outstanding collection of the best Handbooks in 15 and growing subject areas. One of the most prestigious and successful
strands of Oxford’s scholarly publishing, the Handbook series contain in-depth, high-level articles by scholars at the top of their field. Each subject area
within Oxford Handbooks Online is guided by the careful stewardship of an Editor in Chief and world-class Editorial Board who bring together the world’s
leading scholars to discuss research and the latest thinking on a range of major topics. Each Handbook offers thorough introductions to topics and a critical
survey of the current state of scholarship in a particular field of study, creating an original conception of the field and setting the agenda for new research.
For more information: http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/page/about
Oxford Islamic Studies Online (OISO) is designed to disseminate scholarship from a global perspective and provide timely, and accessible information on
the history, peoples, beliefs, individuals, and cultures that constitute the world of Islam. It is comprised of short subject and biographical entries, drawn from
the Oxford Dictionary of Islam and other major reference works. Longer chapter records from scholarly works such as Islam in Transition and the Oxford
History of Islam are also included, as are two translations of the Koran. Additional primary sources, images, maps and timelines are available to
subscribers on the OISO website. For further information see: http://www.oxfordislamicstudies.com/
This collection includes articles from academic and research journals that are available by subscription from the Oxford Journals Collection and the Oxford
Journals Archive. Coverage begins with 1996. Oxford’s Open Access articles are available in Primo Central via the Oxford Open collection. Oxford Journals
is a division of Oxford University Press. For more information: http://www.oxfordjournals.org
This collection includes Open Access articles from academic and research journals provided by Oxford, all available free of charge.
http://www.oxfordjournals.org/oxfordopen/#Introduction
The medical textbooks and handbooks in this collection cover every stage in a medical career, from medical students and junior doctors, to resources for
senior doctors and consultants. A broad range of medical specialties is covered. For more information: http://oxfordmedicine.com
Oxford Music Online (OMO) is the gateway to Grove Music Online (GMO) and also includes content from the Oxford Companion to Music, the Oxford
Dictionary of Music, and the Encyclopedia of Popular Music. Only subscribers can view content on the OMO platform. Content from the Oxford
Companion to Music, Oxford Dictionary of Music, and Encyclopedia of Popular Music is also available through Oxford Reference Online. For more
information: http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/public/about
Oxford Quick Reference is a resource for fact checking or key information about a concept, person, or term. Entries come from core academic subject,
language, and quotations dictionaries. This collection does not include content from the monolingual and bilingual dictionaries, timelines or overview pages
available at oxfordreference.com. Subscribers to Oxford Quick Reference and Oxford Reference PREMIUM can view full content on the Oxford Reference
platform. For more information: http://www.oxfordreference.com
The Oxford Reference Library Research offers in-depth with articles and essays terms, concepts, or persons. Entries come from Oxford University Press'
Encyclopedias and Companions, and a selection of Oxford partner publishers’ specialist scholarly works. This collection does not include content from the
monolingual and bilingual dictionaries, timelines or overview pages available at oxfordreference.com. Subscribers to Oxford Reference Library can view full
content on the Oxford Reference platform. Subscribers to Oxford Reference PREMIUM will be able to access full content for some of the resources.. For
more information: http://www.oxfordreference.com
The Oxford Research Encyclopedias collection is a dynamic, developing online reference series. Launched with Social Work, when completed it will
encompass more than 20 disciplines. Subject entries provide current and historical overviews of ideas or events or ideas. Biographical entries provide
succinct biographies of key historical figures in a given field. Subscription required to access full articles. For further information:
http://socialwork.oxfordre.com/page/about
Oxford Scholarship Online offers titles covering the humanities, social sciences, sciences, medicine, and law. For more information:
http://www.oxfordscholarship.com
Oxford University’s University Press Scholarship Online platform hosts titles from partner university presses on subjects ranging Anthropology to Sociology.
Participants include University of California Press, Hong Kong University Press, and more. For more information: http://www.universitypressscholarship.com/
Very Short Introductions offers concise and original introductions to a wide range of subjects - from Islam to Sociology, Politics to Classics, and Literary
Theory to History. Each volume provides discussions of the central issues in a given topic. The evolution of the subject is presented, demonstrating how it
has developed and influenced society. For more information: http://www.veryshortintroductions.com/ Please note full text for records in this collection is
available to subscribers only.
PAGEPress is an Italian publisher of peer-reviewed,Open Access, online scientific journals covering several scientific fields including medicine, biology,
zoology, agriculture, and others. For more information: http://www.pagepress.org/
Palgrave Connect offers ebooks in the Humanities, the Social Sciences and Business. Initially, this collection will offer current titles. Back list titles will be
added gradually over time. For more information: Customers who subscribe to any Palgrave Connect collection should activate this collection. For more
information: http://www.palgraveconnect.com
Palgrave Macmillan Journals, a division of The Macmillan Group, publishes material in the Humanities, Social Sciences and Business for higher education
and the professional world. Initially, this collection will offer current articles. Backfiles will be added gradually over time. For more information:
http://www.palgrave-journals.com/pal/index.html
The Philosophy Documentation Center Collection provides access to scholarly journals, conference proceedings, and other publications in the humanities
and social sciences. Coverage of most titles is complete – all issues, all volumes. More information at: https://www.pdcnet.org/wp/ecollection/aboutecollection/
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Provider
Physical Society of Japan (JPS)

Ressource
Physical Society of Japan Journals

ProQuest

ARTbibliographies Modern (ABM)

ProQuest

British Periodicals Collection I

ProQuest

British Periodicals Collection II

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - Afghanistan: The Making of
U.S. Policy, 1973-1990

The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. Afghanistan: The Making of U.S. Policy, 1973-1990 offers a record of the superpower proxy war of the 1980s.
Documents include State Department cables from Kabul, Washington, D.C., and Islamabad. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the
ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - Berlin Crisis, 1958–1962

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - CIA Family Jewels Indexed

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - China and the United States:
From Hostility to Engagement, 1960–1998

The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. The Berlin Crisis, 1958-1962 begins with documents from late 1953 when the Eisenhower administration began to
formulate its Berlin contingency plans and closes with a series of newly declassified State Department histories from the late 1960s. For more information:
http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform
(nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the
Chadwyck-Healey version.
The CIA Family Jewels, created by the U.S. National Security Archive, lays out the agency's most closely held secrets about their domestic intelligence
activities conducted at the height of the Cold War, through 1973. For more information:
http://www.dc4.proquest.com/assets/literature/products/databases/dnsa_en_uk.pdf Subscribers to any DNSA module can activate this collection.
ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's
subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. This collection pulls together documents concerning the relationship between the United States and China, with
an emphasis on the 1969–1998 time period. The documents include memos, cables, and studies concerning U.S. diplomatic relations with China, records
concerning the U.S.-PRC security relationship, documents related to the economic and scientific association with the PRC, and intelligence estimates and
studies concerning the PRC's foreign policy objectives, military capabilities, and internal situation. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the
ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - Death Squads, Guerrilla War,
Covert Ops, and Genocide: Guatemala and the United States,
1954-1999

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - El Salvador: The Making of
U.S. Policy, 1977–1984

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - El Salvador: War, Peace, and
Human Rights, 1980-1994

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
The Journal of the Physical Society of Japan (JPSJ) is published by the Physical Society of Japan (JPS) through the Institute of Pure and Applied Physics
(IPAP). It is devoted to the rapid dissemination of important research results in all fields of physics—from condensed matter physics to particle physics. For
more information: http://jpsj.ipap.jp/
ARTbibliographies Modern is a bibliograhic database covering modern and contemporary art dating from the late 19th century onwards, including
photography since its invention. Abstracts of journal articles, including book and exhibition reviews, art exhibition catalogs, monographs and artists’ books
are included. Coverage begins with the late 1960s. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/artbm-set-c.shtml
This collection offers British periodicals published from the 17th through the early 20th centuries. It is available in two separate collections, British
Periodicals Collection I and British Periodicals Collection II, each of which can be purchased separately. Collection I consists of journals that comprise the
ProQuest microfilm collection Early British Periodicals. Topics covered include literature, philosophy, history, science, the fine arts and the social sciences.
For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/british_periodicals.shtml
This collection offers British periodicals published from the 17th through the early 20th centuries. It is available in two separate collections, British
Periodicals Collection I and British Periodicals Collection II, each of which can be purchased separately. Collection II consists of journals from the ProQuest
microfilm collections English Literary Periodicals and British Periodicals in the Creative Arts as well as additional titles. Topics covered: Literature, music,
art, drama, archaeology and architecture.For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/british_periodicals.shtml

The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. Death Squads, Guerrilla War, Covert Operations, and Genocide: Guatemala and the United States, 1954-1999
contains declassified documents describing U.S. relations with Guatemala during the decades of violent conflict sparked by the CIA-controlled coup in 1954.
For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the ChadwyckHealey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and
deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. Digital National Security Archive: El Salvador 1980-1994 covers the U.S. role in the civil war in El Salvador,
including intelligence-gathering, policy-making, and extensive reporting on human rights abuses. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the
ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. El Salvador: War, Peace, and Human Rights, 1980-1994 contains U.S. government documents relevant to the
human rights cases that were studied by the United Nations Truth Commission. Following the March 15, 1993 release of the commission's ground-breaking
investigation, From Madness to Hope: The 12-Year War in El Salvador, members of the United States Congress wrote to President Clinton asking that the
government documents be declassified for public inspection. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml
ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's
subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
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ProQuest

ProQuest

ProQuest

ProQuest

ProQuest

ProQuest

ProQuest

ProQuest

Stand: Mai 2018

Ressource
Digital National Security Archive - Iran: The Making of U.S.
Policy, 1977–1980

Beschreibung
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. Iran: The Making of U.S. Policy, 1977–1980 contains documents on the fall of Shah and the rise of the Ayatollah
Khomeini, including some that the government would not have made available until the middle of the twenty-first century had the Archive not forced their
release through the Freedom of Information Act. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is
migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has
migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
Digital National Security Archive - Iraqgate: Saddam Hussein,
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
U.S. Policy and the Prelude to the Persian Gulf War, 1980-1994 covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. This collection brings together materials which trace U.S. policy toward Iraq prior to the Persian Gulf War, as well
as U.S. government reactions to revelations about the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro scandal and the secret arming of Saddam Hussein's regime. It also
focuses on the economic issues at play in the U.S. relationship with Iraq. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the
ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
Digital National Security Archive - Japan and the United States:
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
Diplomatic, Security, and Economic Relations, 1960–1976
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. This collection contains primary source documents detailing the relationship between the United States and
Japan during the formative years of their modern alliance including records of historic U.S.-Japanese summit meetings; communications between heads of
state; top-level internal deliberations, including Nixon and Kissinger memoranda of conversation; memos, cables and studies concerning U.S. diplomatic
relations with Japan; records concerning the U.S.-Japan security relationship; documents related to trade and international monetary relations with Japan;
and intelligence estimates and studies concerning Japan's foreign policy objectives, military capabilities, economic policies and internal situation. For more
information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey
platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate
the Chadwyck-Healey version.
Digital National Security Archive - Japan and the United States:
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
Diplomatic, Security, and Economic Relations, 1977–1992
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. Japan and the United States: Diplomatic, Security, and Economic Relations, 1977–1992 contains declassified
records, spanning the years from Kennedy to Clinton covering a wide spectrum of issues and events in the bilateral relationship during the last four decades
of the twentieth century. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection
from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the
ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
Digital National Security Archive - Nicaragua: The Making of U.S. The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
Policy, 1978–1990
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. Nicaragua: The Making of U.S. Policy, 1978–1990 covers key events ranging from the outbreak of widespread
opposition to the Somoza family dynasty through the Contra war of the 1980s, until the election of 1990 which brought an end to the Sandinista government.
For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the ChadwyckHealey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and
deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
Digital National Security Archive - Peru: Human Rights, Drugs
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
and Democracy, 1980-2000
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. Peru: Human Rights, Drugs and Democracy, 1980-2000 documents U.S. foreign policy at work in Latin America.
Virtually all of the documents in this collection were previously classified. The collection provides a compelling portrait of Peru's civil war, internal
repression, and growing authoritarianism during three successive Peruvian administrations, as witnessed by the U.S. embassy in Lima, U.S. military
officials, and U.S. intelligence. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this
collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate
the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
Digital National Security Archive - Presidential Directives on
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
National Security, Part I: From Truman to Clinton
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. This collection contains presidential directives on National Security from the administrations of Harry Truman to
Bill Clinton. All aspects of U.S. national security policy are coverd including foreign, defense, intelligence, and international economic policy, and structure.
For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the ChadwyckHealey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and
deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
Digital National Security Archive - Presidential Directives on
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
National Security, Part II: From Truman to George W. Bush
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. Presidential Directives on National Security, Part II: From Truman to George W. Bush contains documents
issued by presidents from Harry S. Truman to George W. Bush concerning foreign affairs, defense and arms control policy, intelligence and counterterrorist
activities, and international economic policy. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is
migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has
migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
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ProQuest

ProQuest

ProQuest

ProQuest
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Digital National Security Archive - South Africa: The Making of
U.S. Policy, 1962–1989

Beschreibung
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. South Africa: The Making of U.S. Policy, 1962–1989 contains documents describing U.S. relationships to
apartheid including implementation, enforcement, and violations of the U.N.-sponsored sanctions against South Africa. The collection spans the period from
the arrest of Nelson Mandela to his release. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is
migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has
migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
Digital National Security Archive - Terrorism and U.S. Policy,
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
1968-2002
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. Within hours of the attacks of September 11, 2001, National Security Archive staff began compiling this
documentary history of international terrorism and U.S. policy. The formerly secret documents in this collection begin with the first politically-motivated
hostage-taking episode of its the July 1968 hijacking of an El Al jet. Special attention is devoted to the Middle East and Southwest Asia. For more
information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey
platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate
the Chadwyck-Healey version.
Digital National Security Archive - The Cuban Missile Crisis
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
Revisited: An International Collection, From Bay of Pigs to
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
Nuclear Brink
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. The Cuban Missile Crisis Revisited: An International Collection of Documents, From the Bay of Pigs to the Brink
of Nuclear War looks beyond the conventionally understood "13 days" of the missile crisis in October 1962, into the policies, operations and conflicts that
preceded and precipitated this famous tri-power confrontation, as well as the events that took place during the crisis and in its aftermath. For more
information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey
platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate
the Chadwyck-Healey version.
Digital National Security Archive - The Cuban Missile Crisis, 1962 The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. The Cuban Missile Crisis is chronicled in this collection of rarely seen documentation from the highest levels of
government. Topics include the aftermath of the Bay of Pigs, the U.S. secret war against Castro, the first intelligence reports pointing to the development of
Soviet missiles in Cuba, and the highly classified correspondence between Kennedy and Khrushchev. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the
ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - The Cuban Missile Crisis: 50th
Anniversary Update

The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml Subscribers to any
DNSA module can activate this collection. ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the
ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - The Iran-Contra Affair: The
Making of a Scandal, 1983-1988

The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. The Iran-Contra Affair: The Making of a Scandal, 1983–1988 includes every exhibit released by the official
investigations of the Iran-Contra Affair, including the Senate Intelligence Committee, the Tower Commission, the joint select Congressional committees,
and the Independent Counsel. The collection focuses on the period from Fall 1983, when Congress first put limits on official U.S. assistance to the Contras,
to the criminal indictments of Oliver North, Richard Secord, and Albert Hakim in Spring 1988. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the
ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - The Kissinger Telephone
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
Conversations: A Verbatim Record of U.S. Diplomacy, 1969-1977 covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. The Kissinger Telephone Conversations: A Verbatim Record of U.S. Diplomacy, 1969-1977 documents
conversations of former national security adviser and secretary of state Henry A. Kissinger with top officials in the Nixon and Ford administrations. Topics
range widely, including d?tente with Moscow, the Vietnam War, the Jordanian crisis (1970), rapprochement with China, the Middle East negotiations, U.S.European relations, U.S-Japan relations, the Cyprus crisis, and the unfolding Watergate crisis. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the
ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - The Kissinger Transcripts: A
Verbatim Record of U.S. Diplomacy, 1969-1977

Stand: Mai 2018

The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. Henry A. Kissinger played a central, and sometimes dominating, role in shaping U.S. foreign and military policy
during the presidential administrations of Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford. Some three quarters of the declassified documents in The Kissinger Transcripts:
A Verbatim Record of U.S. Diplomacy, 1969–1977 were produced by Kissinger and his assistants on the National Security Council Staff. For more
information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey
platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate
the Chadwyck-Healey version.
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Digital National Security Archive - The Philippines: U.S. Policy
During the Marcos Years, 1965–1986

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - The Soviet Estimate: U.S.
Analysis of the Soviet Union, 1947–1991

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - The U.S. Intelligence
Community: Organization, Operations and Management,
1947–1989

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - U.S. Espionage and
Intelligence, 1947-1996

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - U.S. Intelligence on Weapons
of Mass Destruction: From World War II to Iraq

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - U.S. Nuclear History: Nuclear
Arms and Politics in the Missile Age, 1955–1968

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - U.S. Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Policy, 1945–1991

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive - U.S. Policy in the Vietnam
War, Part I: 1954-1968

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. The Philippines: U.S. Policy During the Marcos Years, 1965–1986 documents the often conflicting interests which
arose between the U.S. and President Marcos. Events covered include the assassination of opposition leader Benigno Aquino, Jr.; the rise of Communist
and Muslims insurgencies during the 1970s and 1980s; the emergence of a small, but vocal, opposition movement in the United States; and Marcos' fall in
1986. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the
Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest
version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. The Soviet Estimate: U.S. Analysis of the Soviet Union, 1947–1991 contains intelligence estimates and reports
from the office of the Director of Central Intelligence, the National Intelligence Council, the Central Intelligence Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency,
and other organizations. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this
collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate
the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. The U.S. Intelligence Community After 9/11 reflects the National Security Archive's interest in documenting the
organizational and operational changes in the U.S. Intelligence Community since the attacks of September 11, 2001. For more information:
http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform
(nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the
Chadwyck-Healey version.
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. This collection includes previously inaccessible documents — functional manuals, unit histories, and internal
directives from the U.S. espionage establishment. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest
is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has
migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. U.S. Intelligence on Weapons of Mass Destruction: From World War II to Iraq includes primary sources used by
Jeffrey Richelson, a leading expert on intelligence, as the basis for the widely acclaimed book, Spying on the Bomb: American Nuclear Intelligence from
Nazi Germany to Iran and North Korea (W.W. Norton, 2006) as well as many of the U.S. Intelligence Community's products on the world's nuclear,
biological, chemical, ballistic missile, and military space programs from World War II to the present. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the
ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. U.S. Nuclear History: Nuclear Arms and Politics in the Missile Age, 1955–1968 documents major developments
in U.S. nuclear weapons policies and programs from the mid-1950s through 1968, the period that set the nuclear stage for the decades of the Cold War that
followed. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the
Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest
version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. U.S. Nuclear Non-Proliferation Policy, 1945–1991 spans the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki through the
recent IAEA inspections of Iraq's nuclear program. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest
is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has
migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. U.S. Policy in the Vietnam War, Part I: 1954-1968 includes classic and relatively well-known documentary
sources as well as the most recent declassified materials on the Vietnam conflict. The collection consists primarily of documents from the White House,
National Security Council, State Department, Defense Department, and other federal agencies involved in policy-making on the war in Southeast Asia. It
also features detailed reporting from the field as well as analysis from the Central Intelligence Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, American
embassies overseas, U.S. regional military commands, especially the Military Assistance Command Vietnam (MACV), and the uniformed military services.
There are also certain documents from foreign sources, including the governments of South Vietnam, North Vietnam, the Soviet Union, China, the United
Kingdom, and others. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection
from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the
ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.
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Digital National Security Archive - U.S. Policy in the Vietnam
War, Part II: 1969-1975

Beschreibung
The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. U.S. Policy in the Vietnam War, Part II: 1969-1975 covers the final phase of the Vietnam War. Virtually all
documents in the collection were previously classified, cover all the major issues from the period, including diplomatic, military, and intelligence aspects of
the Vietnam war during the period of the Nixon and Ford administrations. Topics covered include the Paris Peace negotiations, the Vietnamization
program, the war in Cambodia, the Christmas Bombing of 1972, and the fall of South Vietnam. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the
ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.

ProQuest

Digital National Security Archive: U.S. Military Uses of Space,
1945–1991

The Digital National Security Archive, created in collaboration with the U.S. National Security Archive contains declassified government documents
covering critical world events, countries, and U.S. policy decisions from post World War II through the 21st century. Policy documents included: presidential
directives, internal memos, diplomatic dispatches, meeting notes, independent reports, briefing papers, White House communications, email, confidential
letters, and other once-classified material. U.S. Military Uses of Space, 1945–1991 contains previously classified histories, program management directives,
requirements studies, and other documents showing the evolution of a variety of U.S. space programs. Topics range from a 1951 report on using satellites
for reconnaissance to a 1990 briefing paper on air support to Operation Desert Shield. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/dnsa.shtml ProQuest is migrating this collection from the Chadwyck-Healey platform (nsarchive.chadwyck.com) to the
ProQuest platform. If your institution's subscription has migrated, activate the ProQuest version and deactivate the Chadwyck-Healey version.

ProQuest

Ebook Central Perpetual and DDA titles

ProQuest

PAIS International

ProQuest

Periodicals Archive Online

ProQuest

Periodicals Index Online

ProQuest

Physical Education Index

Largest selection of 740K+ ebooks from 650+ publishers and 1,200 imprints. This collection has been designed specifically for research productivity, from
discovery to reading to bookshelf. Perpetual access enables libraries to buy and own ebooks, just like print titles.
PAIS International is a bibliographic database indexing journal articles, books, government documents, statistical directories, grey literature, research
reports, conference reports, publications of international agencies, microfiche, Internet material, and more. Publications included come from over 120
countries. Suject covered include Administration of justice; Agriculture, forestry and fishing; Banking and finance; Business and service sector; Culture and
religion; Economic conditions; Education; Energy resources and policy; Environment; Government; Health conditions; Human rights; International Relations;
Labor conditions and policy; Law and ethics; Manufacturing and industry; Media and communications; Military and defense policy; Politics; Population
and demographics; Science and technology; Social conditions; Trade; Transportation. PAIS International includes records from the print PAIS Bulletin 1977
and forward; and from the PAIS print Foreign Language Index published 1972-1990, at which time it merged with the PAIS Bulletin. Comprised of two
modules, PAIS International and PAIS Archive. Also part of the Social Sciences Premium Collection. For more information: http://www.proquest.co.uk/enUK/catalogs/databases/detail/pais-set-c.shtml
Periodicals Archive Online (formerly PCI Full Text™) offers access to international, scholarly literature in the humanities and social sciences disciplines
from 1802 to 2000. Includes academic journals, popular academic newsstand titles. This collection includeas all modules. Multidisciplinary modules are
available, including a collection of Spanish-language titles and themed collections covering literature, history, and philosophy & religion. Individual modules
are offered as separate collections in Primo Central. For more information: http://www.proquest.co.uk/enUK/catalogs/databases/detail/periodicals_archive.shtml
Periodicals Index Online is bibliographic database indexing articles covering the arts, humanities, and social sciences spanning three centuries from 1665
to 1995 and international in scope. This collection includes all modules. Individual modules are also available separately in Primo Central. For more
information: http://www.proquest.co.uk/en-UK/catalogs/databases/detail/periodicals_index.shtml
Physical Education Index is a bibliographic database offering journal articles from peer-reviewed journals, report literature, conference proceedings, trade
magazines, patents, articles from the popular press. Subjects covered: Administration, Biomechanics-Kinesiology, Coaching, Curriculum, Dance, Facilities,
Health, History, Law, Measurement-Evaluation, Motor Learning, Patents pertaining to sporting goods and exercise equipment, Perception, Philosophy,
Physical Education, Physical Fitness, Physical Therapy, Recreation, Research, Sport Activities, Sport Psychology, Sport Sociology, Sports, Sports
Medicine, Teaching Methods, and Training. For more information: http://www.proquest.co.uk/en-UK/catalogs/databases/detail/pei-set-c.shtml

ProQuest

Physical Education Index

ProQuest

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Full Text

ProQuest

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global

ProQuest

Safari Technical Books

ProQuest

Social Services Abstracts

Stand: Mai 2018

The Physical Education Index includes bibliographic citations to articles peer-reviewed journals, report literature, conference proceedings, trade magazines,
patents, the popular press, and more. Topics covered range from physical education curricula, to sports medicine, to dance. Health education and physical
therapy are also covered. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/products-services/pei-set-c.html The collection will eventually replace the
current version of the Physical Education Index. ProQuest will transfer subscribers from the current version to the new one. Primo Central activations
should be changed after ProQuest has completed the transfer. Do not activate this collection until notified by ProQuest.
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Full Text offers citations to dissertation and theses from around the world from 1743 to the present day. Most of the
dissertations added since 1997 are available in full text. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/products-services/proquest-dissertations-theses-fulltext.html
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses: Global is a repository of graduate dissertations and theses. Designated as an official offsite repository for the U.S.
Library of Congress, the collection offers historic and ongoing coverage for North American works and growing international coverage. For more
information: http://www.proquest.com/products-services/pqdtglobal.html
Safari Technical Books Online provides access to digital books and videos on topics ranging from programming to IT networking to project management to
graphic design to business strategy. The content includes code snippets, certification preparation materials, practice exercises, training videos, and much
more. Users can search thousands of books simultaneously online, saving time and quickly finding the information they need. For more information:
http://www.proquest.com/products-services/safari_tech_books.html
Social Services Abstracts is a bibliographic database offering current research focused on social work, human services, and related areas, including social
welfare, social policy, and community development. Journal articles, dissertations, and citations to book reviews are included. Subjects covered include:
Community and mental health services, Crisis intervention, The family and social welfare, Gerontology, Poverty and homelessness, Professional issues in
social work, Social and health policy, Social services in addiction, Social work education, Social work practice, Support groups/networks, Violence, abuse,
neglect, and Welfare services. Coverage from 1979. For more information: http://www.proquest.co.uk/en-UK/catalogs/databases/detail/ssa-set-c.shtml
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Sociological Abstracts

ProQuest

Sociological Abstracts

ProQuest

Sociological Abstracts

Social Services Abstracts has been incorporated into Sociological Abstracts, an index of the international scholarly literature in sociology. The revised
version of Sociological Abstracts will eventually replace Social Services Abstracts. ProQuest will transfer Social Services Abstracts subscribers to
Sociological Abstracts. Primo Central activations should be changed after the transfer is complete. Do not activate this collection until notified by ProQuest.

ProQuest

Worldwide Political Science Abstracts

ProQuest

Worldwide Political Science Abstracts

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

Acta Sanctorum (for customers Outside North America)

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

Early English Books Online (EEBO)

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

Gerritsen Collection

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

House of Commons Parliamentary Papers - 19th Century
(Outside North America)

Worldwide Political Science Abstractsis a bibliographic database offering citations and abstracts of the international serials literature in political science and
its complementary fields, including international relations, law, and public administration / policy. The database builds on the merged backfiles of Political
Science Abstracts, published by IFI / Plenum, 1975-2000, and ABC POL SCI, published by ABC-CLIO, 1984-2000. Areas of coverage include:
Comparative politics, Developing nations, Disarmament, Economic policy, Electoral systems, Environmental policy, Government/Political systems, History
and theory of political science, International relations/trade, Labor relations, Military policy, Methodology and research technology, Political behavior,
Political economy, Political psychology, Politics and law, Politics and communication, Politics and religion, Politics and society, Public administration,
Security and defense, and Welfare systems. Coverage from 1975. For more information: http://www.proquest.co.uk/en-UK/catalogs/databases/detail/polsciset-c.shtml
Worldwide Political Science Abstracts is a bibliographic database covering the international serials literature in political science and its complementary
fields, including international relations, law, and public administration / policy. Areas of coverage include: Comparative politics, Developing nations,
Disarmament, Economic policy, Electoral systems, Environmental policy, Government/Political systems, History and theory of political science,
International relations/trade, Labor relations, Military policy, Methodology and research technology, Political behavior, Political economy, Political
psychology, Politics and law, Politics and communication, Politics and religion, Politics and society, Public administration, Security and defense, and
Welfare systems. Coverage from 1975. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/libraries/academic/databases/polsci-set-c.html Worldwide Political
Science Abstracts has been revised. The revision will eventually replace the current version. ProQuest will transfer subscribers to the new version. Primo
Central activations should be changed after the transfer is complete. Do not activate this version until notified by ProQuest.
The Acta Sanctorum Database is an electronic version of the complete printed text of Acta Sanctorum produced from the edition published in sixty-eight
volumes by the Soci?t? des Bollandistes in Antwerp and Brussels. It is a collection of documents examining the lives of saints, organised according to each
saint's feast day, and runs from the two January volumes published in 1643 to the Propylaeum to December published in 1940. The Acta Sanctorum
Database contains the entire Acta Sanctorum, including all prefatory material, original texts, critical apparatus and indices. Brill's edition of Jan Frederik
Niermeyer's Mediae Latinitatis Lexicon Minus is not included. This collection is intended for use by customers located outside North America. For more
information: http://www.proquest.com/products-services/acta.html and http://acta.chadwyck.com
Early English Books Online (EEBO) offers works printed in England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, British North America, and works in English printed
elsewhere from 1473-1700 - from the first book printed in English by William Caxton, through the age of Spenser and Shakespeare and the tumult of the
English Civil War. It includes titles listed in Pollard & Redgrave's Short-Title Catalogue (1475-1640) and Wing's Short-Title Catalogue (1641-1700) and their
revised editions, as well as the Thomason Tracts (1640-1661) collection and the Early English Books Tract Supplement. Subject areas covered include
English literature, history, philosophy, linguistics, theology, music, fine arts, education, mathematics, and science. Access restricted to subscribers to
ProQuest's EEBO MARC records. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/eebo.shtml and
http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
WOMEN AND THE WORLD In the late 1800's, Dutch physician Aletta Jacobs and her husband C.V. Gerritsen began collecting books, pamphlets and
periodicals reflecting the evolution of a feminist consciousness and the movement for women's rights. The Gerritsen Collection has since become the
greatest single source for the study of women's history in the world. For more information: http://gerritsen.chadwyck.com/home.do
This collection includes House of Commons sessional papers. These primary sources are vital to the historical record of Britain, its former Colonies and the
wider world. The parliamentary papers available in Primo Central cover parliamentary sessions for the 19th through 21st Centuries. Not included in Primo
Central: 18th Century Session Papers, Peter Cockton's Subject Catalogue of the House of Commons Parliamentary Papers, and Diplomatic and consular
reports, also known as Commercial Reports, issued in Annual and Miscellaneous Series between 1887 and 1916. This collection is intended for use by
customers located outside North America. For more information about House of Commons Parliamentary Papers: http://proquest.libguides.com/hcpp and
http://www.proquest.com/products-services/House-of-Commons-Parliamentary-Papers.html 19th Century: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/19thcenhocpp.shtml 20th Century: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/20thcenhocpp.shtml

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

House of Commons Parliamentary Papers - 20th Century
(Outside North America)

This collection includes House of Commons sessional papers. These primary sources are vital to the historical record of Britain, its former Colonies and the
wider world. The parliamentary papers available in Primo Central cover parliamentary sessions for the 19th through 21st Centuries. Not included in Primo
Central: 18th Century Session Papers, Peter Cockton's Subject Catalogue of the House of Commons Parliamentary Papers, and Diplomatic and consular
reports, also known as Commercial Reports, issued in Annual and Miscellaneous Series between 1887 and 1916. This collection is intended for use by
customers outside North America. For more information about House of Commons Parliamentary Papers: http://proquest.libguides.com/hcpp and
http://www.proquest.com/products-services/House-of-Commons-Parliamentary-Papers.html 19th Century: http://www.proquest.com/enUS/catalogs/databases/detail/19thcenhocpp.shtml 20th Century: http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/20thcenhocpp.shtml

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

House of Commons Parliamentary Papers - Hansard (Outside
North America)

Hansard is the Official Report of debates in the British Parliament, from both the House of Commons and House of Lords, from 1803 to 2005. It is an edited
record including written ministerial statements and answers to parliamentary questions as well as the transcripts of debates. This collection is intended for
use by customers located outside North America. For more information: http://parlipapers.chadwyck.co.uk/infoCentre/about_hansard.jsp

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Sociological Abstracts is a bibliographic database indexing the international literature in sociology and related disciplines in the social and behavioral
sciences. Content includes abstracts of journal articles and citations to book reviews, books, book chapters, dissertations, and conference papers. Subjects
covered include: Culture and social structure, Demography and human biology, Economic development, Environmental interactions, Evaluation research,
Family and social welfare, Health and medicine and law, History and theory of sociology, Management and complex organizations, Mass phenomena and
political interactions, Methodology and research technology, Policy, planning, forecast and speculation, Radical sociology, Religion and science, Rural and
urban sociology, Social development, Social differentiation, Social psychology and group interaction, Sociology of the arts, business, education, Studies in
violence and power, Substance abuse and addiction, Welfare services, and Women's studies. Coverage from: 1952. For more information:
http://www.proquest.co.uk/en-UK/catalogs/databases/detail/socioabs-set-c.shtml
Sociological Abstracts indexes international scholarly literature in sociology. Social Services Abstracts, formerly a separate product, has been incorporated
into Sociological Abstracts. The revised collection will eventually replace the current version. ProQuest will transfer subscribers from the current version to
the new one. Primo Central activations should be changed after the transfer is complete. Do not activate this collection until notified by ProQuest.
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Provider
ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

Ressource
Literature Online (LION): Bibliographies

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

Literature Online (LION): Biographies

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

Literature Online (LION): Drama

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

Literature Online (LION): Knowledge Notes

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

Literature Online (LION): Poetry

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

Literature Online (LION): Prose

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

Literature Online (LION): Reference

ProQuest (Chadwyck-Healey)

Patrologia Latina Database (for customers Outside North
America)

Project Euclid

Project Euclid

Project Gutenberg

Project Gutenberg

Public Library of Science (PLoS)

PLoS

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

*** ALL Publishing Technology Collections ***

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

AHS International
AMACOM in association with GSE Research

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

AMS Press

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

AMSUS - Association of Military Surgeons of the U.S.

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

AOAC International

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Academic Press

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Literature Online is a resource for the study and teaching of English literature offering primary texts, criticism, and reference works. It offers the full text of
works of poetry, drama, and prose from the eighth century to the present. The core of Literature Online is a library of criticism and reference works
supporting researchers at all levels, especially undergraduates. This collection includes bibliographies of the literary and non-literary works of major
authors. Note: The Modern Humanities Research Association’s Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature (ABELL), the Bibliography of
American Literature, and the Modern Language Association's MLA International Bibliography are not included in this collection. The latter is available
separately in Primo Central. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/products-services/literature_online.html and http://literature.proquest.com and
http://proquest.libguides.com/lion
Literature Online is a resource for the study and teaching of English literature offering primary texts, criticism, and reference works. It offers the full text of
works of poetry, drama, and prose from the eighth century to the present. The core of Literature Online is a library of criticism and reference works
supporting researchers at all levels, especially undergraduates. This collection includes Biographies of authors of primary works from the eighth century to
the present day, and from throughout the English-speaking world. Biographies of authors writing in any language, and in a range of media and disciplines,
who are relevant to scholars and students of literary studies are also included. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/productsservices/literature_online.html and http://literature.proquest.com and http://proquest.libguides.com/lion
Literature Online is a resource for the study and teaching of English literature offering primary texts, criticism, and reference works. It offers the full text of
works of poetry, drama, and prose from the eighth century to the present. The core of Literature Online is a library of criticism and reference works
supporting researchers at all levels, especially undergraduates. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/products-services/literature_online.html and
http://literature.proquest.com and http://proquest.libguides.com/lion
Literature Online is a resource for the study and teaching of English literature offering primary texts, criticism, and reference works. It offers the full text of
works of poetry, drama, and prose from the eighth century to the present. The core of Literature Online is a library of criticism and reference works
supporting researchers at all levels, especially undergraduates. This collection includes KnowledgeNotesTM student guides, critical introductions to major
literary works. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/products-services/literature_online.html and http://literature.proquest.com and
http://proquest.libguides.com/lion
Literature Online is a resource for the study and teaching of English literature offering primary texts, criticism, and reference works. It offers the full text of
works of poetry, drama, and prose from the eighth century to the present. The core of Literature Online is a library of criticism and reference works
supporting researchers at all levels, especially undergraduates. This collection includes British, Irish, American, African American, and Canadian poetry in
English. For more information: http://www.proquest.com/products-services/literature_online.html and http://literature.proquest.com and
http://proquest.libguides.com/lion
Literature Online is a resource for the study and teaching of English literature offering primary texts, criticism, and reference works. It offers the full text of
works of poetry, drama, and prose from the eighth century to the present. The core of Literature Online is a library of criticism and reference works
supporting researchers at all levels, especially undergraduates. This collection includes British prose up to 1900 and American prose fiction to 1875. For
more information: http://www.proquest.com/products-services/literature_online.html and http://literature.proquest.com and http://proquest.libguides.com/lion
Literature Online is a resource for the study and teaching of English literature offering primary texts, criticism, and reference works. It offers the full text of
works of poetry, drama, and prose from the eighth century to the present. The core of Literature Online is a library of criticism and reference works
supporting researchers at all levels, especially undergraduates. This collection includes electronic versions of print reference works such as The Concise
Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms (Oxford University Press, 1990) and The Concise Oxford Companion to English Literature, Third Edition (Oxford
University Press, 2007). For more information: http://www.proquest.com/products-services/literature_online.html and http://literature.proquest.com and
http://proquest.libguides.com/lion
The Patrologia Latina Database is an electronic version of the first edition of Jacques-Paul Migne's Patrologia Latina, published between 1844 and 1855,
and the four volumes of indexes published between 1862 and 1865. The Patrologia Latina comprises the works of the Church Fathers from Tertullian in 200
AD to the death of Pope Innocent III in 1216. The database contains the complete Patrologia Latina, including all prefatory material, original texts, critical
apparatus and indexes. This collection is intended for use by customers outside North America For more information: http://www.proquest.com/productsservices/patrologia_latina.html and http://pld.chadwyck.com
Project Euclid, jointly managed by the Cornell University Library and the Duke University Press, offers journals, monographs and conference proceedings in
field of theoretical and applied mathematics and statistics. For more information: http://projecteuclid.org Customer subscribing to Euclid Prime or Direct
should access this collection. Access to full text documents will be governed by your institution's subscription.
This collection contains thousands of ebooks, for which the copyright is no longer in effect (in the United States). Fields covered include Agriculture,
Education, Fine Arts, Geography, Health, History, Language & Literature, Law, Music, Psychology & Philosophy, Religion, Science, and Technology, as well
as children’s books. For more information: http://www.gutenberg.org/
The Public Library of Science (PLoS) is a nonprofit organization of scientists and physicians. It offers journals the following jounals in the fields of Biology
and Medicine: PLoS Biology, PLoS Computational Biology, PLoS Genetics, PLoS Medicine, PLoS Pathogens, PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases, and
PLoS ONE. For more information: http://www.plos.org
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts the Journal of the American Helicopter Society, a peer-reviewed scientific journal dedicated to vertical flight technology.
AMACOM is the book publishing division of the American Management Association. This collection includes titles in the areas of sustainability, ethical
business and leadership, authored by educators, executives, business owners, trainers, consultants, and journalists. For more information:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content/amacom
This collection, hosted on IngentaConnect offers a selection of titles from AMS Press, Inc., a publisher of scholarly journals and books in the humanities and
social sciences. For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/ams
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
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Provider
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Ressource
Access Press UK in association with GSE Research

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Aerospace Medical Association

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Akademiai Kiado

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Alexandrine Press

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

American Academy of Audiology

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

American Association for Laboratory Animal Science

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

American Association of Family & Consumer Sciences

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

American Scientific Publishers

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

American Society of Naval Engineers
American Society of Neuroradiology

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

American Society of Neuroradiology

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

American Society of Plant Taxonomists

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Amsterdam University Press

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Association for the Advancement of Psychotherapy

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Association for the Advancement of Restorative Medicine

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Association of Schools of Allied Health Professions

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Association of University Programs in Health Administration

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Australian Academic Press

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

BILD - The British Institute of Learning Disabilities

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Bentham Science Publishers

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Berg Publishers

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

British Agricultural History Society

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

British Association for Adoption and Fostering

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

British Dermatological Nursing Group

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Access Press UK publishes journals and books in field of management including strategy, marketing and entrepreneurship. The Access Press online
collection forms part of the Sustainable Organization Library from GSE Research. Content is hosted on IngentaConnect. For more information:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content/apbj
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts the Journal of Family & Consumer Sciences published by the American Assoiation of Family & Consumer Sciences, a nonprofit
membership association representing professionals in all areas of family and consumer sciences. For more information:
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/aafcs
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnet hosts journals published by the American Society of Naval Engineers. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/asne
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Amsterdam University Press publishes material that promotes research, encourage public debate within and outside the classroom and can be used to
contribute to the cultural discourse. IngentaConnect hosts two of AUP's journals for more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/aup
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts the Journal of Restorative Medicine published by the Association for the Advancement of Restorative Medicine. For more
information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/aarm
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts Dermatological Nursing, a journal published by the British Dermatological Nursing Group. For more information:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content/bdng
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Provider
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Ressource
British Herpetological Society

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

British Psychological Society

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Brécourt Academic

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Cambridge Scholars Publishing

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Canadian Veterinary Medical Association

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Cartography and Geographic Information Society

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Cartography and Geographic Information Society

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Charleston Company, The

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Chemical Society of Ethiopia

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

China Publishing Group

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

City University of New York

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Clay Minerals Society, The

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Cognizant Communication Corporation

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Commonwealth Forestry Association

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Cork University Press

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Council for European Studies

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Cranfield School of Management

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Cryoletters

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Depaul University - Department of Philosophy

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

E. Schweizerbart'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Editorial Board of Journal of Aeronautical Materials

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Editorial Office of Acta Physico-Chimica Sinica

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Editorial Office of Journal of China Coal Society

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Editorial Office of Journal of Materials Engineering

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Editorial Office of Journal of Plant Genetic Resources

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Editorial Office of Transactions of the Chinese Society of
Agricultural Engineering

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Brécourt Academic publishes works that further excellence in research and scholarship. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/gws
Cambridge Scholars Publishing is an academic publisher with coverage across all the arts and humanities. For information about publications hosted on
IngentaConnect: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/cspub
The Canadian Veterinary Medical Association serves and represents the veterinarians of Canada. IngentaConnect hosts the Association's journal. For more
information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/cvma
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts a selection of titles from China Publishing Group, a large State-owned institution. For more information:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content/cnpubg
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts International Forestry Review, a peer-reviewed scholarly journal that publishes original research and review papers on all aspects of
forest policy and science, with an emphasis on issues of transnational significance. Published by the Commonwealth Forestry Association. For more
information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/cfa
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts journals published by the Council for European Studies, an academic organization for the study of Europe. For more information:
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/ces
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts the Journal of Aeronautical Materials published by AVIC Beijing Institute of Aeronautical Materials. For more information:
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/jam
IngentaConnect hosts Acta Physico-Chimica Sinica, a journal devoted to reporting new and original experimental and theoretical basic research of interest
to physical chemists, biophysical chemists, and material physical chemists. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/apcs
IngentaConnect hosts the Journal of China Coal Society offering peer-reviewed papers with original research, new developments and innovations, site
measurements and case studies in coal science and mining industry. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/jccs
IngentaConnect hosts the Journal of Materials Engineering sponsored by AVIC Beijing Institute of Aeronautical Material. For more information:
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/jme/jme
IngentaConnect hosts Spectroscopy and Spectral Analysis sponsored by the Chinese Central Iron & Steel Research Institute. The publishes original
contributions on various fields in Spectroscopy, IR, Ramn, UV/Vis, Optical Emission, Absorption and Fluorescence spectroscopy, X-ray Fluorescence, and
Spectrochemical Analysis. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/ssa
IngentaConnect hosts the Transactions of the Chinese Society of Agricultural Engineering sponsored by the Chinese Chemical Society and devoted to
reporting academic developments in agricultural engineering mainly in China including comprehensive research, agricultural equipment and mechanization,
soil and water engineering, agricultural information and electrical technologies, agricultural bioenvironmental and energy engineering, land consolidation
and rehabilitation engineering, agricultural produce processing engineering. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/tcsae
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Provider
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Ressource
Editorial Office, Spectroscopy and Spectral Analysis

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Elsie Y. Cross Associates, Inc.

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

European Foundation for Management Development (EFMD) in
association with GSE Research
Expert Reviews

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Faculty of General Dental Practice (UK)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Faculty of Science, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Felix Meiner Verlag

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Franz Steiner Verlag

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

GSE Research Limited

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Govi-Verlag

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Greenleaf Publishing in association with GSE Research

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Hebei Publishing & Media Group Co., Ltd

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Helmut Buske Verlag

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

IIED-América Latina

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

IOE Press

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

IOS Press

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Imprint Academic

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Institute for Fiscal Studies

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Institute of Agricultural Management

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Institute of Noise Control Engineering

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Institute of Systematics and Evolution of Animals, Polish
Academy of Sciences

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Intellect

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

International Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

International Association for Plant Taxonomy

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

International Journal of Engineering Education

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

International Seed Testing Association

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
IngentaConnect hosts Spectroscopy and Spectral Analysis sponsored by the Chinese Central Iron & Steel Research Institute. The publishes original
contributions on various fields in Spectroscopy, IR, Ramn, UV/Vis, Optical Emission, Absorption and Fluorescence spectroscopy, X-ray Fluorescence, and
Spectrochemical Analysis. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/ssa
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
The European Foundation for Management Development is an accreditation body of quality in management education. IngentaConnect hosts compilations
of selected papers originally published in EFMD's Global Focus magazine. For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/efmd
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts content from GSE Research a specialist organization in publishing, project management and advisory services in governance,
sustainability and environment. For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/gse
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Greenleaf Publishing publishes books and journals specialising in corporate responsibility, business ethics, environmental policy and management, future
business strategy and practice, and sustainable development. Content is hosted on IngentaConnect. For more information:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content/glbj
IngentaConnect hosts a selection of titles in medicine from the subsidiaries of China-based Hebei Publishing. For more information:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content/hbpg
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Institute of Education Press (IOE Press) is based in the Institute of Education at the University of London. The Institute's mission to pursue excellence in
education and related areas of social science and professional practice. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/ioep
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts journals published by the Institute of Agricultural Management, a membership organization for farmers, farm managers and others
engaged in management in agriculture and associated rural businesses. For more information: http://www.iagrm.org.uk/about.php
The Institute of Noise Control Engineering of the United States of America (INCE/USA) is a non-profit, professional organization with the primary objective
to advance the technology of noise control engineering. For more about INCE publications hosted on IngentaConnect:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content/ince
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts journals published by Intellect, an independent academic publisher in the fields of creative practice and popular culture. For more
information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/intellect
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
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Provider
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Ressource
International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Irish Journal of French Studies

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

J. Michael Ryan Publishing Inc.

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

James Nicholas Publishers

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

John Benjamins Publishing Company

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Johnson Matthey

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Journal of Transport Economics and Policy

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Kaleidoscope Futures in association with GSE Research

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Klostermann GmbH, Vittorio

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Lawrence and Wishart

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Legal Research Foundation Inc.

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Leuven University Press

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

MIDIRS

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Marine Technology Society

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Mathematical Association of America

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

McGill School of Nursing

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Medical Journals Limited

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Middle East Institute

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Mineralogical Society

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Mohr Siebeck

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Museum and Institute of Zoology, Polish Academy of Sciences

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Mycotaxon

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

NISC Pty Ltd

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

NRC Research Press

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Nationaal Herbarium Nederland

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts the Irish Journal of French Studies, published by the adeffi, The Association for French and Francophone Studies in Ireland. For more
information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/irjofs
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
This collection, hosted on IngentaConnect, offers the flagship international scholarly journals from James Nicholas Publishers, a privately owned publisher
of refereed, international journals in education, information technology and political science. For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/jnp
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Kaleidescope Futures is a think tank that helps organizations understand, anticipate and strategize around future changes in their sectors. This collection
includes a textbook. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/kscope
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts New Zealand Law Review, a journal published by the Legal Research Foundation is an independent, non-profit organisation
associated with the Faculty of Law at the University of Auckland. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/lrf
IngentaConnect hosts HEROM, a journal contributing to the study of material culture produced, exchanged, and consumed within the spheres of the
Hellenistic kingdoms and the Roman world. Published by Leuven University Press. For more information:
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/leuven/herom
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
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Provider
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Ressource
National Botanic Garden of Belgium

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

National Botanic Garden of Belgium and Royal Botanical Society
of Belgium

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

National Institute of Adult Continuing Education

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Norwegian Society of Automatic Control

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

OECD - Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

OceanSide Publications, Inc

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Optimal Clinical Ltd.

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Oxfam in association with GSE Research

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

PNG Publications

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Pacific Affairs, a division of the University of British Columbia

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Palgrave Macmillan

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Paris Legal Publishers

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Paris Scholar Publishing Ltd.
Peter Lang Publishing Group in association with GSE Research

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Physiotherapy Pain Association

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Pier Professional

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Policy Press

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Practical Action Publishing

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Practical Action Publishing in association with GSE Research

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Primary Research Group

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Qingdao Publishing Group

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Research Information

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Rosenberg & Sellier
Royal Botanical Society of Belgium

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Royal College of Surgeons of England, The

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Royal Society of Edinburgh

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

S. Hirzel Verlag

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts The Journal of OncoPathology fostering the application of cutting edge tools and medicines to the diagnosis, monitoring and
treatment of cancer. Published by Optimal Clinical, an independent medical education organization producing resources and journals for physicians and
allied health care professionals. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/oc
IngentaConnect hosts content produced by GSE Research for Oxfam, an international confederation of organizations working to find solutions to poverty
and related injustice around the world. GSE Research is a specialist organization in publishing, project management and advisory services in governance,
sustainability and environment. For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/oxpp
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Paris Legal Publishers specialises in information legal professionals. For more information about publications hosted on IngentaConnect:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content/plp
Paris Scholar Publishing Ltd specializes in health-related fields. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/psp
IngentaConnect hosts a selection of academic vooks from the Peter Lang Publishing Group. The ollection is part of the Sustainable Organization Library
from GSE Research For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/plpg
IngentaConnect hosts, Pain and Rehabilitation - the Journal of Physiotherapy Pain Association. For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/ppa
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts journals and monographs in the Practical Action Publishing microfinance collection. The collection ias part of the Sustainable
Organization Library, from GSE Research. For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/papub
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
This collection, hosted on IngentaConnect offers content from Qingdao Publishing Group, a large state-owned institution. For more information:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content/qdpub
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts a selection of titles from Italian publisher, Rosenberg & Sellier. For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/rs
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
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Provider
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Ressource
SFCT - The Association for the Quality Development of Solution
Focused Consulting and Training

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

STAIR (St. Antony's International Review)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Science History Publications Ltd.

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Science Reviews 2000 Ltd

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Scientific Journal Publishers

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Sears Foundation for Marine Research

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Sense Publishers

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Society for Organizational Learning

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Society for Underwater Technology

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Society for Vascular Ultrasound

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Society of American Foresters

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Society of Glass Technology

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Society of Indexers

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers (SNAME)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Southeastern Surgical Congress

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Southern Publishing & Media Co., Ltd

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Spandidos Publications

Beschreibung
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
This collection, hosted on IngentaConnect, offers a selection of titles in medicine from Southern Publishing & Media, a large Chinese corporation. For more
information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/gdpg
IngentaConnect hosts journals published bybiosciences specialist, Spandidos Publications. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/sp

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

State University of New York Press

IngentaConnect hosts several journals published by the State University of New York Press. For more information: www.ingentaconnect.com/content/suny

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Sunmedia

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Swiss Chemical Society

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Swiss Society of Mineralogy and Petrology

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, Inc.
(TESOL)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

The Association for Perioperative Practice

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

The British Institute of Non-Destructive Testing

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

The Chinese Ceramic Society

IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
IngentaConnect hosts The Journal of Perioperative Practice, published by The Association for Perioperative Practice, a registered charity in the U.K. For
more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/afpp
IngentaConnect hosts journals published by The British Institute of Non-Destructive Testing. The organization promotes the advancement of the science
and practice of non-destructive testing (NDT), condition monitoring (CM), diagnostic engineering and all other materials and quality testing disciplines. For
more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/bindt
The Chinese Ceramic Society is an academic, non-profit-making corporate and social organization for professionals engaged in the science and technology
of inorganic nonmetallic materials. IngentaConnect hosts the Society's journal. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/ccs
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Provider
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Queensland University of Technology

Beschreibung
IngentaConnect hosts Cultural Encounters , a journal offering articles on a wide range of cultural issues written by contemporary Christian scholars and
practitioners. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/itc/ce
The Journal of Engineering Entrepreneurship is a peer-reviewed, international journal providing a forum for dialog between engineering entrepreneurship
educators, researchers, and practitioners. For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/content/jeen/jeen/2009/00000001/00000001 and
http://www.jeenonline.org
The Thomas Hardy Association
IngentaConnect hosts The Hardy Review published by The Thomas Hardy Association. For more information: http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/ttha
The World of Chinese Co., Ltd.
IngentaConnect publishes The World of Chinese, an English magazine dedicated to Chinese language and culture. The magazine is owned by the
Commercial Press, and is targeted at expatriates living in China, as well as students studying the language. For more information:
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/woc
Universities Federation for Animal Welfare
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
University of Miami - Rosenstiel School of Marine and
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
Atmospheric Science
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
University of Wales Institute, Cardiff
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
University of Wales Press
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Urban & Fischer
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Warburg Institute, University of London
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Water Environment Federation
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Westburn Publishers Ltd
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
White Horse Press
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Whiting & Birch
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Wolters Kluwer
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Women's Health and Action Research Centre
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Zimbabwe Veterinary Association
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
oekom verlag
IngentaConnect from Publishing Technology offers the academic and professional research articles published by more than 200 publishers in thousands of
publications, via a streamlined user interface. The list of hosted publishers is found here:
http://ingentaconnect.com/content;jsessionid=boy6p1mokatv.alexandra?type=publishers For more information: http://ingentaconnect.com/
Purdue University Press Open Access Journals
Purdue University Press, founded in 1960, is the publishing arm of Purdue University. Dedicated to the dissemination of scholarly and professional
information, the Press provides quality resources in several key subject areas including business, technology, health, veterinary medicine and other limited
disciplines in the humanities and sciences. This series contains Open Access journals published by the Purdue University Press For more information:
http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/pupoaj/
International Journal of the First Year in Higher Education (FYHE) A journal dedicated to articles regarding the first year of higher education. Australia. Published bi-annually.

RMIT Publishing

A+ Education

RMIT Publishing

AGIS Plus Text

RMIT Publishing

Australian Public Affairs - Full Text

RMIT Publishing

Informit Business Collection

RMIT Publishing

Informit Engineering Collection

RMIT Publishing

Informit Families & Society Collection

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)
Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Publishing Technology (IngentaConnect)

Purdue University Press

Stand: Mai 2018

Ressource
The Institute for the Theology of Culture: New Wine, New
Wineskins
The Journal of Engineering Entrepreneurship

A+ Education offers content indexed by the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER). It covers all aspects of learning from Early Childhood
through to Tertiary, Adult Learning, Assessment, Distance Learning, International Education, Indigenous Education, and Literacy. Coverage begins with
2000. For more information: http://www.informit.com.au/education.html
AGIS Plus Text is a source for legal research from the Australasia and Asia-Pacific regions as indexed by the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s
Department. Coverage in Primo Central begins with 1999. For more information: http://www.informit.com.au/agis.html
Australian Public Affairs - Full Text contains articles from Australian journals indexed in APAIS, the Australian Public Affairs Information Service produced
by the National Library of Australia. Coverage in Primo Central begins with 1995. For more information: http://www.informit.com.au/apaft.html
The Informit Business Collection is a source for Australasian and Asia-Pacific business research providing access to full content from a range of journals,
monographs and books, and reference materials. Coverage begins with 1993.
The Informit Business Collection is a source for Australasian and Asia-Pacific business research providing access to full content from a range of journals,
monographs and books, and reference materials. Coverage begins with 1993.
This collection is meant for researchers, policy makers and community organizations. Contributors include the Australian Institute of Family Studies,
Australian Council of Social Service, Association of Children's Welfare Agencies, Australian Population Association and the University of New South Wales
Faculty of Law. Topics range from the Non-traditional Family, to Parenting, Marriage, Divorce, Labor, Social Conditions, and Family Relationships. For
more information: http://www.informit.com.au/family.html
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Provider
RMIT Publishing

Ressource
Informit Health Collection

RMIT Publishing

Informit Humanities & Social Sciences Collection

RMIT Publishing

Informit Indigenous Collection

RMIT Publishing

Informit Literature & Culture Collection

RMIT Publishing

Informit New Zealand Collection

RMIT Publishing

TVNews

Readex, a Division of NewsBank, inc.

Early American Imprints, Series I: Evans, 1639-1800

Readex, a Division of NewsBank, inc.

Early American Imprints, Series II: Shaw-Shoemaker, 1801-1819

Readex, a Division of NewsBank, inc.

U.S. Congressional Serial Set, 1817-1994

Repositório Cientfico de Acesso Aberto de Portugal

Repositório Cientfico de Acesso Aberto de Portugal

Royal Society Publishing

Royal Society Journals

Royal Society Publishing

Royal Society Open Access Journals

Royal Society of Chemistry Publishing

RSC Journals

Réseau des Bibliothèques de l’Université de Liège
(University of Liège Libraries)
S. Karger AG

PoPuPS: Portail de Publication de Periodiques Scientifiques

S. Karger AG

Karger Books

S. Karger AG

Karger Journals

S. Karger AG

Karger Open Access Journals

SAGE Publications

SAGE Journals

SAGE Publications

SAGE Knowledge

SAGE Publications

SAGE Research Methods

SCOAP3 – Sponsoring Consortium for Open Access
Publishing in Particle Physics

SCOAP3 – Sponsoring Consortium for Open Access Publishing
in Particle Physics

SPIE

SPIE Digital Library - Journals

SPIE

SPIE Digital Library - Proceedings

SPIE

SPIE Digital Library - ebooks

Sabinet

SA Open Access ePublications

Stand: Mai 2018

Karger Book Series

Beschreibung
Content includes research articles, reports and case studies in Australasian health and nursing, of practical support to anyone studying or working in
therapeutic, diagnostic and preventative health roles.
This collection includes research relating to all aspects of cultural, creative, indigenous, and social life in and about Australia, New Zealand, and South East
Asia. Topics include the arts, education, law, literary studies, Indigenous/First People studies, media, politics, and sociology. For more information:
http://www.informit.com.au/humanities.html
The Informit Indigenous Collection covers topical and historical issues within Indigenous studies. It includes material from Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia,
New Zealand, North America and The Pacific. Coverage begins with 1977. For more information: http://www.informit.com.au/indigenous.html
This collection, created in partnership with the Australia Council for the Arts, is source of Australian fiction, poetry, and cultural politics. It is ideal for
researchers and students of Australian literature, history and society. Meanjin backfiles and Media International Australia backfiles, previously available
separately, have been incorporated into this collection. Coverage begin with 1940. For more information: http://informit.com.au/literature.html
This multidisciplinary collection explores New Zealand’s culture and society. Indexing and full text coverage began in 1993. For more information:
http://www.informit.com.au/newzealand.html
TVNews contains news stories and related current affairs programs broadcast by Australia&amp;#039;s free-to-air networks - ABC, ABC2, SBS, TEN, 9 and
7. Coverage begins with Sept. 20067. For more information: http://www.informit.com.au/tvnews.html
This collection contains “Early American Imprints, Series I: Evans, 1639-1800,” as provided by NewsBank, Inc. Materials cover nearly every book,
pamphlet, and broadside published in America during the 17th and 18th centuries. It also contains many kinds of publications, including advertisements,
almanacs, bibles, catalogues, charters and by-laws, contracts, cookbooks, elegies, eulogies, laws, maps, narratives, novels, operas, plays, poems, primers,
sermons, songs, speeches, textbooks, tracts, travelogues, treaties, and still more. Topics ranges from agriculture and astronomy to capital punishment,
child-rearing, disease, masonry, suffrage, temperance, witchcraft, the French & Indian wars, and many more. For more information:
http://www.readex.com/content/early-american-imprints-series-i-evans-1639-1800 Only Newsbank subscribers should activate this collection.
This collection contains “Early American Imprints, Series II: Shaw-Shoemaker, 1801-1819,” as provided by NewsBank, Inc. Materials include nearly every
book, pamphlet, and broadside, as well as reports and early government materials, published in America during the first decades of the 19th century. Topics
cover the progression of American political thought and the development of American arts (literature, music, painting, and the like), ranging from
abolitionism to the fur trade to the Louisiana Purchase to Romanticism to the Treaty of Ghent, and much more. For more information:
http://www.readex.com/content/early-american-imprints-series-ii-shaw-shoemaker-1801-1819 Only Newsbank subscribers should activate this collection.
This collection contains the U.S. Congressional Serial Set (1817-1994), as provided by NewsBank, Inc. It includes primary source materials on the people,
issues, and events of American history and politics. The Reports, Documents, and Journals of the U.S. Senate and the House of Representatives (from the
15th Congress to through the 103rd Congress) are among these key sources. For more information: http://www.readex.com/content/us-congressional-serialset-1817-1994 Only Newsbank subscribers should activate this collection.
RCAAP in Primo Central contains thousands of open-access scientific and scholarly publications from Portuguese institutional repositories. The RCAAP
project is an initiative of UMIC Knowledge Society Agency, developed by Fundação para a Computação Científica Nacional (FCCN) with the technical and
scientific collaboration from Minho University. For more information: http://www.rcaap.pt/about.jsp
This collection contains journal articles available by subscription fromthe Royal Society Publishing. Both current material and the archive of the Royal
Society, dating back to 1665 are included. For more information: http://royalsocietypublishing.org/journals
This collection contains Open Access articles from the journals of the Royal Society Publishing. For more information:
http://royalsocietypublishing.org/journals
The Royal Society of Chemistry is a Scientific publisher of biology, biophysics, chemical science, materials, medicinal drug discovery and physics highimpact journals and books. For more information: http://pubs.rsc.org/en/journals?key=title&value=current
This collection contains the academic journals provided by the Portail de Publication de Périodiques Scientifiques (PoPuPS), an open-access platform
established by the University of Liège. Scientific articles are included in both English and French. For more information: http://popups.ulg.ac.be
Coverage: Most titles published since 2005 For more information:
http://content.karger.com/ProdukteDB/produkte.asp?Aktion=showproducts&ProduktNr=0&searchWhat=bookseries&Anfang=activ
Includes hard-cover reprints and special/supplement journal issues. Coverage: Most titles published since 2005 For more information:
http://content.karger.com/ProdukteDB/produkte.asp?Aktion=showproducts&ProduktNr=0&searchWhat=nonserialbooks
This collection includes all journals published by Karger. It includes current and archive titles. Customers subscribing to any Karger journal collection should
activate this collection. Users will be able to search all articles but delivery of full text will be governed by your institution's subscription. For information
about Karger's current journals program: http://content.karger.com/ProdukteDB/produkte.asp?Aktion=JournalIndex&ContentOnly=false For information
about the archive: http://content.karger.com/ProdukteDB/produkte.asp?Aktion=JournalIndex&Anfang=Aarchive&ProduktNr=0
This collection includes a selection of Karger's open access journal articles. Articles available by subscription are included in Karger Journals. For more
information about open access at Karger: http://www.karger.com/Services/OpenAccessLicense. A list of open access titles can be found at
http://www.karger.com/Journal
SAGE Journals include hundreds of journals that cover the Humanities, Social Sciences, and Science, Technology, and Medicine. This collection includes
the front list of SAGE Journals from 2010 and in time, will include the complete back file. For more information: http://online.sagepub.com/
SAGE Knowledge is a platform offering ebooks on a range of subjects suitable for students, researchers, and faculty. In addition to ebooks, this collection
includes SAGE ebook and reference content and major works offered under Sage Navigator. For more information: http://knowledge.sagepub.com/
SAGE Research Methods offers reference content from dictionaries and encyclopedias, handbooks, the entire "Little Green Book," and "Little Blue Book"
series, a selection of journal articles, and video transcripts. For more information: http://srmo.sagepub.com/publicstart?authRejection=true
SCOAP3 is a partnership of libraries, funding agencies and research centers around the world. With the publishers' cooperation, SCOAP3 has
converted key journals in the field of High-Energy Physics to Open Access at no cost for authors. For more information: http://scoap3.org/what-is-scoap3
The SPIE Digital Library covers optics and photonics. SPIE's peer reviewed journals are dedicated to advancing the science and application of light and
light-based technologies. This resource includes all journal content, both paid and Open Access, from 1962 and forward. For more information:
https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals
The SPIE Digital Library covers optics and photonics.Proceedings start at Volume 1200 (1990) with some exceptions. For a list of volumes not included,
see: http://spiedigitallibrary.org/proceedings/volumes_not_available_online. For more information: http://spiedigitallibrary.org/proceedings/
The SPIE Digital Library covers optics and photonics. It offers reference books, textbooks, and handbooks published from 1989. For more information:
http://spiedigitallibrary.org/eBooks/
This collection includes open access articles from fully open and hybrid titles published in South- and Southern Africa. The journals cover Business and
Finance, Labour, Law, Medicine and Health, Science, Technology and Agriculture, Religion, Social Sciences and Humanities. For more information:
http://www.sabinet.co.za/african_ejournals
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Provider
Sabinet

Ressource
SA ePublications

Schattauer Verlag für Medizin und Naturwissenschaften

Schattauer Journals

SciELO

SciELO Brazil

SciELO

SciELO Chile

SciELO

SciELO Espanha

SciELO

SciELO Livros - Open Access

SciELO

SciELO Mexico

SciELO

SciELO Uruguay

Smithsonian Research Online (Smithsonian Institution
Libraries)

Smithsonian Research Online

Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM)

Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics - SIAM Journals

Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM)

Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics - SIAM eBooks

Società editrice il Mulino

Darwinbooks

Società editrice il Mulino

La revista il Mulino

Spandidos Publications Ltd.

Spandidos Publications

SpringerLink

Springer Open Access Journals

SpringerLink

Springer Protocols

SpringerLink

SpringerLink Book Series - All

SpringerLink

SpringerLink Books - All

SpringerLink

SpringerLink Journals

State University of New York (SUNY)

Open SUNY Textbooks

Swiss Electronic Academic Library Service (SEALS)

Retrodigitized Journals

Symposium Journals

Symposium Journals

Taylor & Francis Group

Taylor & Francis Online - Journals

Taylor & Francis Group

Taylor & Francis eBooks A-Z

The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA)

The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)
Publications

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
This collection includes South- and Southern African journals covering Business and Finance, Labour, Law, Medicine and Health, Science, Technology and
Agriculture, Religion, Social Sciences and Humanities. This collection includes items from fully open access and hybrid journals, as well as items available
by subscription. Open access articles are also available separately in the SA Open Access ePublications (Sabinet) collection. For more information:
http://www.sabinet.co.za/african_ejournals
Schattauer Journals encompasses more than 20 journals on human and veterinary medicine, including “Nervenheilkunde” (Neurology) and the Englishlanguage “Thrombosis and Haemostasis”. Medical informatics, psychotherapy and psychiatry are another focus of Schattauer’s editorial activities. Current
and archival content is available on line. Subscribers have access to full text content; non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles. For
more information: http://www.schattauer.de/nc/en/magazine/subject-areas/journals-a-z.html
SciELO Brazil is a selected collection of Brazilian scientific journals. It is part of a project being developed by FAPESP (Fundacao de Amparo a Pesquisa
do Estado de Sao Paulo), in partnership with BIREME, the Latin American and Caribbean Center on Health Sciences Information, and supported also by
CNPq (Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnologico). For more information: http://www.scielo.br/?lng=en
SciELO Chile is a selected collection of Chilean scientific journals. It is part of a project being developed by FAPESP (Fundacao de Amparo do Estado de
Sao Paulo) and NLM (Latin American and Caribbean Center on Health Sciences), and is supported also by CNPq (Conelho Nacional de Desenvolvimento
Cientifico e Tecnologico). For more information: http://www.scielo.cl/
SciELO Spain is a virtual library consisting of a collection of Spanish scientific journals in health sciences selected according to predetermined quality
criteria.
SciELO - Scientific Electronic Library Online is a model for cooperative electronic publishing of scientific resources on the Internet. Conceived to meet the
scientific communication needs of developing countries, particularly Latin America and the Caribbean countries, this collection contains approximately 290
Open Access academic books. The peer reviewed works are published by a number of publishers and cover the range of the natural and physicial
sciences. Full text can be dowloaded from the SciELO Livros website. For more information: http://books.scielo.org
The Information Center for Public Health Decision (Gac) National Institute of Public Health (INSP) assisted in the development of SciELO Mexico through
the selection of publications and funding for electronic publishing of biomedical journals.
SciELO Uruguay is a selected collection of Uruguayan scientific journals. It is the result of a project being developed by FAPESP (Fundacao de Amparo a
Pesquisa do Estado de Sao Paulo), in partnership with BIREME, the Latin American and Caribbean Center on Health Sciences Information, and supported
also by CNPq (Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnologico). For more information: http://www.scielo.edu.uy/scielo.php
This repository hosted by the Smithsonian Institution Libraries offers open access content from the Smithsonian research community. In addition to several
collections from Smithsonian, it includes collections from various institutions including the National Museum of Natural History and the United States
National Museum. For more information: http://si-pddr.si.edu/dspace/
The Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics is a professional association dedicated to mathematics and computational science and their
applications. This collection offers the Society's current and archived journals found on SIAM Journals Online and LOCUS. For more information:
http://www.siam.org/journals
The Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics is a professional association dedicated to mathematics and computational science and their
applications. This collection offers the Society's eBooks. For more information: http://www.siam.org/books
Il Mulino’s digital archive of books, Darwinbooks, offers works primarily in Italian, from areas of study that include History, Philosophy, Linguistics, Literary
Criticism, Political Science, Sociology, Psychology, Economy, and Law. For more information: http://www.darwinbooks.it/darwin/subjects
Il Mulino’s electronic journal archive Rivisteweb offers articles primarily in Italian, from areas of study that include History, Philosophy, Linguistics, Literary
Criticism, Music, Psychology, and Political Science since 1997. For more information: http://www.mulino.it/rivisteweb/index.php
This collection contains the books and journal articles published by Spandidos Publications, Ltd, a leading publishing group in the biomedical sciences.
Specialties include oncology and molecular medicine. For more information: http://www.spandidos-publications.com/
This collection includes Open Access articles provided by Springer, all available free of charge. Articles published under the Bohn Stafleu van Loghum are
not included. For more information about SpringerOpen and Springer Open Choice: http://www.springer.com/open+access?SGWID=0-169302-0-0-0
SpringerProtocols presents reproducible laboratory protocols in the Life and Biomedical Sciences compiled from books and laboratory handbooks. The
collection contains titles published in 2005 or later. Titles published as part of Springer Materials: The Landolt Börnstein Database or under the Bohn Stafleu
van Loghum are not included. For more information: http://www.springerprotocols.com or http://www.springerlink.com/protocols
This collection includes all volumes in books series on the SpringerLink platform copyright 2005 or later. Records describing individual chapters or papers
are not included in Primo Central. In addition, titles published as part of Springer Materials: The Landolt Börnstein Database or under the Bohn Stafleu van
Loghum are not included in Primo Central. For more information: http://www.springerlink.com/book-series/
This collection includes books on the SpringerLink platform copyright 2005 or later. Titles published as part of Springer Materials: The Landolt Börnstein
Database or under the Bohn Stafleu van Loghum imprint are not included. For more information: http://www.springerlink.com/books/
This collection includes articles available by subscription on the SpringerLink platform (with the exception of those under the Bohn Stafleu van Loghum
imprint). Coverage begins from 1987. Note that Springer’s Open Access articles offered in BioMed Central and SpringerOpen are available in Primo
Central as discrete collections. For more information: http://www.springerlink.com/journals/
OpenSUNY Digital Textbooks is an Open Access resource, sponsored by the State Universities of New York. The online textbooks encompass a gamut of
subject areas. For more information: http://textbooks.opensuny.org/
This digitized collection of free scholarly scientific journals is available as part of the Swiss Electronic Academic Library Service. Titles are in German and in
French. Coverage dates back to the early 1800's. For more information, http://retro.seals.ch/digbib/home
This collection consists of online-only journals, in the areas of Childhood, Education, E-Learning, and Policy. For more information: http://www.symposiumjournals.co.uk/
This collections includes current and archival journals spanning the Humanities, Social Sciences, Science and Technology the Psychology Press, Routledge
and Taylor & Francis imprints. For more information: http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/
Taylor & Francis Group publishes books for all levels of academic study and professional development, across a wide range of subjects and disciplines
including Humanities, Social Science, Behavioral Science, Law, and the Built Environment as well as Natural Science, Technology and Medicine. For more
infromation: http://taylorandfrancis.com/books/
AIAA has earned an international reputation as the preeminent publisher of cutting-edge aerospace journals and books, and as the leading source of
aerospace industry archives, dating back to the early 1900s. Over the past eight decades, AIAA and its predecessor organizations have published over 300
books and almost 200,000 technical articles. AIAA’s current publications include seven technical journals, a magazine, three book series, national and
international standards documents, a growing number of e-books and other electronic products, and a full-service, interactive website. For the most
authoritative technical publications, look to AIAA at https://www.aiaa.org
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Provider
The British Library

Ressource
EThOS - Electronic Theses Online Service

The Chemical Society of Japan

Chemical Society of Japan Journals - Free

The Open University of Israel

Pe'er ()פא"ר

The World Bank Group

Open Knowledge Repository

The World Bank Group

The World Bank eLibrary (Books)

The World Bank Group

The World Bank eLibrary (Journals)

The World Bank Group

The World Bank eLibrary (Working Papers)

Thieme Publishing Group

Thieme e-Journals

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1989

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1990

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1991

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1992

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1993

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1994

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1995

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1996

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1997

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1998

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1999

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2000

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2001

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2002

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2003

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
EThOS makes theses produced at institutions of higher education in the United Kingdom available to researchers internationally, via a single point of
access. Note: Default availability status is “No full text” for all records. Access to full text is offered for a small percentage of records and may require
authentication. For more information: http://ethos.bl.uk.
The Chemical Society of Japan publishes articles, in all fields of chemistry, including theoretical and physical chemistry, analytical and inorganic chemistry,
organic and biological chemistry, and applied and materials chemistry. This resource includes only the free content. For more information:
http://www.chemistry.or.jp/en/csj-journals/
Within the framework of the Pe'er project (the Hebrew acronym for "Opening the Treasures of the Mind"), the OUI offers Hebrew readers in Israel and
throughout the world free access to its most valuable assets: textbooks and study materials. This project is related to one of the core missions of the Open
University: enhancing accessibility to higher education.
"The World Bank is the largest single source of development knowledge. The World Bank Open Knowledge Repository (OKR) is The World Bank’s official
open access repository for its research outputs and knowledge products. By extending and improving access to World Bank research, the World Bank aims
to encourage innovation and allow anyone in the world to use Bank knowledge to help improve the lives of those living in poverty. The OKR is updated with
new content, as well as legacy reports and research. Most records include a link to the full text, some content may be embargoed. For more information:
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/about and https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/faq"
The topics covered in the World Bank eLibrary books include Agriculture, Education, Energy, Environment, Gender, Industry, Macroeconomics and
Economic Growth, Poverty Reduction, Rural Development, Urban Development, and Water Resources. For more information:
http://elibrary.worldbank.org/about;jsessionid=16qpw1ygrptlt.z-wb-live-01
The topics covered in the World Bank eLibrary journals include global knowledge for development, quantitative development policy analysis, and areas of
economics relevant to development policy. Articles are authored by specialiasts throughout the world, with some designed for a scholarly audience and
others for non-specialists. For more information: http://elibrary.worldbank.org/about;jsessionid=16qpw1ygrptlt.z-wb-live-01
The topics covered in the World Bank eLibrary working papers include Agriculture, Education, Energy, Environment, Gender, Industry, Macroeconomics
and Economic Growth, Poverty Reduction, Rural Development, Urban Development, and Water Resources. For more information:
http://elibrary.worldbank.org/about;jsessionid=16qpw1ygrptlt.z-wb-live-01
Thieme eJournals serve the research and education needs of academic institutions, medical schools, and hospitals, as well as the pharmaceutical and
chemical industries. Review journals cover Medicine, Chemistry, and Life Sciences. This collection includes backfiles and current titles. It includes both
subscription and Open Access content. For more information: https://www.thieme.de/en/thieme-connect/home-3939.htm
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
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Thomson Reuters

Ressource
Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2004

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2005

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2006

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2007

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2008

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2009

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2010

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2011

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2012

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2013

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2014

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2015

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2016

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2017

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2018

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 1995

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 1996

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 1997

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 1998

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 1999

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2000

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2001

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2002

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2003

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
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Provider
Thomson Reuters

Ressource
Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2004

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2005

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2006

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2007

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2008

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2009

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2010

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2011

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2012

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2013

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2014

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2015

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2016

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2017

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index – 2018

Trans Tech Publications
U.S. Department of Education

Scientific.Net
ERIC (Education Resources Information Center)

U.S. Dept. of Energy - Office of Scientific and Technical
Information

SciTech Connect

U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM)

MEDLINE/PubMed

U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM)

PMC (PubMed Central)

U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM)

Toxicology Literature Online (TOXLINE)

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

U.S. Patent Applications (USPTO)

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

U.S. Patent Grants (USPTO)

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Journals and conference papers devoted to materials science and engineering. For more information: http://www.scientific.net
ERIC is a well-known collection of education research and information sponsored by the Institute of Education Sciences of the U.S. Department of
Education. The database includes bibliographic records of journal articles and other education-related materials. For more information:
http://www.eric.ed.gov
SciTech Connect, formerly Energy Citations Database (ECD), produced by the U.S. Dept. of Energy's Office of Scientific and Technical Information
provides free access to millions of science research citations on topics ranging from Chemistry to Physics. It includes bibliographic citations to report
literature, conference papers, journal articles, books, dissertations, and patents. SciTech Connect consolidates the contents of OSTI's Information Bridge
and Energy Citations Database. For more information: http://www.osti.gov/scitech/
MEDLINE is the primary component of PubMed® Time coverage: generally 1949 to the present, with some older material. Some records are available free
of charge.
PMC (PubMed Central) is a free electronic archive of full text journal articles in the Biomedical and Life Sciences. This collection includes articles from
PMC’s Open Access subset. Most articles from the larger database have a corresponding entry in PubMed and can be searched by activating
MEDLINE/PubMed. PMC is managed by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) in the National Library of Medicine (NLM) at the U.S.
National Institutes of Health (NIH) For more information: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
TOXLINE® is a toxicology bibliographic database, maintained by the U.S. National Library of Medicine. It includes references, both current and archival,
some dating back to the middle of the 19th century. Coverage includes the biochemical, pharmacological, physiological, and toxicological effects of drugs
and other chemicals. Many records include abstracts, indexing terms, and CAS Registry Numbers. Toxline is a discovery tool and most records do not
include full text access. Additional Toxline records are available through Medline/PubMed For more information:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/toxlinfs.html http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/licensee/access/toxsubset.html
The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) is the federal agency for granting U.S. patents and registering trademarks. The continued
demand for patents and trademarks underscores the ingenuity of American inventors and entrepreneurs. U.S. Patent Applications contains Pre-2009
content. More current content coming soon. For more information: https://www.uspto.gov/about-us and at https://www.uspto.gov/patents-applicationprocess/patent-search/published-patent-application-access-and-status-information
The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) is the federal agency for granting U.S. patents and registering trademarks. The continued
demand for patents and trademarks underscores the ingenuity of American inventors and entrepreneurs. “ U.S. Patent Grants contains Pre-2004 content.
More current content coming soon. For more information: https://www.uspto.gov/about-us
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Provider
UMN Center for Open Education

Ressource
Open Textbook Library

UTB GmbH

UTB studi-e-book

United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization

AGRIS: International Information System for the Agriculture
Sciences and Technology

Universidad de La Rioja

Dialnet

Universitetsforlaget AS

idunn.no

University of Adelaide Press

University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)

University of Chicago Press
University of London

University of Minnesota

Beschreibung
Open Textbook Library is an Open Access resource, sponsored by the University of Minnesota (UMN) Center for Open Education. The online textbooks
cover a gamut of subject areas. For more information: http://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks/
UTB GmbH represents 15 publishers from Germany, Austria and Switzerland, which together form a working group. They mostly publish textbooks for
students and scholars. On their platform utb-studi-e-book you will find more than 1000 german-language e-books. For more information: https://www.utbstudi-e-book.de/
AGRIS is a global public domain bibliographic database on agricultural science and technology. content covering the many aspects of agriculture, including
forestry, animal husbandry, aquatic sciences and fisheries, human nutrition and extension literature from institutions all over the world. materials include
unique gray literature such as unpublished scientific and technical reports, theses, conference papers, government publications, and more. A growing
number (estimated 20%) of the bibliographic records have a correspondent full text on the web Since 2011, AGRIS is directly indexing data from DOAJ

Dialnet provides journals and theses. It is one of the largest databases of Hispanic content. The collection includes only part of Dialnet's data. For more
information see:http://dialnet.unirioja.es/
This collection includes Nordic journals in the followiing subject areas: Law, Education, Health and Social Work, Social Studies, Humanities, Economics,
and Natural Science. For more information:http://www.idunn.no
University of Adelaide Press (Open Access)
The University of Adelaide is a leading research intensive university with libraries that support world class education and research across a full range of
academic and professional disciplines. Part of that support activity is the University of Adelaide Press. The University of Adelaide Press was launched in
2009 by author and Nobel Prize winner J. M. Coetzee. The University of Adelaide Press publishes high-quality texts by academics across Australia and
world-wide. With the newer internet and digital book technology, those books are accessible in simultaneous print and (with a couple of exceptions) free
PDF editions. The books are subject to external peer-review in line with government research quality requirements (such as HERDC and ERA in Australia).
For more information: http://www.adelaide.edu.au/press/about/
Archive of Popular American Music
The UCLA Music Library's Archive of Popular American Music [APAM] is a research collection covering the history of popular music in the United States
from 1790. The Digital Archive of Popular American Music is an initiative designed to provide access to digital versions of the sheet music, now in the
public domain. Particular strengths within UCLA Music Library's twentieth-century holdings include music for the theater, motion pictures, radio and
television, as well as general popular music, country, rhythm and blues, and rock songs. For more information:
http://digital.library.ucla.edu/apam/index.html
University of Chicago Press Journals
The University of Chicago Press publishes scholarly journals and annuals presenting original research in the Social Sciences, Humanities, Education,
Biological and Medical Sciences, and Physical Sciences. For more information: http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/
British History Online - Free Content
British History Online (BHO) is a not-for-profit digital library based at the Institute of Historical Research; University of London. It brings together key printed
primary and secondary sources for the history of Britain and Ireland, with a primary focus on the period between 1300 and 1800. This collection includes
free content from the BHO platform. For more information: http://www.british-history.ac.uk/
AgEcon Search: Research in Agricultural and Applied Economics AgEcon Search is an open access repository of scholarly literature in agricultural and applied economics. It includes working papers, conference papers,
and journal articles, and other materials. AgEcon Search is maintained at the University of Minnesota and co-sponsored by the University's Department of
Applied Economics, its libraries, and the Agricultural and Applied Economics Associations. For more information: http://ageconsearch.umn.edu

University of Waterloo

UWSpace - Theses

UW Space-Theses includes Master's and PhD level theses submitted by graduates of the University of Waterloo. The resource includes all electronically
submitted theses, and those that were scanned through the Theses Canada program. For more information: https://uwspace.uwaterloo.ca/handle/10012/6

Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht

Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht

"Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht in Göttingen, Germany, has been publishing academic literature since 1735. It ranks among the oldest independent publishing
houses in the world. More than 250 new books are published annually. Traditionally, the publisher’s expertise is in the humanities, especially in academic
literature for theology and religion, history and other humanities. Supply of literature for professional use has gained equal prominence. Professionals from
the HR sector, in psychological counselling and the church as well as teachers in school and preschool find their books at Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht."

Verlag C.H. Beck OHG

C.H. Beck Journals

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Princeton Legacy Library eBook Package 1980-1999

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Princeton University Press 2014 + 2015 eBook pilot project

This collection contains journals published by C. H. Beck that focus on a) book reviews in Classical Studies; b) Business History; and c) Modern European
History. Articles are primarily in English, German, and French. For more information: http://chbeck.metapress.com/home/main.mpx
According to Press Director Peter J. Dougherty, “By digitizing our backlist in the Princeton Legacy Library, the Press has used the latest technology to make
our past publications readily available to readers all over the world. Researchers and students in many developing countries will have access to our
historical titles for the first time ever.” More information at: https://www.degruyter.com/view/product/453646?rskey=lQJEot&result=3
Princeton University Press is an independent publisher with close connections, both formal and informal, to Princeton University. As such it has overlapping
responsibilities to the University, the academic community, and the reading public. As of 2014, Princeton University Press and De Gruyter have partnered
together to bring Princeton University Press’ high quality content to the global market. More information at: https://www.degruyter.com/page/princeton

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Princeton University Press eBook Package 2016

Princeton University Press is an independent publisher with close connections, both formal and informal, to Princeton University. As such it has overlapping
responsibilities to the University, the academic community, and the reading public. As of 2014, Princeton University Press and De Gruyter have partnered
together to bring Princeton University Press’ high quality content to the global market. More information at: https://www.degruyter.com/page/princeton

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Princeton University Press eBook Package Archive 1931-1999

Princeton University Press is an independent publisher with close connections, both formal and informal, to Princeton University. As such it has overlapping
responsibilities to the University, the academic community, and the reading public. As of 2014, Princeton University Press and De Gruyter have partnered
together to bring Princeton University Press’ high quality content to the global market. More information at: https://www.degruyter.com/view/product/461880

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Princeton University Press eBook Package Backlist 2000-2013

Princeton University Press is an independent publisher with close connections, both formal and informal, to Princeton University. As such it has overlapping
responsibilities to the University, the academic community, and the reading public. As of 2014, Princeton University Press and De Gruyter have partnered
together to bring Princeton University Press’ high quality content to the global market. More information at: https://www.degruyter.com/view/product/461881

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Walter De Gruyter Books

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Walter De Gruyter Journals/Yearbooks

Wikimedia Foundation

Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia

This collection contains the books published by Walter De Gruyter GmbH, in subject areas ranging from philosophy to biology, from literature to physics,
from archaeology to medicine. For more information: http://www.degruyter.com/
This collection contains the journals and yearbooks published by Walter De Gruyter GmbH, in subject areas ranging from philosophy to biology, from
literature to physics, from archaeology to medicine. For more information: http://www.degruyter.com/
Wikipedia is a free, collaboratively edited Internet encyclopedia supported by the non-profit Wikimedia Foundation. Its 22 million articles (over 4 million in
English alone) have been written collaboratively by volunteers around the world. Almost all of its articles can be edited by anyone with access to the site,
and it has about 100,000 regularly active contributors. It has become the largest and most popular general reference work on the Internet, ranking sixth
globally among all websites on Alexa and having an estimated 365 million readers worldwide. It is estimated that Wikipedia receives 2.7 billion monthly
pageviews from the United States alone.
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Provider
Wolters Kluwer Health, Ovid Technologies

Ressource
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins - Journals

Wolters Kluwer Law & Business

Kluwer Law Online Journals

World Scientific Publishing Co.

World Scientific Books

World Scientific Publishing Co.

World Scientific Journals

World Scientific Publishing Co.

World Scientific Open Access Journals

e-libro
학술교육원 (HakSulgyoyukwon)

e-libro Catedra
e-article

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1995

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1996

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1997

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1998

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 1999

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2000

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2001

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2002

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2003

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2004

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2005

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2006

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2007

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2008

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2009

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2010

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2011
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Beschreibung
This collection offers Lippincott Williams & Wilkins' journals on medicine, nursing and bioscience . Coverage is similar to Ovid's LWW Total Access
Collection. For more information: http://journals.lww.com
Kluwer Law Online (KLO) is Kluwer Law International's online platform for electronic journal, looseleaf, and other content. This resource includes journal
articles. Subscribers can access and download full text PDF's of the journal articles; non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles. For
more information: For more information: http://www.kluwerlawonline.com/index.php?area=Journals
This collection contains the books for the World Scientific Publishing Co., which present such fields as nanotechnology, biomedical science, computational
science, materials science, medical science, life sciences, banking and finance, and business management. For more information:
http://www.worldscientific.com/page/worldscibooks
This collection contains the journals of the World Scientific Publishing Co, which present such fields as nanotechnology, biomedical science, computational
science, materials science, medical science, life sciences, banking and finance, and business management. This collection currently includes material from
2006-2011. World Scientific is also the exclusive distributor for all the journals published by Imperial College Press. For more information:
http://www.worldscinet.com/aboutus.shtml
The World Scientific Open Access Journals collection, includes selected articles, covering such fields as biomedical science, physics, medical science, and
life sciences. All articles in this collection are available on an Open Access basis. The collection includes material from 2012 and forward. For more
information: http://www.worldscientific.com/page/open
e-libro offers content in Spanish and Portuguese. This collection includes books only. For more information: http://www.e-libro.com
This collection covers a wide range of subjects, including: History, Language, Literature, the Natural Sciences, Engineering, the Arts, Music, Sports, and the
medical therapies. E-articles comes from Korea, and most of the journals in this collection are in Korean, with some in English. For more information:
http://www.earticle.net
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
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Provider
Thomson Reuters

Ressource
Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2012

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2013

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2014

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2015

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2016

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Science Citation Index Expanded - 2017

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 1995

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 1996

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 1997

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 1998

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 1999

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2000

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2001

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2002

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2003

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2004

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2005

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2006

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2007

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2008

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2009

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2010

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2011

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2012

Stand: Mai 2018

Beschreibung
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
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Provider
Thomson Reuters

Ressource
Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2013

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2014

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2015

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2016

Thomson Reuters

Web of Science - Social Sciences Citation Index - 2017

Trans Tech Publications
U.S. Department of Education

Scientific.Net
ERIC (Education Resources Information Center)

U.S. Dept. of Energy - Office of Scientific and Technical
Information

SciTech Connect

U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM)

MEDLINE/PubMed

U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM)

PMC (PubMed Central)

U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM)

Toxicology Literature Online (TOXLINE)

UMN Center for Open Education

Open Textbook Library

UTB GmbH

UTB studi-e-book

United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization

AGRIS: International Information System for the Agriculture
Sciences and Technology

Universidad de La Rioja

Dialnet

Universitetsforlaget AS

idunn.no

University of Chicago Press
University of Minnesota

Beschreibung
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Web of Science is a citation database (enriched metadata and abstracts). Primo Central collections include Science Citation Index Expanded, Social
Sciences Citation Index, and are Arts & Humanities Citation Index. Coverage begins in 1989. Customers should activate the collections according to the
years for which they have a subscription. For more information: http://thomsonreuters.com/content/science/pdf/Web_of_Science_factsheet.pdf
Journals and conference papers devoted to materials science and engineering. For more information: http://www.scientific.net
ERIC is a well-known collection of education research and information sponsored by the Institute of Education Sciences of the U.S. Department of
Education. The database includes bibliographic records of journal articles and other education-related materials. For more information:
http://www.eric.ed.gov
SciTech Connect, formerly Energy Citations Database (ECD), produced by the U.S. Dept. of Energy's Office of Scientific and Technical Information
provides free access to millions of science research citations on topics ranging from Chemistry to Physics. It includes bibliographic citations to report
literature, conference papers, journal articles, books, dissertations, and patents. SciTech Connect consolidates the contents of OSTI's Information Bridge
and Energy Citations Database. For more information: http://www.osti.gov/scitech/
MEDLINE is the primary component of PubMed® Time coverage: generally 1949 to the present, with some older material. Some records are available free
of charge.
PMC (PubMed Central) is a free electronic archive of full text journal articles in the Biomedical and Life Sciences. This collection includes articles from
PMC’s Open Access subset. Most articles from the larger database have a corresponding entry in PubMed and can be searched by activating
MEDLINE/PubMed. PMC is managed by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) in the National Library of Medicine (NLM) at the U.S.
National Institutes of Health (NIH) For more information: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
TOXLINE® is a toxicology bibliographic database, maintained by the U.S. National Library of Medicine. It includes references, both current and archival,
some dating back to the middle of the 19th century. Coverage includes the biochemical, pharmacological, physiological, and toxicological effects of drugs
and other chemicals. Many records include abstracts, indexing terms, and CAS Registry Numbers. Toxline is a discovery tool and most records do not
include full text access. Additional Toxline records are available through Medline/PubMed For more information:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/toxlinfs.html http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/licensee/access/toxsubset.html
Open Textbook Library is an Open Access resource, sponsored by the University of Minnesota (UMN) Center for Open Education. The online textbooks
cover a gamut of subject areas. For more information: http://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks/
UTB GmbH represents 15 publishers from Germany, Austria and Switzerland, which together form a working group. They mostly publish textbooks for
students and scholars. On their platform utb-studi-e-book you will find more than 1000 german-language e-books. For more information: https://www.utbstudi-e-book.de/
AGRIS is a global public domain bibliographic database on agricultural science and technology. content covering the many aspects of agriculture, including
forestry, animal husbandry, aquatic sciences and fisheries, human nutrition and extension literature from institutions all over the world. materials include
unique gray literature such as unpublished scientific and technical reports, theses, conference papers, government publications, and more. A growing
number (estimated 20%) of the bibliographic records have a correspondent full text on the web Since 2011, AGRIS is directly indexing data from DOAJ

Dialnet provides journals and theses. It is one of the largest databases of Hispanic content. The collection includes only part of Dialnet's data. For more
information see:http://dialnet.unirioja.es/
This collection includes Nordic journals in the followiing subject areas: Law, Education, Health and Social Work, Social Studies, Humanities, Economics,
and Natural Science. For more information:http://www.idunn.no
University of Chicago Press Journals
The University of Chicago Press publishes scholarly journals and annuals presenting original research in the Social Sciences, Humanities, Education,
Biological and Medical Sciences, and Physical Sciences. For more information: http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/
AgEcon Search: Research in Agricultural and Applied Economics AgEcon Search is an open access repository of scholarly literature in agricultural and applied economics. It includes working papers, conference papers,
and journal articles, and other materials. AgEcon Search is maintained at the University of Minnesota and co-sponsored by the University's Department of
Applied Economics, its libraries, and the Agricultural and Applied Economics Associations. For more information: http://ageconsearch.umn.edu

Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht

Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht

"Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht in Göttingen, Germany, has been publishing academic literature since 1735. It ranks among the oldest independent publishing
houses in the world. More than 250 new books are published annually. Traditionally, the publisher’s expertise is in the humanities, especially in academic
literature for theology and religion, history and other humanities. Supply of literature for professional use has gained equal prominence. Professionals from
the HR sector, in psychological counselling and the church as well as teachers in school and preschool find their books at Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht."

Verlag C.H. Beck OHG

C.H. Beck Journals

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Princeton Legacy Library eBook Package 1980-1999

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Princeton University Press 2014 + 2015 eBook pilot project

This collection contains journals published by C. H. Beck that focus on a) book reviews in Classical Studies; b) Business History; and c) Modern European
History. Articles are primarily in English, German, and French. For more information: http://chbeck.metapress.com/home/main.mpx
According to Press Director Peter J. Dougherty, “By digitizing our backlist in the Princeton Legacy Library, the Press has used the latest technology to make
our past publications readily available to readers all over the world. Researchers and students in many developing countries will have access to our
historical titles for the first time ever.” More information at: https://www.degruyter.com/view/product/453646?rskey=lQJEot&result=3
Princeton University Press is an independent publisher with close connections, both formal and informal, to Princeton University. As such it has overlapping
responsibilities to the University, the academic community, and the reading public. As of 2014, Princeton University Press and De Gruyter have partnered
together to bring Princeton University Press’ high quality content to the global market. More information at: https://www.degruyter.com/page/princeton

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Princeton University Press eBook Package 2016

Stand: Mai 2018

Princeton University Press is an independent publisher with close connections, both formal and informal, to Princeton University. As such it has overlapping
responsibilities to the University, the academic community, and the reading public. As of 2014, Princeton University Press and De Gruyter have partnered
together to bring Princeton University Press’ high quality content to the global market. More information at: https://www.degruyter.com/page/princeton
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Provider
Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Ressource
Princeton University Press eBook Package Archive 1931-1999

Beschreibung
Princeton University Press is an independent publisher with close connections, both formal and informal, to Princeton University. As such it has overlapping
responsibilities to the University, the academic community, and the reading public. As of 2014, Princeton University Press and De Gruyter have partnered
together to bring Princeton University Press’ high quality content to the global market. More information at: https://www.degruyter.com/view/product/461880

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Princeton University Press eBook Package Backlist 2000-2013

Princeton University Press is an independent publisher with close connections, both formal and informal, to Princeton University. As such it has overlapping
responsibilities to the University, the academic community, and the reading public. As of 2014, Princeton University Press and De Gruyter have partnered
together to bring Princeton University Press’ high quality content to the global market. More information at: https://www.degruyter.com/view/product/461881

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Walter De Gruyter Books

Walter de Gruyter GmbH (and hosted publishers)

Walter De Gruyter Journals/Yearbooks

Wikimedia Foundation

Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia

Wolters Kluwer Health, Ovid Technologies

Lippincott Williams & Wilkins - Journals

Wolters Kluwer Law & Business

Kluwer Law Online Journals

World Scientific Publishing Co.

World Scientific Books

World Scientific Publishing Co.

World Scientific Journals

World Scientific Publishing Co.

World Scientific Open Access Journals

e-libro
학술교육원 (HakSulgyoyukwon)

e-libro Catedra
e-article

This collection contains the books published by Walter De Gruyter GmbH, in subject areas ranging from philosophy to biology, from literature to physics,
from archaeology to medicine. For more information: http://www.degruyter.com/
This collection contains the journals and yearbooks published by Walter De Gruyter GmbH, in subject areas ranging from philosophy to biology, from
literature to physics, from archaeology to medicine. For more information: http://www.degruyter.com/
Wikipedia is a free, collaboratively edited Internet encyclopedia supported by the non-profit Wikimedia Foundation. Its 22 million articles (over 4 million in
English alone) have been written collaboratively by volunteers around the world. Almost all of its articles can be edited by anyone with access to the site,
and it has about 100,000 regularly active contributors. It has become the largest and most popular general reference work on the Internet, ranking sixth
globally among all websites on Alexa and having an estimated 365 million readers worldwide. It is estimated that Wikipedia receives 2.7 billion monthly
pageviews from the United States alone.
This collection offers Lippincott Williams & Wilkins' journals on medicine, nursing and bioscience . Coverage is similar to Ovid's LWW Total Access
Collection. For more information: http://journals.lww.com
Kluwer Law Online (KLO) is Kluwer Law International's online platform for electronic journal, looseleaf, and other content. This resource includes journal
articles. Subscribers can access and download full text PDF's of the journal articles; non-subscribers have the option of purchasing individual articles. For
more information: For more information: http://www.kluwerlawonline.com/index.php?area=Journals
This collection contains the books for the World Scientific Publishing Co., which present such fields as nanotechnology, biomedical science, computational
science, materials science, medical science, life sciences, banking and finance, and business management. For more information:
http://www.worldscientific.com/page/worldscibooks
This collection contains the journals of the World Scientific Publishing Co, which present such fields as nanotechnology, biomedical science, computational
science, materials science, medical science, life sciences, banking and finance, and business management. This collection currently includes material from
2006-2011. World Scientific is also the exclusive distributor for all the journals published by Imperial College Press. For more information:
http://www.worldscinet.com/aboutus.shtml
The World Scientific Open Access Journals collection, includes selected articles, covering such fields as biomedical science, physics, medical science, and
life sciences. All articles in this collection are available on an Open Access basis. The collection includes material from 2012 and forward. For more
information: http://www.worldscientific.com/page/open
e-libro offers content in Spanish and Portuguese. This collection includes books only. For more information: http://www.e-libro.com
This collection covers a wide range of subjects, including: History, Language, Literature, the Natural Sciences, Engineering, the Arts, Music, Sports, and the
medical therapies. E-articles comes from Korea, and most of the journals in this collection are in Korean, with some in English. For more information:
http://www.earticle.net
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